WHAT AGENTS ARE
SAYING ABOUT SHIFT
I have been in real estate for a long time and have survived many ups and downs
throughout my career—but I wish I’d had this book. It’s a great tool that I could have
used a long time ago.
Sylvie Bégin, Ottawa, Ontario Canada

Sales Volume: $22 Million
SHIFT is a true wake-up call. Gary hits the nail on the head when he says change isn’t
easy yet long-term success requires it. The concepts should resonate deeply with anyone
serious about having a thriving real estate business.
Martin Bouma, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Sales Volume: $50 Million
I love this book. You’ve blended both importance and inspiration into another solid tool
for real estate agents everywhere. Encouraging us to remember how most successful
agents employ a simpler business approach, you’ve shared the key fundamentals which
can insulate us from the staggering market shifts and get us through these stormy seas
faster, with the least collateral damage.
Rick Brash, Calgary, Alberta Canada

Sales Volume: $24 Million

Wow! This book is a must-read. These principles will help anyone make it through the
shift. Whether new to real estate or a seasoned veteran, this book gets to the core of what
it takes to succeed. Thank you, Gary, for sharing your experiences and stories of how to
look for the opportunities in a shifting market.
Rick and Teri Brenkus, Las Vegas, Nevada

Sales Volume: $97 Million
After reading this book, we realized that we have been through five shifts in our market
over 21 years of selling. We survived, we thrived, and we became better because of the
experience. Shifts are a little like childbirth: you don’t want to remember going through
it, but you sure love the gift that comes from it.
Kurt and Darla Buehler, Dallas, Texas

Sales Volume: $71 Million
Don’t let this title fool you. While SHIFT certainly is profound and timely for the
market most of us are experiencing right now, this book also works for you in any
market. The savvy agent will put it right next to The Millionaire Real Estate
Agent for back-to-back reference.
Todd Butzer, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Real Estate Company Regional Director
Wow! They have done it again. This book is amazing. I feel like I have just had the best real
estate conversation of my life with my three best friends. At the same time, I feel like I have
been hit over the head with a two-by-four! This is a powerful survival handbook for this
market ... or any market. Pick it up, read it, change your outlook, and your future.
Doris Carlin, Joplin, Missouri

Sales Volume: $24 Million

Gary and his team have hit the nail on the head... once again! Your twelve tactics are
right on. I have been a student of The Millionaire Real Estate Agent since day
one—thanks for truly changing my life. Keep writing your books—I can’t get enough!
The more I read them, the better my business and life become.
Jana Caudill, Crown Point, Indiana

Sales Volume: $93 Million
Real Estate is a simple business that’s often overcomplicated in its application. SHIFT
is a book that gets to the heart of what makes a real estate business work and work well,
no matter the market. Read it over and over again, and keep implementing the basics of
this powerful tool.
Tony DiCello, Austin, Texas

National Real Estate Sales Trainer and Coach
Knowledge is power and Gary has once again given us this power by taking us step by step
through the reality of today’s market. SHIFT has clarified for me what to do and, more
importantly, how to think. I see what is possible for me and my business right now.
John Furber, Toronto, Ontario Canada

Real Estate Company Regional Director
This isn’t the first shift nor is it going to be the last, but it has been devastating in its effect
on the unprepared. Finally, we have a guide to preparing for, adjusting to, and thriving
through this shift and any others! This sets the tone for sustained success and profitability
throughout your real estate career.
Rick Geha, Fremont, California

Sales Volume: $34 Million

I loved this entire book. It gives great insights and practical ideas that work, not only
in a shifting market but in any market. If you are looking to take the next step in your
career, read it now.
Chad Goldwasser, Austin, Texas

Sales Volume: $124 Million
This is the first buyers’ market I’ve experienced, and frankly, I wasn’t prepared. With
SHIFT in hand, I’ve made a few quick changes and am back on the right track.
Brandon Green, Washington, DC

Sales Volume: $27 Million
Gary’s training had prepared me and my team for the shift. Gary’s proactive approach
convinced me to scale back spending, build reserves, and gain market share. The changes
we made have increased our market share in our target market from 19 percent to 28
percent and allowed us to remain profitable.
Bob Guest, Austin, Texas

Sales Volume: $32 Million
This book is both timeless and well-timed. A shift to a buyers market requires us to be
doing the things we should have been doing all the time. Agents would be well-advised to
keep this book at hand at all times.
Dan Harker, Dallas, Texas

Sales Volume: $24 Million

Where was SHIFT when we found ourselves in this situation last time? All who read,
internalize, and implement the principles of this authoritative guide will change lives,
not only those of your buyers and sellers, but also of yourself and your family! Get the
principles down, work smart, and you will not only survive, but thrive!
Mary Harker, Dallas, Texas

Sales Volume: $36 Million
Gary and his team have outdone themselves again. This book allows agents to stay on the
cutting edge of this changing market and well ahead of their competition. It’s the pinnacle
of what each new or seasoned agent needs to read again and again.
Chris Heller, Encinitas, California

Sales Volume: $60 Million
Succinct, direct, instructive, and with a road map to success. Reliably researched and
right on the mark, as always. Gary, thanks for your intense passion for supporting the
industry in a powerful way.
Judy Johns, Overland Park, Kansas

Sales Volume: $41 Million
Many agents have never experienced a buyers’ market and therefore continue to perform
the same tasks, the same way, only trying harder. Gary Keller and his team understand
the shift in the real estate business at a level no one else does. I know because the agents we
coach are using the strategies and activities in this book and are currently producing at a
level higher than they were before the shift.
Dianna Kokoszka, Austin, Texas

National Real Estate Sales Trainer and Coach

Gary’s new book is packed with hope, knowledge, and a real plan for success. It
reminds us to control our fears and think about the opportunity that all markets
bring. Thank you, Gary!
Linda McKissack, Flower Mound, Texas

Sales Volume: $58 Million
Gary, I cannot thank you enough for this book! I felt like you were speaking directly to
me. I built my business by following the models from The Millionaire Real Estate
Agent and I plan on improving my business with the models in SHIFT. This is a mustread for every agent desiring a great career not just a great year!
Melonee Piperi, Houston, Texas
Sales Volume: $64 Million
Like all of Gary Keller’s books, SHIFT is more than just a book. It is a timely, straightforward, instructional manual for success. I predict that the income of real estate
professionals will be directly proportional to how well they master the 12 tactics
outlined in this book. Gary Keller is, without question, “The Wizard of Aha’s!”
Shaun Rawls, Atlanta, Georgia

National Real Estate Sales Trainer and Multi-Office Owner
Shifts happen! This book is a lifeline for continued success as a real estate professional.
Thanks to Gary Keller’s insight, SHIFT helped me identify deficiencies and apply the
tools to master them.
Brad Reeser, Edmond, Oklahoma

Sales Volume: $35 Million

It’s called a “shift,” not the “end.” The game was here, now it’s there. You need to remember
that everyone goes to bed at night somewhere, and that they can either own it or rent it,
but someone sold it to the owner. If you get back to what really works in all markets, that
sale can and will be done by you. Read this book, get your head on straight, and get back
to what works in all markets—and you will own your market!
Gene Rivers, Tallahassee, Florida

Sales Volume: $57 Million
If this book doesn’t light you on fire, check for a pulse. As always, Gary has found the
unifying principles on which survival in a shift are based. This should be mandatory
reading for any agent whether old or new. Having survived a shift or two, we still found
it eye-opening, informative, and insightful. You can survive and thrive. This book will
be your manual.
Russell and Wendy Shaw, Phoenix, Arizona

Sales Volume: $104 Million
The information in SHIFT is so basic and so true! We have seen many large producers fall by the wayside in this market because they had not built their business on the
fundamentals of lead generating, expense accountability, talented support staff, and a
commitment to continual learning. We have discovered and corrected some of our own
weaknesses using the concepts in this book.
Steve and Debbie Tufts, Atlanta, Georgia

Sales Volume: $52 Million

After 22 years in the business I thought I understood the trends, but SHIFT made it
crystal clear. After reading the book, I knew without question what I needed to be doing
in this type of market. If you’re serious about staying in this business, now and in the years
to come, then this is your guide.
Debbie Zois, Las Vegas, Nevada

Sales Volume: $40 Million
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This book is dedicated to sales professionals everywhere
who are committed not just to having a great day, month, or year,
but to a great real estate career. To those who understand
that the foundational skills demanded during the most difficult
times will sustain their careers through all times.
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INTRODUCTION
The worst that happens to you can be the best
thing for you, if you don’t let it get the best of you.
unknown
The real estate market has shifted drastically and dramatically. Sales
volume and the number of transactions have dropped significantly. Inventory has reached an all-time high. Buyers have never been more reluctant. Fear is rampant, anxiety is high, and people are getting out of the
business left and right. Sound familiar? Sure it does. The year was 1979
and that’s what was happening all around me.
I was 22 years old, new to the industry, and new to Austin. I basically
knew nothing and no one and still I sold six houses my first month in the
business, five of which closed. Then the market collapsed—interest rates
soared to over 18 percent, the marketplace fell into chaos, and I didn’t
close a sale for five straight months. By Christmas I was six months into
my real estate career and broke.
My dad offered to help. Based on my growing database and the
business I had in the pipeline, he loaned me $500 to keep me going. The
very next day my dad’s faith in me was validated and I wrote a contract
on a home for Jack and Dorothy Saul. Ultimately my hard work paid off
and I ended my first twelve months hitting all my financial goals.
EIGHT YEARS LATER
Fast forward to 1987 and it happened again. This time the government
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changed tax laws, which had a disastrous effect: the market shifted.
Seemingly overnight, the listing inventory went through the roof, sales
transactions fell to the floor and our local real estate board went from
over 5,000 members to below 2,000. Panic and confusion reigned. It felt
like everybody was running helter skelter, looking for shelter but finding
no place to hide. There was no escaping the shift.
By this time in my career I’d started my own company and we had
become the tenth largest in the market. My competitors were going
bankrupt all around me and the number of agents in my office abruptly
dropped from more than seventy to below forty. To make matters worse,
in the midst of getting my feet back under me and reestablishing my profit
margin, a new competitor entered the picture. Five of my top ten associates and my entire administrative staff walked out the door. My business
world was being assaulted from all sides. As bad as my first market shift
experience was as an agent, it was even more devastating as an owner.
In the end I found my way through this shift just as I had before. And
once again, I not only survived, I thrived and ultimately emerged stronger,
more capable than ever. Less than two years after the shift, our company
became number one in our market—a position never to be relinquished.
Are you facing a shift? If you are, you shouldn’t be surprised. History
repeats itself. This is not the first time real estate professionals have been
in this position. What’s happening to you today has happened before
and is destined to happen again. Real estate markets shift. They always
have and always will. And the business goes on. As bleak as things can
look during shifts, when I look back I believe they’ve served as the genesis for everything I’ve become and the catalyst for all that I’ve achieved.
In fact, I’ve come to see them as opportunities. So can you.

2
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SHIFTS HAPPEN
Real estate is a cyclical business. What goes up must come down.
And what is down won’t stay there. Shifts are never unexpected but rarely predictable. You know one is coming. You just don’t know when. They
are, in fact, inevitable—shifts happen.
But we forget. Each time a shift occurs, we act surprised, as if it
had never happened before. Once the shift is over, we act as if it’ll never
happen again. It’s like we have amnesia. And that’s odd since we deal with
something similar every year. It’s called seasonality—the seasonal cycle
of sales that repeats each and every year. From month-to-month there is
an ebb and flow to the real estate business. Within each year, there is a
time to make money and a time to save money. It is so natural most simply
take it in stride.
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Figure 1 The monthly ratio of listings sold to listings taken. The midline
represents an equal number of listings sold and listings taken. 1
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Based on a study of over a million closed transactions over a five-year period.
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There is a natural buildup of listing inventory from January through
April and an offsetting decline in inventory from May through October,
with an up tick in sales at the end of the year. This seasonal cycle of sales
causes a corresponding seasonal cycle of income.
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Figure 2 The percent of annual income that is closed in each month.
The midline represents 8.3 percent of total annual income. 2

For real estate agents, these graphs are a heads-up and give meaning
to the phrase “make hay while the sun shines.” The fact is, every year, real
estate agents have to deal with the seasonal sales cycle and its impact on
their cash flow.
While seasonal cycles occur within a single year, economic
shifts happen over several years. Seasonal market cycles are monthto-month and economic market shifts are year-to-year. Just as the
seasonal cycles dictate a rise and fall to your income over a period
of months, the larger economic shifts create a rise and fall to your
income over a period of years. Seasonal cycles feel predictable, shortterm, and manageable. Economic shifts feel unpredictable, indefi2

8

Based on a study of over a million closed transactions over a five-year period.
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nite, and overwhelming. One feels like business as usual and the other
feels, well, downright scary.
The real estate industry has learned to live with regular seasonal
cycles, but it is always challenged by irregular economic shifts.
THE ANATOMY OF A SHIFT
Shifts are easy to understand. They occur whenever supply and demand
move out of balance. When seller supply exceeds buyer demand, it’s a
buyers’ market. When buyer demand exceeds seller supply, it’s a sellers’
market. A shift occurs when the market moves from one to the other.
Think of it this way. If over time more listings are selling, you’re moving toward a sellers’ market. If over time fewer listings are selling, you’re

{

moving toward a buyers’ market.
THE THREE TYPES OF REAL ESTATE MARKETS
1. BUYERS’ MARKET More than 7 months of inventory
2. BALANCED MARKET From 5 to 7 months of inventory
3. SELLERS’ MARKET Less than 5 months of inventory

Balanced markets occur during the transition
between markets and rarely last for long.

}

Figure 3 Inventory defines the state of your market. At the current pace
of sales, how many months of housing inventory do you have?

SHIFTS HAPPEN
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Why does the shift to a buyers’ market create pain? Two reasons.
First it leads to fewer sales and less available sales income in your market.
Second it tends to be abrupt and precipitous. The misleading aspect of an
economic shift is that it seems relatively natural and gradual when looked
at nationally. When experienced locally it is usually dramatic and fast.
NATIONAL SHIFTS HAPPEN GRADUALLY
Million

Months
12

7

Housing Inventory (left axis)

10.2
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Figure 4 On a national level the mid-90s shift from a buyers’ market
to a sellers’ market took more than four years. The shift back took about three.
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Figure 5 The above is a composite look at existing home sales in five large metro areas
(Sacramento, San Diego, Las Vegas, Orlando, and New York City). Beginning in the
fall of 2005, several years of market growth were erased in less than 18 months.
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ence. The hard truth is local market shifts are seldom slow and local landings are almost never soft. It’s a lot like a pendulum or a golf swing, beginning relatively slowly but accelerating very quickly through the middle.
Some local shifts can actually take your breath away.
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Figure 6

Several factors can cause an economic shift. Currency exchange
rates and political climate are the primary global factors. On a national
level it’s interest rates and inflation. Population, jobs, and household
income take center stage at the city level. And at the most local level,
it’s neighborhood dynamics and housing prices. All of this simply boils
down to buyer demand, which is driven by affordability and perception—how many buyers can afford to buy and how many think it’s a
good time to buy.
So are shifts bad? Well, it depends. For the real estate industry in a
particular market, it certainly can be—the available income for everyone
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in that market has dropped. For any single individual in their local market, it doesn’t have to be—there is still enough available income for them
to achieve their goals. The challenge for individual agents? Fear and how
they will respond to it.
When shifts occur, fear runs rampant, although not everyone responds in the same way. Some individuals, though they do feel the fear,
also know they are in an equal opportunity, unequal reward business. It’s
really the 80/20 rule at work—20 percent of the people will do 80 percent of the business in any entrepreneurial endeavor. Those who understand this know that they must be better than average to earn the better
than average rewards. If individuals understand a shift or have actually
experienced one, they know they have to push past the fear and face two
tests—first to survive and then to thrive. They have to hang tough until
the Law of Equilibrium reasserts itself. Then it’s opportunity time.
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THE LAW OF EQUILIBRIUM
The Law of Equilibrium is as old as the real estate industry itself. It is
simple and straightforward. The law states that the available income in
a market determines the number of agents in that market. As the number of transactions rises, so does the number of agents. Conversely, when
the number of available transactions falls, so does the number of agents.
People are attracted to the industry by the perceived income opportunity and driven out by the reality of the competition for it.
Since perception tends to trail behind reality, two lag periods show
up in every economic shift—the down-lag and the up-lag. The down-lag
occurs because the number of agents doesn’t decline until the number of
transactions has already been dropping for some time. The low point of
income opportunity then occurs when the most agents are chasing the
least amount of income. The up-lag works in reverse when the transactions increase. The high-income opportunity point occurs on the way up
when the fewest agents are chasing the most amount of income.
With relatively few barriers to entry the real estate industry can
become flooded with practitioners during a prolonged sellers’ market (an
upshift). Larger and larger numbers of agents are attracted to the industry and this increases the competition for the existing business. When
the amount of business then declines (a downshift) the competition
becomes untenable. There are more people but less business and fewer
deals. Fewer deals mean less money and less money means lower income
for everyone—and eventually it means fewer people doing business. If
you can ride out (survive) this initial lag period as more and more people

THE LAW OF EQUILIBRIUM
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get out of the business you can find yourself in a less competitive market.
There is now more business relative to the number of people working to
get it. This is the time to thrive.

Survive

Lowest
Per Agent
Income

Available
Income

Number
of Agents

Peak
Per Agent
Income

Thrive

The Lag

Time
Figure 7 Conceptually you can see it this way. For the historical
graphs see Figure 64 and Figure 65 in the Appendix.

How long it takes to get from survive to thrive can vary greatly from
time to time and from person to person. There is the market’s shift and
its lag time, and then there is your shift and your lag time. If you don’t
shift fast, your lag time will parallel the market and you may be at risk. To
thrive in the upshift you must first survive the downshift.
Let’s be clear here—there is nothing that says that an agent cannot thrive
before the market upshifts. In fact, we have known and worked with many
agents who had their best years in a “down market.” This book is based on the
lessons learned from those agents who have actually accomplished this.
Here’s the truth: not everyone will, but anyone can.
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THE RESILIENCE FACTOR
Even though you know that history repeats itself, in order to profit
from it, you have to remember it. You must carry the lessons of the past
into the present. The past has taught us that “this too shall pass” and
that success comes to the resilient. Here is a tangible way to look at it:
if your career goes three steps forward then the market drives you four
back, you’re essentially below zero and out of the game. If it’s three
steps forward and three back all you’ve done is survive. But, if you’ve
taken three steps forward and the market only drives you two steps
back, you’re just absorbing the hit. You’re still in the game and you are
more than just surviving.
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Figure 8 As the market falls, hold your numbers steady
and your share of the market will grow.

The key is to be resilient and on your toes—take the hit, but don’t
get knocked out. This is the survival strategy—adapt to the realities
of the new (downshifted) market quickly. Change what you need to
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change, do what you need to do. Build a fortress around what you have.
At the very least, this means maintaining your number of sales while
the market declines. The net effect will actually be an increase in your
market share.
When the natural lag plays out, you will be positioned to take advantage of the inevitable rebound. You can then ride the wave of increasing transactions and available commission income by simply holding the
new level of market share you’ve gained. If you do, your number of sales

3ALES !CTIVITY

will increase dramatically and you will thrive.
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Figure 9 When the next upshift happens your market share
will hold steady but your numbers will explode!

In order to survive and then thrive you’ll need to shift gears.
Can you put it in another gear? Most people fear a shift because
they don’t understand the Law of Equilibrium. They can’t shift their
thinking, so they don’t shift their tactics. If you can shift gears—
shifting both your thinking and your tactics—you will accelerate
ahead of the rest.
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So how do you shift gears? It’s actually a very straightforward and
pragmatic process. Our research has identified the twelve tactics you
must deploy. These issues aren’t special, unique, or new—they’re the
basic components of any successful real estate career. And when business gets tight they become the critical factors that determine the difference between success or failure. These tactics represent the gear
shifts that respond to the market shifts. Are you ready? Are you willing?
Let’s get after it!

THE LAW OF EQUILIBRIUM
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TWELVE TACTICS
FOR TOUGH TIMES
1)

Get Real, Get Right – Mindset and Action

2)

Re-Margin Your Business – Expense Management

3)

Do More with Less – Leverage

4)

Find the Motivated – Lead Generation

5)

Get to the Table – Lead Conversion

6)

Catch People in Your Web – Internet Lead Conversion

7)

Price Ahead of the Market – Seller Pricing Strategies

8)

Stand Out from the Competition – Seller Staging Strategies

9)

Create Urgency – Overcoming Buyer Reluctance

10) Expand the Options – Creative Financing
11)

Master the Market of the Moment – Short Sales,
Foreclosures, and REOs

12)

Bulletproof the Transaction – Issues and Solutions
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TACTIC #1
GET REAL, GET RIGHT –
MINDSET AND ACTION
Decide what your priorities are and how much time
you’ll spend. If you don’t, someone else will.
h a r v e y m ac k ay
In The Traveler’s Gift, Andy Andrews passes on the wisdom that “our lives
are fashioned by choice. First we make choices. Then our choices make us.”
I wholeheartedly agree. We are what we decide we will be, and we do what
we decide we will do. We become our choices. The twelve issues you face in a
shifting market are really an opportunity. An opportunity to make the twelve
most important choices that will directly impact your career and power you
through any shift. Of these twelve choices the first and most significant will
be to get real about your situation and get right about what you’re doing.
When a shift occurs confusion follows. Not only in the marketplace
but also in the mind and body. What to think and what to do becomes
fuzzy because what once worked is no longer working and you may not
know why. Don’t let yourself panic. Keep fear at bay. When a market
shifts there is only one thing to do—shift with it. In truth, there are two
shifts you must make. A mental shift and an action shift.
THE MENTAL SHIFT
I believe that your life will be either about your problems or your op-
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portunities. You’ll either be running away from something or running
towards something. It’s your call. To survive a shift you must first make
the mental shift to run towards
what you most want and avoid the
Agents must rethink, restructure, refresh,

temptation of running away from

reenergize, and reinvent every aspect of their

what you most fear. One approach

business. The ostrich approach guarantees

lifts you up and the other drags you

extinction.

down. You must keep both eyes on

Linda Alexander, Portland, OR

your target and not the ever-moving
market. Remember that success is

never about the chosen few, but always about the few who choose. You
get to choose and your life builds from there.
There are three types of people who emerge when a market shifts.
First, those that fearfully predict the worst and are unnecessarily pessimistic; second, those who hopefully wish for the best, believe they can’t
fail and are unrealistically positive; and, third, those who respect the
fact that they might fail, actively prepare for the worst and strive for
the best. These are the resourcefully realistic and are always the timely triumphant. They are matter-of-fact about the market and sensible
about their situation. They see things as they are and openly acknowledge how they’re doing. At the same time they stay optimistic about
their opportunities. As my friend Zig Ziglar says “they do a checkup
from the neck up” and make sure that even though the market is reshaping itself it isn’t reshaping their attitude.
You can’t control the market but you can control your outlook and
your response to the market. Remain resolute. Know that while everyone won’t succeed in a shift, some will and anyone can. You must be an
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“anyone can.” This is not just a short-term attitude you adopt, but a lifelong posture you take. It’s a journey you embark on led by the mental
choices you make. Be certain of this—your mindset matters.
Most people lead a “flow with the tides” life. Their careers and
their fortunes seem to rise and fall with the tides of the market. When
things are going well anything and everything works—their boats float.
What they fail to realize is that literally all boats float at high tide and
no captain gets credit for that! When times get tough and the tide goes
out, all of a sudden not everything works. Their boats don’t float. Those
quick to adjust will have a floating boat. On the rocks or out at sea—the
choice is yours.
Be a low-tider—always be prepared for low tide. Know that it is always a good time to be in the real estate market when you take a longterm view of the market instead of
getting caught up in its short-term
volatility. Know that there is always

I’ve had to get much deeper into my business.

enough business for you to survive

I have stepped back in and I am in much more

with a minimum income while

contact with my sellers.

striving for your maximum. Keep

Martin Bouma, Ann Arbor, MI

your perspective. Judge your success over the length of your career not the high or low of any single year.
Know that growth comes from clarity, priorities and focused-action. The
first two are how you think and the last is what you do. To make a strong
mental shift be clear about your situation and what it is you want. Write
down and prioritize the necessary steps you must take to achieve your
goals. Now you’re focused on what you want, you know what you need to
do, and you know what comes first. So what are you waiting for?

GET REAL, GET RIGHT
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THE ACTION SHIFT
Once you’ve gotten real, you’ve got to get right—right into action and
into the right action. For all the necessity of knowing what to do, taking
the right action now is just as necessary. Once you know then it’s not
about more knowing—it’s about doing. The difference between a career
worth having and a career worth heaving is the amount of focused action you take every day. It’s about knowing what to do and then doing it.
Keller Williams CEO Mark Willis often shares that his inspirational and
energetic mother, Rachael Willis, always taught him to “Do right—Fear
not.” When you do the right things you leave fear behind.
When you know what to do it’s time to move from inspiration to
perspiration. So the straightforward question that jumps right at you
in a shift is a simple one. “What
do I do right now?” Actually, this is
You need to double your efforts to grow. That

a two-part question that first asks

doesn’t necessarily mean doubling the time

“what must be done right?” and

spent; it means doubling the focus and the

then “what must be done now?” The

intensity so that you are more efficient and

answer to that two-part question

effective during the time spent.

becomes your focus and yours alone.

Chris Heller, Encinitas, CA

Understand what worked yesterday
probably won’t work today and what

matters now probably didn’t then. When the market shifts, new strategies are required and new actions are critical.
In a shifted market there is little room for mistakes and that is a
real challenge. The margin for error is very thin. Where there was once
latitude, there isn’t. You must be focused on the right tasks and you must
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execute them well. Efficiency and effectiveness are essential contributors to your bottom line.
One way to look at the necessary actions is by roles—yours and others. The challenge you might have is that you thought there were some
roles you had delegated to others only to discover that you hadn’t done so
successfully. The net result is that
you must personally start doing
certain tasks again.
The critical actions that you

This market is chaos, chaos is opportunity! It
is much easier to slip by the competition when

identify must be carried out by you

they have their heads down pouting!

or personally overseen by you on

Ben Kinney, Bellingham, WA

a daily basis. Our research shows
that the two actions real estate agents must take personal ownership of
are lead generation and lead conversion. Nothing becomes more critical
to success than finding motivated buyers and sellers and closing them to
an appointment. Your active involvement in the lead conversion process
gives you two invaluable gifts. First, you get an immediate and ongoing
sense of the issues of the market—the buyer and seller objections that
need to be overcome. Second, you will get an honest understanding of the
conversion rates that are possible. No one on your team will be as talented
or as invested in closing leads to appointments, and your direct participation allows you to set the standard and coach your team on how they too
can meet it. It’s what I call “management by wandering around.” But it’s
not really wandering. I want to periodically and regularly insert myself
into critical areas of the business. Sam Walton made a habit of visiting all
his stores and working cash registers for hours. His interaction with customers gave him vital insight into what was and was not working.
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To put lead generation and lead conversion in less effective hands
than yours could spell the difference between success and failure. Failure is never an option. As business analysts have often pointed out, “the
seeds of failure are usually sown
during times of success.” The most
We make a goal board and look at it every

humbling lesson of a shift is this—

day! Keep your goals posted in many places

we succeed in good times not only

so you constantly see them. It helps you focus

because of what we do right, but

when you’d rather not.

also in spite of what we do wrong.

Mary and Joe Charters

		

Gaithersburg, MD

involve making some of the most im-

The remaining eleven tactics

portant choices you’ll ever make and
mastering some of the most important skills you’ll ever master. What
you did right in the past will be reevaluated and what you did wrong corrected. In each one, you will most likely have to ask, “Who should be
doing this? Me or someone else?” The way to resolve this is by asking one
more question: “Who will do this the best?” Don’t fight the answer.
As you go through the list of necessary actions, don’t be surprised
if they’re not special, unique, or new. Actually, they are the foundational
components of any successful real estate career. Our research with the
best agents in the industry for our book The Millionaire Real Estate Agent
and our ongoing dialogues with them absolutely show that the top agents
become top agents by mastering the fundamentals. Maybe the reason the
basics are so often abandoned is the fact that they aren’t special, unique,
or new. When business gets tight, they reveal themselves as the timeless
factors that determine the difference between success or failure. School
is never out for the motivated. The basics are never outdated.
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TACTIC #2
RE-MARGIN YOUR BUSINESS –
EXPENSE MANAGEMENT
It is not necessary to change. Survival is not mandatory.
w. e dwa r d s d e m i n g
Anyone who expects change to be comfortable hasn’t been challenged
enough. Change isn’t easy and significant change is downright difficult.
Yet long-term success requires it. My experience has taught me that the
people most responsive to change are the ones most likely to survive and
thrive. James Yorke, a University of Maryland mathematics and physics
professor, put it perfectly when he said “the most successful people are
those who are good at plan B.” In other words, when change affects your
plan, plan effective change.
To shift is to change. The market changes therefore you must change
with it. With your thinking right and your role clear you must immediately
identify the other effective business changes your current circumstances
require. The first one is the only one that can get you back to profitability
the fastest—cutting costs. The number one determinant of thriving is lead
generation, but the number one determinant of surviving is expense management. When markets shift, the first change a business must make is “reexpense” itself. “Revenuing” your way out of a shift is iffy at best. Generating
more income may be impossible in the short run and take too much time
in the long run. This approach is always just too little too late. Now is the
required speed when a shift occurs. Get your expenses lower—now!
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I cannot overemphasize the importance of always working from a
position of profitability. It is vital and must be protected at all times and
at all costs. And therein lies the answer—time and costs. You must lower
your costs now. To generate revenue you generate leads. To make a profit
you manage expenses. Sam Walton explained his success this way: “We
had to keep expenses to a minimum. That is where it started. Our money
was made by controlling expenses.” This is true for all businesses. The
profit you seek will always be made in the way you manage your money.
So when the market shifts, you must create a budget that matches your
revenue. We call this re-margining your business.
Interestingly one might think that the goal of profit would provide the
motivation necessary to do this, but research and personal experience have
proven otherwise. Fear of financial loss is a more powerful motivator than
the opportunity for financial gain. It just seems that the push we get from
our fears is stronger than any pull towards the profits we desire. A swift kick
in the behind turns out to be a pretty good motivator and that’s okay.
Peter Drucker was famous for teaching this very straightforward
point—you can’t build a business by cutting back, but you can find your
profit and save it. Every business must make a profit. To do this they
must find a profit margin they can achieve and focus on getting there.
The only true competitive weapon you have as a businessperson is a margin of profit. It is the foundation from which all of your competitiveness
stems. If a market shift causes your income to drop but your expenses
don’t immediately drop in lockstep with it then your profit margin is
gone. And along with it your competitiveness. If this lasts long enough
you will go out of business because no profit and no competitiveness
means no business.
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This all seems like common sense. You cut to save and you spend
to build. So what happens? Prosperity happens. In growing times we
tend to become profitable with positive cash flow and loose with financial decision-making. We review the bottom line, see a profit, trust all’s
well and fail to scrutinize the detail. The fact is that for all of its
positive indicators profit can also

For every dollar we invest, we expect a

give a false reading. We allow an

multiple return.

increase in our business profits to

Pam Kiker, Greenwood Village, CO

convince us that what we’re doing
is working well. Really well. Thus we mistakenly justify our increased expenses as “the cost of doing business”, say things like “it takes money to
make money” and allow our rising revenue and present profit to cover up
any mistakes or inefficiencies. Charlie Munger, Warren Buffett’s partner,
in Warren Buffett Speaks said “Name a business that has been ruined by
downsizing. I can’t name one. Name a company that has been ruined by
bloat. I can name dozens.” In up markets we tend to move fast and swell
up. We’re not as tight on our dollars or as tough on our results. We gain
size and fail to see the bloat in it. We don’t play “red light, green light”
with our expenses very well and tend to just play green light, green light!
Go! Go! Go!
In up markets we tend to acquire habits and patterns of doing things
that don’t stop us in good times, but grind us to a halt in bad. In other
words, we do so much right that the market covers up the wrong. The
first causes us to succeed and may be so powerful that it powers us right
past the second. Good times seem to reward all that we do and profit
seems to give permission to be permissive. Permission to avoid things
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you don’t enjoy. Permission to do things you’ve always wanted to do.
Permission to do things in the spur of the moment—all this leads to a
lack of scrutiny, research, and accountability. Profit can act like a financial pillow and become a mental cushion or like a financial sofa inviting
you to take a mental nap. But the truth is that there is never a good
time to nod off and violate the fundamentals of finance. Always think
financially awake and alert. That is what long-term successful business
people do. They ask what should be done? What will it generate? What
will it cost? Will it be profitable? They look and listen and they pay attention to the answers.
Business is never automatic or predictable. You can never predict
with certainty the outcome of any action you take or financial decision
you make. Each decision presents
opportunity and risk. So think of
Cut your expenses by 50 percent and you will

spending money in your business

see how business still goes on. It will shock

as investing in your business. When

you when you see how little you really need

you invest you expect to get your

to spend.

money back plus a return. And the

Chris Cormack, Ashburn, VA

same applies in your business. You’re
investing in your business every time

you spend money. Therefore, sound business implores you to follow the
basic philosophy “every dollar spent should return its original amount
plus a reasonable profit.” Think of this as “the cost plus” principle of converting your expenses into business investments.
Everyone pursues growth, but few truly realize how profit happens. They prove this everyday by continuing to drive revenue while
spending money where they shouldn’t. Good markets hide this, tough
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markets expose it. If you don’t pay attention to how profit is made
and lost you’ll most likely create and maintain a profit margin on the
way up that will immediately disappear on the way down. Never to be
found again.
Most agents tend to think
they are as good as their last best
year instead of the average over

A boom market can cloud your financial

their careers. And they set up their

vision and mask, among other things, poor

expectations and expenses accord-

expense control.

ingly. They tend to think the trend

Pat Hiban, Ellicott City, MD

of their last couple of good years
will continue and they underestimate the market’s contribution to their
success. Here is the dilemma—do you spend based on your average, your
last year, your best year or your goals? The answer is none of the above.
No matter the market you always follow the philosophy of “lead
with revenue.” This means either always working from a position of
profitability or, if just getting started, working from a position of having enough revenue already on the books so you know exactly when
profitability will start. In a shifted market you drop your expenses until
your inflow once again exceeds your outflow at an acceptable level and
then you play red light, green light. You now grow your budget incrementally by holding each new expense accountable for contributing
profit in line with your acceptable profit margin as you aim towards
your goal. You’re spending by “leading with revenue” and you’re growing by the “cost-plus” business investment approach. It’s the true winwin financial formula that works for any business at any time and in any
market condition.
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PROTECT YOUR MARGIN
When a shift hits initially everyone gets hit equally. The market doesn’t
discriminate so all boats float lower. What happens first is equal and without choice—what happens next is unequal and determined by choice.
There is no expense that is untouchable. There is no cut too small. You
must reduce expenses to match your income plus an acceptable profit
margin. Be brutal. Cut! Cut! Cut! Cut once, cut twice and then keep cutting every week until you’re there. Attack both variable and fixed expenses.
Variable expenses might include hidden fees or add-on fees you’ve been
unaware of, over-charges from lack
of attention, unnecessary work that
This year I cut every marketing medium I

should be postponed or cancelled,

used. When asked to continue, I offered half

waste that has gone unchecked and

of what I paid before. I was surprised how

ineffective expenditures that have

many said yes!

been returning zero results. From

David Fogg, Burbank, CA

copies to couriers, from office supplies to subscriptions, from snail

mail to express mail, the waste is there. Find it. Root it out. Get rid of
it—now! Nothing should be untouchable and all expenses should feel the
heat of your scrutiny.
This same approach applies to fixed expenses. Fixed expenses are
always agreements that usually fall into the categories of car payment,
rent, leases, advertising, phones, or salaries. Here you are best served by
thinking of ways to turn fixed into variable. If you can get out of them
then get out. If you can extend them to lower the monthly cost then extend them. If you can shift fixed costs to performance based then do it.
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You’re in the hunt for a positive net number and not getting there isn’t
an option. Deal straight with people. Tell them the truth and tell them
what has to happen. You might be surprised at some of the results you
and your team engineer and may wonder why you never did this before.
As they say, necessity is the cause of most invention and a powerful motivator. Re-budgeting is your first issue and if you don’t get it right it just
may be your last one too. Cut expenses first—find your margin fast.
GET YOUR MONEY SMART AGAIN
Your money was once smart. It was invested each day based on past successful results so it was predictably productive each time it was spent. It
was smart money. When the market shifts your money instantly becomes
dumb. What worked no longer works so what it was spent on doesn’t
yield the same results. It is dumb money. It is often said that insanity is
doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results. This
couldn’t be truer regarding money than when a market shifts. Warren
Buffett teaches “the first step to financial recovery is to stop doing the
wrong things. It’s an old principle. You don’t have to make it back the
way you lost it.” To get the results you want you’ll have to pull back your
expenses, find your margin of profit, figure out what works and then put
your money behind it. First you get smart then your money gets smart.
For every dollar spent expect multiple returns from it. Just keep this
principle at the heart of your business spending and you can’t go wrong.
Until you get this don’t spend another dollar.
This is how you build on success as opposed to piling failure on
top of failure. Don’t try to just spend your way out of a shift—make your
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way out through results. Define a benchmark dollar result you should expect
from every dollar you spend and until you get that result don’t spend any
more. This is the most important business discipline you’ll ever need. Learn
it. Live it. Once it is ingrained into
your business thinking you’ll simply
Cutting expenses is so painful, but your pock-

be adding success on top of success

etbook will thank you later.

for the rest of your career. Your mon-

Bob Guest, Austin, TX

ey will be smart. You’ll be even smarter
and financially better off.

When you get your money smart again and are working from a
positive profit margin you are back in the game. The shift may have
dropped you down but you’re not out. You know what you’re spending money on and what you’re getting for it. You are putting your
money where your priorities are. You’re in control of your money instead of your money controlling you. Knowing what you spend, where
it goes and what you get for it alerts you to opportunities you might
otherwise miss. You’ll know what you’re doing, why you’re doing it,
and whether you can afford anything else. You’re in the best possible
decision-making position.
The key to re-margining and changing your budget is changing the
way you think. If money matters then managing that money matters. To
be an effective money manager you must be a “budget bully.” Challenge
everything and make nothing sacred. The goal is to guide your business
and manage your money, as Owen D. Young, the former chairman of GE,
said, by “taking advantage of the maximum number of opportunities and
making the minimum number of errors.” When you lead from a position
of profit your world is full of possibilities.
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TACTIC #3
DO MORE WITH LESS –
LEVERAGE
When we are no longer able to change a situation,
we are challenged to change ourselves.
victor frankl
When the market turns, it is time to roll up your sleeves and for
everyone around you to do the same. It’s time to work both smarter and
harder. It’s time to evaluate which resources and services must stay or
go. It’s time to consider effectiveness and efficiency as tools of necessity. It’s time to see what bang you can get for the bucks you’ve got.
Cutting expenses and finding your margin doesn’t necessarily mean
slashing quality or delivering less. It does however, demand getting the
job done with less money available to do it, and this will create a dynamic
tension inside your business. Change and the speed of change always put
pressure on you to do things better and yet more cost-effectively. Even
worse, a swift shift can unexpectedly find you doing less and doing it less
efficiently. It’s in that moment you suddenly grasp the true challenge of a
shift—to do more with less.
When the market shifts your organization must shift too. A market
shift can be an opportunity to evaluate, upgrade, and top grade your business, an unsolicited gift of the shift. Instead of hiring just to get the work
out, it may be time to reassess and top grade your people. Instead of just
managing the flow it may be time to retool and upgrade your systems.
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Skip any fault-finding, finger-pointing, or blaming and go straight to a
new vision for your business.
BACK TO BASICS
Don’t let change throw you for a loop. Once you know what you must accomplish and you know what your margin can be, you must envision and
promote a positive future. There is an old saying in sports “if you want to
stay ahead then play like you’re behind.” The challenge you might have is
that you’ve been ahead and played like it. Now you’re behind so what do
you do? You do what all great business people do—you focus tightly on
the basics. You do that by asking yourself four straightforward questions.
What are my business priorities? When do they need to get done? Who
is the best person to do them? And, finally, how should they be done? We
know the answer to the first question because it is the fundamental six
priorities for your business.

The Six Core Competencies of a Business
1. Lead generate, capture, and convert to appointments
2. Present to buyers and sellers and get agreements
3. Show buyers and market sellers
4. Write and negotiate contracts
5. Coordinate the sale to closing
6. Manage the money
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We know that to achieve your highest potential these six core competencies must be done consistently and done well. We also know the
answer to the second question because these priorities show up for
your business in this precise order

More staff doesn’t equate to more produc-

and there is no skipping around.

tivity. The phenomenal few can outperform,

Your business success starts with

out-produce, and outpace the mediocre many.

generating leads and progresses

Diane Kink, The Woodlands, TX

from there. The real mission is to
get all of these done in order at the highest level possible with the least
amount of resources. The management of these resources is what the last
two questions are about. If you know what needs to be done and when it
must be done, then you’re left with who and how—people and systems.
PEOPLE
People begins with you. So before you look at others take an honest look
at yourself. Are you maximizing your own productivity? Are you doing
what matters most? Are you doing what you get paid to do? As we said
in Tactic #1: Get Real, Get Right, the role you play in your business is critical—now more than ever. Once you are clear about how your personal
efforts are getting more of the important things done cost-effectively,
the focus shifts to others in your business.
There are two types of people in your business. Those directly
employed by you and those indirectly employed by you. Those directly
employed by you are the ones to whom you write checks. Those indirectly employed are the vendors who support you. Both groups need to
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be effective because both are equally important to your success.
Lets first look at those you directly employ. Good times can obscure and even camouflage who isn’t really working out or even actually
working at all. Up markets can hide lesser talent because we predictably
focus on our sales success in the moment and generally don’t give the
market enough credit for its role in our success. Face it, when it comes to
people—up markets conceal and tough markets reveal.
The challenge in a shift is that in order to do more with less you
must make sure that the less can do more. Think about it for a moment
and you’ll discover that you’re facing the topic of talent. When you look
at your organization through the filter of a shifting market you realize
that no matter the circumstances you only ever have one critical issue
with people: you either have the right ones or the wrong ones. It’s always
about quality and never about quantity. You can never have too many
of the right ones, but you can certainly have too many of the wrong
I’m asking everyone on the team to do more.

ones. And no matter the market too

We’ve even assigned each buyer agent addi-

many rights never make up for even

tional tasks. We all have to do more without

one wrong. In your business talent is

spending more.

someone who is a great match for the

Teri Brenkus, Las Vegas, NV

job you need them to do, who is motivated to do it, and can do it really

well. In The Millionaire Real Estate Agent, we identified these individuals as
“cul-de-sac” talent. They have all the skills and motivation necessary to do
the job you hire them for and they can perform at a very high level. However, these individuals may still be cul-de-sac talent in that they don’t have
the skills or motivation to grow beyond their current position.
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“Capacity” talent, on the other hand, can do their job and much more.
They will push you for a larger role and more responsibility. Capacity talent is your greatest asset in a shift. They want to do more and can do more.
They require less of your time and
will accomplish more in less time.
They may cost more but will always

Leverage has given me a life worth living

make you more than they cost. Ca-

while I give my clients even better service.

pacity talent, real talent, will see the

My kids appreciate it too!

shift as their opportunity to shine

Andy Hodes, Chattanooga, TN

and they will stand out in your organization. Always keep in mind that you can’t do more with less(er) talent,
but, with real talent, you can always do more with less.
Before you visit with your people do the math and make sure you
know what your needs are. What needs to be accomplished and how
much money do you have to pay for it? You’re caught in between what
you can afford and who you can’t afford to lose. This is one of the most
challenging leadership positions you will encounter. As you work through
this, think assistance first and assistants second. Think part-timers, subcontractors, vendors, affiliates, or students. Review your needs and all
your options for meeting them. Remember, you have a lot. You can combine positions, cut hours, or move to results-focused, bonus-based compensation. Any or all of these might need to be considered as you figure
out how to keep talent with you, while keeping costs as low as possible.
When you’re done thinking this through take stock and see where
you are. For those already in your business, you need to find out who
wants to work and can. Your approach will be as simple as following a
seven step process.
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Seven Steps to Talent Shift
1. Sit down with your people and share your vision for your
business. Tell them the truth about the situation, where the 		
business is today and where you see it going.

2. Visit with each person to see if they’re with you and are willing
to do whatever it takes.

3. Realign job descriptions around the six core competencies
that must get done. You might even consider moving from
job descriptions to task descriptions. In this way, your key
tasks can be mixed and matched, cross-trained and
swapped without changing titles or compensation. Seek
flexibility and avoid rigidity.

4. Set easy-to-measure goals, standards, and activities for
each person. Be positive and clearly communicate what
needs to happen. Then expect results or resignations—
you’ll accept either.

5. Establish a simple training schedule to make sure everyone
knows what to do, how to do it, and what is expected of them.
Training not only builds competence, but also confidence and
positive expectations.
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6. Meet weekly with each individual to evaluate their success
and reach agreement on any corrective action. Don’t make the
mistake of believing that once changes are made, everyone is
on board. You must inspect what you expect. Touch base
regularly to check in and see how they’re really doing.

7. Celebrate the small victories as well as the big ones. Celebrate 		
the individual wins as well as the team’s successes.

Keep it simple. Try to flatten your organization as much as possible.
Less bureaucracy usually means more productivity. Create an environment of open communication and feedback. Remember that rule-making isn’t nearly as productive as working from goals, action plans, and
standards. Be aware that top-down imposed change can create frustration, fear, anxiety, unrest, and even resistance.
Talk to your people and share what you’re going through and ask
them what they’re going through. Do your best to eliminate uncertainty
and you will eliminate a lot of insecurity. Too much change too quickly
can be difficult, so remember that people most likely will need new
information to help understand and buy into it. And above all they’ll
need new and constant re-education. People will rarely make the leap
in a shift on their own—they need to be led through change. If you do
these things the right people will see the strength of your commitment
and rally behind you.
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For those who don’t get it, they will have made it clear they can’t
play on your team. Nothing will help the wrong people at this point, but
a new job somewhere else. One agent shared a telling story. She printed
the letters D-E-C-K on four sheets of paper and placed them on the conference table in her office saying, “It’s time for all hands on deck.” But
not everyone on her team put their hands on the table. Surprised and
disappointed, she had to go back to her office and re-evaluate her team
on the spot.
If you must fire people follow a process. Once you’ve made the decision to part company, move quickly but be respectful. You invited them
into your business with positive anticipation for their future and you have
to invite them out with the same attitude. There is no place for good guys
and bad guys. The time is past for the blame game. It didn’t work out, nobody is happy about it, and it is time to move on. The key is to frame out
a win-win that works for everyone. Once the employee is gone there is
no place for any further discussion about the circumstances. Just remember that “loose lips sink ships” and everyone associated with you will be
paying attention. The respect you show those who are no longer with you
builds respect with those who are.
Talent Scouting in Four Steps
1. Check references
2. Get a behavioral profile
3. Conduct an in-depth interview
4. Test for knowledge and skills
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When you need to hire new people always follow this simple fourstep process. Check references and go deep; ideally you want to talk to
people beyond the references your candidates provide and who are usually their unabashed advocates. Get a behavioral profile (ex: the DISC)
to determine whether or not their natural behavior matches the job.
Conduct an in-depth interview in order to determine their strengths
and weaknesses. And, if possible, give them a specific test to prove their
knowledge and skills.
The goal is to hire talent to your team. The hiring process is usually
cheated on in good times and it’s easy to understand why. When your
business is growing, you need help fast and you tend to take the first person who comes along. You need help and you need it now. This is the mud
approach to hiring—sling some people at a job and see who sticks. Circumstances have changed, you need talent now and the more talented
team members you have, the fewer you’ll need.
The same standard of having the right people applies to your vendors.
Getting more and better support from your vendor team is critical. In fact,
think “preferred partner” versus vendor. It’ll make your thinking clearer. You
need a phenomenal outside support team to work together with your inside
support team to become one seamless, high-performance unit.
Make sure you have a loan officer who understands creative financing and is up to date on all available lending programs; a title officer who
understands the closing process issues that arise during shifting times;
inspectors who get the fickleness of buyers when operating in a perceived buyers market; appraisers who know that transactions can hinge
more than ever now on a tight, proper appraisal and are willing to listen
to a valuation challenge and respect your market research.
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Hold your preferred partners to the same high standards that you
have for your team. Meet with them regularly. Set goals and review results
with them. When you treat your outside support team with the same expectations of excellence you insist upon from your inside support team
you will be amazed at the positive difference it makes for your business.
With both your inside team and your outside team pulling together in
the direction you’ve set for them you have the best chance of success.
SYSTEMS
You topgrade people and you upgrade systems. Now that you know what
you need to do, when you need to do it, and who you have doing it, it’s
time to tackle your systems and how things are done. Good times usually plant seeds of system inefficiencies that during tough times sprout
into choking weeds of ineffectiveness. We tend to add staff rather than
improve systems and end up putting pressure on your budget instead of
on your processes. The goal now is to quickly reevaluate how things are
done to see what works and what doesn’t. Again, we want to do more
with less and that means we have to make our approaches to things simpler. To do this you must think efficient-effective and make maximum
use of everything and everybody. The key is to ask what exactly needs to
be accomplished to hit your minimum goals of sales and service quality
without any extra effort or expense. Put another way, how can we execute
a task with less effort and expense and still maintain high effectiveness?
This is the efficiency question you face.
Usually with systems, the problem you face is the exact same one
everyone faces. You are probably trying to do too many things and as a
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result not doing enough of the right things the right way. Trying to do too
much will cost you time and money. Your procedures must be lean and
mean. No more paperwork for paperwork’s sake. No more filing for filing’s sake. No more detail for detail’s sake. Remember, complexity kills.
Everything must be extremely purposeful. Everything must be
streamlined. The goal is to get right what you need to get right with as
few steps and as few people doing it as possible. That means less red tape
and fewer distractions. It means breaking things down to their basics to
figure out what is the least you have
to do right now so you can get the
most done. Just boil things down

I am making the market obey me instead of

to the basics that will get it done,

me obeying the market! My business is impor-

get rid of all else and start from

tant, but my life is precious.

there. Get down to the basics, to

Donna Grissom, Studio City, CA

what works at a truly simple level.
In essence you’re right-sizing your boat and jettisoning ballast. Simplify your business. Lay a more focused and efficient foundation. Find
out what works and make the most of what you have.
GETTING LIGHT ON YOUR FEET
Change requires everyone to be on board. It’s time for all hands on deck.
To change really means to adapt. So just think of you and everyone working with you as being a part of an adaptive organization. An adaptive
group always expects change whether forced on them or caused by them.
And change causes more change. The point is for you and your people to
not view what you do as static so that change appears to be this “big deal”
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that everyone fears, but see it as being adaptive and as a critical competitive advantage—an advantage you’re always seeking. Change is good. It’s
good for the advantage it can give you.
To grow, let go. Let go of preconceptions of people and systems and
what you think they should do. Start with what you have and build from
there. Build core competencies around what really matters and associate
with people who are on the same page as you. Now more than ever, your
personal actions, your people, and your systems must be focused on the
20 percent that matters. There is no time or money in doing the 80 percent. Just let it go.
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TACTIC #4
FIND THE MOTIVATED –
LEAD GENERATION
If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to it.
j o n at h a n w i n t e r s
Fewer leads, fewer showings, and increased days-on-the-market—
the minute these signs show up, take notice. Don’t ignore them and don’t
wait to act. These are the early warning signals of what is most likely
coming next—more inventory and fewer pendings. This is the sequence
of a shift. Demand slows down and supply builds up. It starts with fewer
leads and ends with even less closings. Buyers and sellers get thrown for a
loop and they in turn throw the market for one. What felt like an unlimited supply of buyers and sellers suddenly feels very limited. Abundance
quickly shifts to scarcity.
But just because the market has moved from more to less doesn’t
necessarily mean you have to. As leads become fewer, you must recognize the situation and make a more concerted effort to generate
them. You can’t sit back—you must be more rigorous and resolute in
your lead generation than ever before and more so than anyone else.
In fact now is the time to shift your lead generation activities into the
highest gear possible.
The cause and challenge of a shift is simply one word—motivation.
When a market has shifted what has really happened is that buyer and
seller motivation has changed. Regardless of the economic causes or
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driving forces behind the shift, your market only shifts because the motive
and rationale behind buying and selling has shifted. In other words, whenever and wherever economics shift so does motivation. And this becomes
the number one challenge of a shift—
finding the motivated. Where there
Don’t cling to buyers just because there’s a

was once a large quantity of quality

scarcity of them.

leads, there isn’t and the once clear

Russell Shaw, Phoenix, AZ

pool feels more like a muddy puddle.
The number of salable leads has de-

creased dramatically and the reason is motivation. It’s almost as if all the
buying and selling of the past sellers’ market has borrowed against the buyers and sellers of this market and it’s now time to pay up. Where the buyers
and sellers had both personal reasons and positive market expectations as
dual motivators they now just have their personal reasons.
Motives have narrowed significantly and fewer people pass the clearcut motivation test of being able, ready, and willing. Fewer buyers can afford to, have the desire to, or are prepared to buy now at market prices.
Fewer sellers can afford to, have the desire to, or are prepared to sell now
at market prices. A market shift simply causes a smaller number of buyers
and sellers to have the ability, readiness, or willingness to be involved in a
real estate transaction at this moment. And this creates the difficulty you
face. You can “motive-aid” someone to help them better understand why
they should consider buying or selling in this market, but you can’t motivate them. Their motives are their own. Their rationales or reasons are
theirs and theirs alone. And since you can’t actually motivate people, your
only choice will be to find more of them. So this is why you must now ramp
up your lead generation, because there are less of the motivated to find.
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Frankly, this is when the true competitive nature of our business
reveals itself and you realize it’s time to stop trying to get your fair share
of the market and do all you can to get your unfair share. The agents who
are going to survive and thrive in any tough business market will be those
who face reality and say “If it’s to be, it’s up to me and I need leads coming straight to me.” The challenge is that when the market first shifts
you are rarely sure what it will take to find enough motivated prospects
to achieve your sales and income numbers. You have to be willing to do
whatever it takes. You have to be motivated to find the motivated.
MOVE PAST YOUR MYTHS
Let’s face facts. Lead generating to find potential customers just might
not be your favorite business subject. If you’re like most, it probably isn’t
why you got into real estate and isn’t something that gets you excited to
go to work everyday. The truth, however, is that you actually got into two
businesses. You got into the helping people with their real estate needs
business and you got into the lead generation business. They are inseparable. They are the yin and the yang of your professional world. The bottom line is that without motivated leads there are no people to help. To
have sales you must have leads. One begets the other. Interestingly, the
market shifting may have now exposed a real personal dilemma you must
overcome—you love helping people but at the same time you haven’t yet
learned to love hunting for them.
Please realize that I’m actually describing myself. I must admit that
I honestly didn’t enjoy or fully embrace the lead generating part of our
business at first. It wasn’t until I realized that lead generating was some-
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thing I had to do and master in order to get to do the things I really enjoyed doing that I actually buckled down and got serious about it. And
then something magical happened. The more I did it, the better I got,
and the better I got the more I liked it. It turns out that I had held a
handful of myths in my head that were holding me back. Once they were
dispelled I was over the hump and off and running.
From a distance, I thought lead generation was really difficult, but
after I diligently applied myself to it for a reasonable length of time
I came to see that it was actually quite easy and could even be fun. I
was confusing effort with enjoyment. I also thought I was going to be
too busy and wouldn’t have the time to lead generate. However, as I
focused on doing it every day I discovered it wasn’t an issue of having
time but an issue of making time and then protecting it. As I learned to
manage my time better I discovered I had all the time I needed. Then
intimidation set in. I believed I couldn’t lead generate because I didn’t
know what to do or say and was afraid of making mistakes; however,
as I consistently “got after it” I found that lead generation is nothing
more than a set of tasks and skills that are well documented. I caught
on that with practice and homework these actions are easily understood and learned. I saw that on top of being a “transaction knowledge
and service business,” our industry is a “script and dialogue skill-based
business.” I had to commit to getting onto the path of mastering these.
I discovered that “time on the task over time” was the simple secret
that helped me become very good.
Interestingly, what might have held me up the most was that I had
naively bought into the popularly quoted myth that “it takes money to
make money.” As a result, I naturally assumed I couldn’t successfully lead
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generate because I thought it would just cost too much from what little I had. However, once I experienced how buyers and sellers find and
choose a real estate agent I then grasped two foundational truths. First,
that lead generation doesn’t have to cost money at all if I don’t want it to
and, second, that if and when I do spend money it doesn’t have to be as
risky as I had imagined.
And finally, I just plain fought it. I hadn’t passed a sales behavioral
profile test I’d been given in college, so I truly didn’t feel at all like a
natural lead generator. But as I looked around the industry, it dawned
on me that very few people have the perfect sales profile and that no
one is truly a natural lead generator. The gift of gab should never be
mistaken for natural sales skill. It became obvious to me that everyone
has to master the specific and meaningful scripts, dialogues, and skills
of lead generation to be really successful.
Once I got these myths and
erroneous thoughts out of my head,
I was able to put my head down and

Lead generation has become critical! It’s no

get after it. In time, the results I

longer waiting for people coming to us. We

had hoped for started to show up.

must be the initiators. If it’s going to happen,

When I was able to connect the

we’ve got to make it happen.

dots between effort and results I

Chad Goldwasser, Austin, TX

had a huge aha. I now saw that
what I did on the front end with lead generation got me sales results on
the back end. This connection opened my eyes to how effort and success
were linked. I became motivated to put in the necessary effort and also
began to enjoy it. I knew that when I generated leads, the desired results
would follow.
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I had to make peace with lead generation and so will you if you want
to push through a market shift. When all is said and done one of two things
is going to happen. You’ll either get over your myths and get on with it or
you’ll eventually succumb to your myths and have to get out of it.
If your past sales success came (either in part or in total) from riding the wave of an increasing market, the odds are the easy business you
enjoyed will have virtually disappeared. To get back on track there are
three straightforward action steps you must take to get your sales business moving in a positive direction: 1) Stop doing what doesn’t work; 2)
Figure out what does work; and 3) Ramp it up!
STEP ONE: STOP DOING WHAT DOESN’T WORK
When you have fewer leads than you need you really do have a problem you can’t ignore. Ayn Rand summed up this challenge extremely well
when she wrote, “We can evade reality, but we cannot evade the consequences of evading reality.” The consequences of evading the reality of
your lead generation situation could be dire. The way to avoid this is to
acknowledge your situations and do something about it. The first step
is to stop doing what doesn’t work . You start by realizing that time and
money are really the two basic tools you have to generate leads, so you
must absolutely stop spending any time or money on lead generation activities that aren’t working. Seems obvious and sounds simple, right? But
the trick isn’t in getting it, it’s in doing it.
Your goals haven’t changed. You know what your annual income
goal is and you know the number of sales you must close to hit it. What
has changed is the number of appointments you are going on and the
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number of leads it takes to get those appointments. The question you’re
going to answer is “What am I doing or spending money on that is no
longer effective since the market shifted?” You can only know this by associating your valid leads and your lead sources with your closed sales.
If you haven’t already been tracking this get out paper and a pen and
do the following exercise. Write down your top ten sources of leads. This
could be individuals who send you referrals or it could be any methods
you currently use. What you’re trying to answer is “where do my leads
come from?” Next, write beside each one the number of valid leads or
closings that lead has brought you. Then prioritize them by numbering
them from 1 – 10, with 1 being the most demonstrably effective and 10
being the least. Take the bottom five and stop allocating time or money
to them and aim all your resources to the top five that are working. (Note:
The total number isn’t as important as the idea of only working the most
effective ones.) Do this every month because effectiveness is an ongoing
and never ending process of evaluation and adjustment to find the sweet
spot—the “lead source zone” that’s working for you.
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Figure 10 In three simple steps you can quickly identify your lead sources,
prioritize them by what is and isn’t working, and then narrow your focus on what is.
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The one exception to this process is if any of the lower group on
your list, while not always being immediately effective, still creates longterm lead generation opportunities. If you’re doing one that meets this
description, then you shouldn’t necessarily give it up. But do try to get it
to pull double duty. Your regular newsletter or e-letter might be a good
example of this. The content should be geared for delivering short-term
results as well as developing long-term relationships. In other words,
pursue short-term and long-term goals at the same time. To have your
best year plus a great career requires both. Lead generation effectiveness is the one true building block
of all successful real estate careers
There are motivated buyers and sellers out

and while its goal is always immedi-

there. The question is: Are we doing the right

ate business that is usually best ac-

things to find them?

complished through a dual focus on

Rick Brash, Calgary, AB, Canada

present and future business.
		

So when it comes to evaluat-

ing results don’t guess and don’t get involved in overly optimistic thinking.
If your leads have started to dry up then not everything you’re doing is
working. You need to spot what isn’t and stop doing it. In other words, stop
wasting precious time or spending scarce money. How much? All of it!
Having said that, you may find that it is impossible to hit your
future goals without expanding your lead generation activities. So at
some point, you may either want or need to invest some more money
towards additional lead generating. When you do, start by only investing in what you know works and only initiate carefully planned efforts.
As we said in The Millionaire Real Estate Agent, play “red light, green
light.” Red light means spending no more money until what you’re do-
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ing proves its success. Only then would you green light additional dollar
investments. Your new philosophy is to hold any and all dollars spent
on lead generation accountable for generating motivated buyers and
sellers that lead to closings.
When a market shifts, it requires you to take a step back and immediately stop doing what isn’t working. By the way, you’re not alone. What
is happening to you is happening to everyone else in your market. The
advice that works for you is the same advice that will work for them. The
ones who succeed will be those who understand this the quickest and do
something about it. That needs to be you.
STEP TWO: FIGURE OUT WHAT WORKS
Identifying what currently works and doesn’t work is one thing. Knowing
how to build an effective lead generation program is something else. While
the exercise you just did roughly identified what is or is not currently working, most likely you will need to add more factors that will work. To do this
you now need to understand why and how lead generation really works.
This will enable you to move from having success to creating success,
which becomes critical in a shift. Having sales happen is one thing. But
now we need to make sales happen and that is something else entirely.
Most agents don’t give adequate thought to building a successful
lead generation program that works in any market. A shift makes it absolutely necessary. Anyone who doesn’t move to mastering lead generation
usually gets shifted right out of real estate. The proven formula you can
use for truly understanding what will work in your market is the Two M’s
of Lead Generation: Message and Method.
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THE TWO M’S OF LEAD GENERATION
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Your Message Matters
The first principle of lead generation messaging is that your message must
match your market. This means that your lead generation message must
match the motivation of the buyers and sellers in whatever market you’re
in. Always follow this standard—it’s how you cause motivation to show
up and reveal itself. When we say your message must match your market
we’re talking about two markets: The target market of buyers and sellers
you communicate to and the market conditions of the market areas in
which you operate. You convey a message to a targeted audience (your
market) and you work in a targeted area (the market). It’s about the issues
and motivations or your targeted audience and the issues and conditions
of the market area. You may have one or more targeted audiences and
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you can have one or more market areas. For some, their target audience
and market area are one and the same because the targeted buyers and
sellers they lead generate to encompass the entire general population of
the market area they operate in. For others, the specific buyers and sellers they target are simply a subset of their overall area. Either approach
can work. You just want to be clear on who you’re addressing and on the
current market conditions of that area.
Your message must match your market to be effective. This is a
timeless business truth that transcends all markets and market conditions. In a constricting market this truth becomes critical since the message people respond to narrows greatly. When motivation is low there are
fewer messages that work. The message you put out to attract prospective buyers and sellers is everything. Why would they want to contact you in
this market? What would they get if they did? These two questions are at the
heart of all effective messaging. The smartest lead generators know that
people respond to messages that matter to them now. And this becomes
the driving theme of all their lead generation activities. When the market shifts they immediately know that all their lead generation messages
must now shift to match the new market.
Messaging is built on the proven idea that people will contact you if
there is some direct benefit to them. The opportunity to get something
they want or need drives their contact. Promoting your personal brand
matters a lot because of the validity it creates for you, but in a shifted
market personal branding alone without a lead generating message won’t
get you the motivated leads you need. The effective message makes the
phone ring and it will do the heavy lifting of your lead generation. It will
be the driving force behind why people contact you. They will connect
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with you when your message connects with their why—when it speaks to
their personal motivations.
The second principle of lead generation messaging is your message
must make an offer to get a response. When you create messages for
buyers or sellers you must determine what kind of offers you will make
based on what kind of responses you want. This theory is called “offerresponse” messaging. Now, please know that this has been confusingly
mislabeled by many as “direct-response” marketing for some strange reason I don’t quite understand. The concept they are trying to describe
is actually a foundational messaging principle that applies to both prospecting and marketing and includes two types of offers. When you lead
generate you are simply making offers to people with the expectation of
a response—thus the name “offer-response.” Your two offer choices are
to either make a direct offer to get an immediate response or to make an
indirect offer to get an immediate response.
/&&%2 2%30/.3% -%33!').'

$IRECT
/FFER

)NDIRECT
/FFER

2ESPONSE

Figure 12 Your messages should make compelling direct and indirect offers
that will evoke an immediate response from buyers and sellers.

A direct offer is exactly that—direct. It is an offer designed to get
an immediate response from someone who wants to buy or sell with you
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now. An indirect offer is still an offer that seeks an immediate response,
but not directly for using your services of helping them buy or sell. It is
an offer to get something else from you now, thus it is called an indirect
offer, which puts you into a relationship with them and opens the door
to possibly doing business with you in the future. If you are offering a
home for sale and they respond, that is a direct offer and an immediate response—they are immediately interested in buying. If, on the other
hand, you offer a free report of some kind and they respond, that is an
indirect offer and an immediate response—they are immediately interested in the report but haven’t indicated an immediate interest in buying
or selling. They are not seeking to hire you for what you directly do, but
their response may give you the opportunity to build a relationship and
serve them some time down the road.
Direct offers seek to generate immediate responses to buy or sell and
indirect offers seek to generate immediate responses for something from
you other than to buy or sell. One is a path to immediate business and one
is a path to immediate services that might lead to future business. One
takes a direct route to doing business and the other an indirect route—thus
the labels direct and indirect. Regardless of which offer you make you always want people to respond now. To do this you must practice the simple
concept of MOFIR—Make Offers For Immediate Response—at all times.
You might have heard this explained in the past as “a call to action” for it is
a tried and true messaging theory. Whether it is a direct or indirect offer
you use in your message you should always call someone to action by putting forth an offer they will immediately respond to.
The bottom line is that to be an effective lead generator you need
to make offers that motivated buyers or sellers will respond to right away.
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Why would you ever make an indirect offer in a shifted market when
making a direct offer would seem to be a straighter path to get you
exactly what you want? The reason is that not everyone responds to
direct offers. By casting out wider
nets using both you’re fishing for
Lead generation is a 10 on a scale of 1 to 10.

the two types of people out there

There is nothing more important for my

and covering your bases at all times.

business.

And both work as well in a shifted

Gene Rivers, Tallahassee, FL

market as they do under any other
market conditions. The issue isn’t

about which is better because you really want to be doing both.
The priority is in making sure your offers always call for an immediate response. You’re looking for opportunities to convert people to immediate business and you’re also looking for opportunities to get into
dialogue with people for future business. You can make any number of
indirect offers ranging from specific information to free reports to something of economic value. Best buy lists, free foreclosure home lists, property hotlines, custom property searches, reports you create such as the
“five mistakes you can’t afford to make when selling” and money saving
offers are all great examples of indirect offers. The key to making it effective is to appeal to people’s motivation and do it differently than other
agents so that it stands out.
Offering a free CMA, for example, is a fairly common indirect offer
that sellers will regularly respond to under any market condition. Some
would argue that it is a direct offer but they would be wrong. Remember
that a direct offer is “buy a home through me” or “list with me.” It is a direct offer when the only answer is that they do or don’t do business with
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you. The free CMA doesn’t pass this simple test because you’re actually
offering a free service and information that could lead to a listing at some
point. That makes it an indirect offer. A simple free CMA, while tried
and true, is probably being offered by nearly everyone in some manner,
but since it is something people still want you’ll just have to think outside the box when you make them the offer if you want to get your unfair
share of responses. Focus on the market situation and the personal or
logical motivations that would drive people to respond to an offer and
then shape your indirect offer accordingly. By the way, follow the same
approach with your direct offers too.
Your Message Needs A Method
Now that you’re clear about the messages you will use you must pick
your methods for getting them out. The two categories all lead generation methods fall into are prospecting and marketing. Prospecting
is where you go get the leads and marketing is where you do things to
cause the leads to come to you. Prospecting is you making contact with
people and marketing is people making contact with you. Prospecting is seeking and marketing is attracting. Prospecting can be done by
phone or in person while marketing is done through any published medium or broadcast media.
Although you’ll consistently hear people say they do one or the
other, research says you should do both. Doing both helps you avoid
any risks of having “all your eggs in one basket” and this diversification actually increases your odds of long-term success. Also, both offer unique benefits. Prospecting gives you instant contact with the
market and provides you the best timely feedback. It immediately
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lets you know what people are responding to and gives you the quickest proactive way to control results. Marketing gives you the opportunity to get to a wider audience faster and offers you the best chance
for lead generation leverage. It can put your message in front of a lot
of people efficiently and at the least cost per person possible. Your
ongoing lead generation goal is always to get in the path of as many
motivated buyers and sellers as you possibly can. To do that, you must
do both.
Many people think of prospecting and marketing as mutually exclusive, but I encourage you to think bigger and see them as mutually
supportive. Your prospecting can be supported or enhanced by your
marketing and your marketing can be supported or enhanced by your
prospecting. The only limits here are probably a lack of creativity.
Continually seek ways to make both work at the same time. A simple
example would be holding an open house (prospecting) and also passing out “best buy” lists (marketing). Or doing both prospecting (door
knocking or calls) and marketing (direct mail) to get people to attend
the open house.
As you look at the list in Figure 13 you realize that there are quite
a variety of prospecting and marketing methods to choose from. Remember, the secret to successful lead generation is getting in the path of
prospects with a message that matches their motivations for the market
they’re in. Once you understand the messages that work it is just a function of getting it in front of enough people who are motivated to buy or
sell. Look at this list again, pick a few and get started. Which ones do you
pick? The ones you think are most likely to work the fastest for you given
your market.
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Figure 13 Whether it’s prospecting or marketing or both, the methods are many!

You’ll regularly hear some real estate agents saying one method
works better than another. This may be true for them. However, I believe any method executed properly and consistently can be quite successful. And top agents rarely use just one method. So the question you
should ask is not what methods you will do, but what methods you will
do first. The answer should be simple and straightforward—the methods
that will generate the most leads in the shortest amount of time, for the
least amount of your effort and money invested.
Now, although there is no set formula for this, some target audiences
are going to be better than others in a shifted market. You will want to
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prospect and market to those people you can directly identify as motivated, and to others who can identify them for you (because they know you
and trust you). That first list would include: open houses, FSBOs, expired
listings, foreclosures, builders with spec homes built, and relocation buyers or sellers, among others. The second list would be the people in your
met database (your past clients, sphere of influence, friends, and acquaintances) who you believe will send you referrals. You’re using messages and
making offers trying to discover if they want or need to buy or sell in this
market and trying to discover if they know of anyone who might want or
need to buy or sell in this market. The thing to avoid is simply trolling for
motivated people without any clue where they are. At some point, as you
seek to increase your leads this will be acceptable, but not until you’re already generating an adequate number of motivated leads that are closing.
Quick leads first, more leads second, and lots of leads third.
Since prospecting can literally cost no money you should go straight
to prospecting while you get comfortable with your marketing choices.
Remember that prospecting is about converting your messages to effective verbal dialogues and scripts you must practice and learn. Marketing
is about converting your messages effectively to the print medium or
broadcast media you choose. Your effectiveness at either will be part
knowledge and part experience. Get some basic training and then dive in.
Don’t wait to become an expert because you can’t become one by studying—your greatest teacher and skill-builder is your personal experience.
The most successful real estate salespeople both prospect and market. Why? There are limits to your reach with prospecting that don’t exist with marketing. Prospecting is something you must always show up
to do. Marketing is something you unleash and then works without your
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having to be there. Prospecting is about seeking opportunities. It’s the
act of personally calling and contacting targeted people you haven’t met
or people you have met. Marketing is the opposite of prospecting. Instead of seeking opportunities, marketing is about attracting them. It’s
the work of placing your messages where you believe motivated buyers
or sellers are most likely to see or hear them.
When leads become fewer, prospecting increases. The research for
The Millionaire Real Estate Agent showed that top agents used the “marketing-based and prospecting-enhanced” approach, but experience teaches
us that a shifted market requires that you move more towards prospecting. You could still be marketing-based, but you’re probably doing more
prospecting than you were. It is all about meeting your lead generation
goals. Prospecting tends to uncover motivated leads faster and keeps you
more in control. Because prospecting puts you in immediate contact
with people you get immediate feedback—and that is what you want in a
shifted market.
This isn’t to say that marketing isn’t effective. It is. What the

My real estate business took off when I real-

research shows is that when mar-

ized I had to ask for business and not be at-

kets shift for most top agents their

tached to the answer. I would have to get no’s

lead generation will shift more in

on my way to yes’s, I just had to ask. The more

the direction of prospecting, but

I asked, the more I got.

they don’t quit marketing. For a

Linda McKissack, Denton, TX

few top agents, they will actually
remain marketing-based and simply tweak where and how they do it, but
this is a select group breathing “rare air.” Even this group could benefit
from adding or increasing some level of prospecting to their activities.
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Time on the task over time will serve you well in mastering your
approaches, but be careful that your behavioral style doesn’t betray you.
Most real estate agents fall into two broad behavioral types: those who
like to take action first and those who like to study first. And although
there are many behavioral assessments that call these various names, they
all boil down to one simple concept—fear of making a mistake. Those
who aren’t afraid to make a mistake, just jump right in and easily accept
the idea that they’ll learn as they go. Others shudder at this thought and
think about all the mistakes they could make. They believe that only after they have thoroughly studied something and mastered it should they
go out and take action. Honestly, I believe both are wrong.
Regardless of your behavioral style I think you should quickly study
and learn the basics, then take action while you continue to study. Studying and practicing is one thing, doing it is another. Both are required to
master anything at a high level. So
the doer must also be the student
Once we began using the phrase ‘priced like

and the student must also be the

bank-owned properties’ our call traffic went

doer. The question remains: when

up! The bank-owned language really works.

do you take action and when do you

David Brownell, Las Vegas, NV

study? Experience says that an ongoing cycle of study and practice, take

action, study and practice, take action is the best approach. Don’t be a
slave to your preferred behavior style. You must gain some control over
yourself no matter which natural style you are. You must do both to become your best.
If you’re an “action first” person, I want you to slow down long
enough to study and practice 30 minutes each day before you take off.
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A little research and role playing will do so much for your effectiveness, you just won’t believe it. So experience it. And remember that
when you learn only from your experience, you’re learning a lot less
than you should.
If you’re a “study first” person, I want you to realize that you can’t
know it all no matter how much you study. So get on a study program
you’re comfortable with and take action while you’re on it. And remember, if experiential learning isn’t on the program, you’re arguably missing
the most important part.

The True Professional
Consider this. Most difficulties in real estate transactions (from
simple misunderstandings all the way to costly lawsuits) come
from agents who think they know it all. They erroneously believe
that the customer expects them to have all the answers and, as
such, they think that being a professional is about always “knowing all the answers.” This couldn’t be further from the truth. In
fact, it’s unprofessional. A true professional knows what they
know, knows what they don’t know, and knows the difference between the two. So when they know, they tell and when they don’t
know, they go get advice. Professionals never fake or bluff their
way ahead.
People want to work with someone who will get them the
right answer no matter where it comes from. Notice the point?
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They want the right answer not someone who knows the right
answer. By now you certainly must realize that real estate transactions are never so time sensitive that there isn’t time to stop and
ask someone a question or do some research to verify something.
Anyone who acts that way is just doing it because they want
to or think they should, not because a transaction or customer
requires it. People want to work with someone who says “I am a
professional. That means I know what I know and I know what I
don’t know and I know the difference between the two. So, when
I know, I’ll just tell you and when I don’t know, I’ll go find the
answer. This way you can always have confidence that I’m getting
you the best answers possible.” That is what a true professional
does and that is what you should do. This definition of being a
professional should set you free to move forward confident in your
ability to offer professional service with the knowledge and experience you have.

No matter what your behavioral style, when you take action, really
go after it. Don’t just do a little and expect a lot. To get the best returns
from any lead generation action you take you must go all out. An example
of really working a lead generation method is the open house. Some just
put a sign in the yard while others do much, much more.
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Figure 14 Some agents just stick a sign in the yard and call it lead generation.
Others go six steps beyond this and call it lead generation.
The big question is: What do you call lead generation?
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Successfully generating leads in any market is about understanding
how to create effective offer-response messages. Then it’s about implementing effective lead generation methods to put your message in the
path of your target audience (motivated buyers and sellers.) And, finally,
it’s about weighing the responses and making necessary adjustments on
an ongoing basis to improve your results.
In the end, you must decide how much you want to succeed and
how much you’re willing to do to make it happen. That may force you to
acknowledge and work through your personal behavior style or challenges.
Make no mistake about it, a shift requires you to do all you can with every
lead generation method available. When there are fewer leads, you must
give more effort. Don’t get stuck in old ruts. Anything less than your best
effort just won’t cut it.
STEP THREE: RAMP IT UP
Now that you know what your messages need to be for your market and
you know what lead generation methods you intend to use there is only
one thing left to do—start lead generating. At the risk of being blatantly
obvious, I feel compelled to point out that in order for you to truly be a
successful lead generator, you must actually do lead generation. You must
do it a lot. You can’t do it one day here and one day there and you can’t
do it an hour here and an hour there. An inconsistent approach can get
you leads, but it won’t give you anywhere near the number of leads you’ll
need when the market shifts. You’re going to need a lot of leads and that
means you’re going to have to do a lot of lead generating. You must do
it everyday. You must do it several hours everyday. You must do it every
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work day for the rest of your career. You must ramp it up and keep it up.
No negotiations. Got it?
To do this, you must subscribe to one simple belief: dealing with
business never takes precedence over finding business. Never. You must
adopt the position that until your lead generation is done every day, nothing else should get done. This may seem like a tough position for you to
adopt, but adopt it you must. Otherwise you will constantly find other
things that seem more important or allow other things to convince you
they’re more important.
When I was learning this concept, I put a sign over my desk that
read “Until Your #1 Priority is Done—Everything Else is a Distraction!”
This daily reminder helped me and it may help you. If you don’t follow
this, you haven’t yet learned the true meaning of prioritizing.
The number one challenge you face won’t be either of the first two
issues we’ve covered, it will be this—consistently doing lead generation
activities over time. It is the one true challenge all real estate agents face
and the number one stumbling block that knocks most out of the game.
Not getting lead generation done day in and day out may suffice in a hot
market, but it will put you out of business in a cold one.
To ensure your lead generation is always your number one priority and that it gets done daily, you must acquire the discipline of “time
blocking.” Time blocking is setting aside daily blocks of time to execute
your most important business priorities. Think of it as making appointments with yourself. Once done, you must protect that time against any
and all distractions.
Before I explain how to time block, I want to confront one of the
most disabling myths you can hold—the myth of being disciplined. One
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of the great dysfunctional goals people set for their lives it to become a
“disciplined person.” They say it all the time: “I just need to become disciplined” or “I really wish I were disciplined”. There is no such thing as a
disciplined person and even if there
were why would you want to be one?
My job is to follow my schedule. If I do that,

The concept of a disciplined person

everything works. If I don’t, I should be fired.

is a myth. No one is disciplined in

That’s what happens out in the world.

all things. No one. If someone looks

Chris Heller, San Diego, CA

like they are, they aren’t. If someone
tells you they are, they’re not. Being

a disciplined person simply isn’t a possibility or a necessity. You can’t be
one, but the good news is that you don’t need to be one.
I believe that when you see someone who appears to be a disciplined person what you’re really seeing is a person who has actually just
acquired a few very key disciplines in a specific area. They have figured
out what the handful of foundational disciplines are that they must do
in order to be the best at what they’re doing and that is all they’ve done.
They’ve prioritized the disciplines they need and then have only gone
after the most important ones.
When we did the original research for The Millionaire Real Estate
Agent, we made an interesting discovery: The one thing all top producers
have in common is that they consistently lead generate. On other issues
top agents are very different, but on this one issue they all share a common bond. They are disciplined in doing their lead generation activities.
They do many things differently but they all do one thing the same—
they manage their time so that they get their lead generation activities
done every day. The challenge of a shift is that you won’t have any choice.
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If you are inconsistent in doing your lead generation activities you will
most likely need to be really concerned about surviving and you can absolutely forget about thriving.
If you struggle with the challenge of consistently lead generating
don’t fear for there is a simple solution for you. It is time tested and guaranteed to work. You must “time block” for it.
TIME BLOCKING — THREE THINGS FOR SUCCESS
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Notes

MONDAY

1
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

2
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

3
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

4
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

5

6

7 8:00 to 9:00am
Planning
9:00 to noon
Lead Generation

8
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

9
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

10
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

11

12

13

14 8:00 to 9:00am
Planning
9:00 to noon
Lead Generation

15
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

16
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

17
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

18
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

19

20

21 8:00 to 9:00am
Planning
9:00 to noon
Lead Generation

22
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

23
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

24
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

25
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

26

27

28 8:00 to 9:00am
Planning
9:00 to noon
Lead Generation

29
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

30
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

31
8:30 to 11:30am
Lead Generation

Notes

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

THREE-DAY FAMILY VACATION

Figure 15 A month-at-a-glance calendar combines the benefits of
long-range vision with day-to-day and hourly planning.

Successful people annually time block three things. First they make
a list of all the vacations and time off they want to take for the year and
they time block them off on their calendar. This way they have guaranteed
themselves, their family and their friends that personal time off comes first.
Now they’re simply working in-between their time off, instead of working
all the time (and, as a result, taking too little time off, too late.) Second they
take out their calendar and time block a few hours every day devoted to
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nothing but lead generating. Third they time block an hour each week to
plan their week. If they have others that work or report to them, then they
actually block out a fourth slot each week to meet with these individuals
and work with them on their goals, plans, actions and results. And that’s it.
This is all the business time blocking you need to do. If you’ll commit to this approach, you’ll set the one discipline in motion you absolutely must have to be successful in a shifting market. Top agents know
that this is the singular business-building block they must put in place. It
will be the difference between staying in business or being forced out. It
is that important. The formula for this time-blocking discipline is called
the “3-3” and stands for three things done in three hours. Now, you can
take more time but you don’t need to do more than three things. Research says that you will need at least three hours a day of lead generation
time and that you must do three things during it to be effective.

Time Blocking: Why I Use a Pencil and
a Month-at-a-Glance Calendar
I highly recommend that you use a month-at-a-glance calendar
and use a pencil instead of a pen until you become an advanced
time blocker. After all these years, I still use these simple tools
because they still work well and there isn’t a compelling alternative. I get a lot of push back from agents who use handheld
devices for this purpose, but there are real limitations to that
approach. My philosophy is if you argue for your limitations you
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get to keep them. It’s been my personal experience that when
someone truly understands how time blocking works they discover
that the most effective way to do it is by using a month-at-aglance calendar. This type of calendar has one huge advantage
that handheld devices can never overcome and it’s in the name—
month-at-a-glance.
Don’t trade portability for vision. It is a poor exchange
when your goal is to have real vision and to effectively manage
your time. You need to know what opportunities you might miss
when you say yes to something and you can only do this by seeing the entire month at one time. The pencil is so that you can
practice the sacred rule of time blocking which is “If you erase
you must replace!” Think of time blocking as a place holder to
insure that you get something done regularly. Should you absolutely have to do something else during a time blocked period,
and it will happen, then when you erase it you simply replace
it at the earliest point you can fit it in. Abiding by this rule will
insure that what you intended to do gets done and that is the
point of time blocking.

To absolutely ensure it gets done you must go to your calendar and
block out the three-hour time slot each day. Time that you know you
can keep each day without interruption. This is challenging but can be
accomplished. You have to commit to doing it and then keep your commitment. The best time to do this is in the morning, when you are fresh
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and have the most energy. And since the world is just getting started, it
will be the easiest time commitment to keep and the best time period to
consistently catch people. Since you will invariably miss some people for
a variety of reasons you will also have to commit some evening time as
well. You’ll need at least three hours in the morning everyday and an hour
to an hour and a half in the evening two nights a week to accomplish your
goals. The best times will be between 8:00 a.m. to 12 noon and between
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 in the evening.
7(!4 $/ 9/5 $/ ). 9/52 4(2%% (/523
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Figure 16 Three areas of focus for three hours a day, every day.

The three things you’ll do during your lead generation time block
each day are: prepare, take action and maintain. First, prepare. When prospecting create your messages and offers, assemble your call or door knocking list, rehearse scripts and role-play them, prepare handouts for any visits, do all the necessary preparatory work for your prospecting (like for an
open house), and do any mail outs required to support your activities. If
you’re marketing, create your messages and offers, assemble a mailing list,
plan any “touch” activities (such as 8 x 8, 12 Direct or 33 Touch programs
taught in The Millionaire Real Estate Agent), do any prep work on mailers or
ads, work on your Web site, secure postage, take photos, and so forth. Give
this preparation stage about thirty minutes (but no more than an hour)
and then move on. If you give it much more than that, please realize you’re
simply preparing to lead generate but not actually doing it.
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Now move on to taking action—the heart of your lead generation
time block. You’ll need a minimum of two hours for this so plan accordingly.
If you’re prospecting, make calls, go see people, host open houses, make follow-up calls and write notes. If you’re marketing, do mail merge and mail, deliver mail and ad copy, write notes and respond to inquiries from all sources.
Stick to this and don’t skip out early. This is where your leads are generated.
If you can allow more than two hours a day do it. You won’t regret the time
you put into taking action to generate leads—it is always time well invested.
ANATOMY OF THREE HOURS A DAY

1

2

3

Prepare

Take Action

Maintain

Prospecting Activities
s !SSEMBLE CALL LIST CURRENT AND
PAST CUSTOMERS SPHERE &3"/S
AND EXPIREDS COLD CALLS
s 2EHEARSE SCRIPTS FOR CALLS
ROLE PLAY
s 0REPARE HANDOUTS FOR VISITS
s 0REPARE FOR OPEN HOUSES

s -AIL OUT INVITATIONS TO EVENTS
s -AKE CALLS
s 3EE PEOPLE DOOR KNOCKING
NETWORKING CUSTOMER PARTIES
s (OST OPEN HOUSES
s -AKE FOLLOW UP PHONE CALLS
AND VISITS

s
s
s
s
s
s

%NTER RESULTS INTO DATABASE
7RITE FOLLOW UP NOTES
2ECORD YOUR WORK
4RACK RESULTS
3CHEDULE AND CALENDAR
&ULFILL PROMISES

Marketing Activities
s !SSEMBLE MAILING LIST
s 0LAN AND MAINTAIN hTOUCHv
ACTIVITIES
s 0REP WORK ON MAILERS ADS
MESSAGES DESIGN PRINT PROOF
s 7ORK ON 7EB SITE
s 0REP AUTO RESPONDERS
s 3ECURE POSTAGE
s 4AKE PHOTOS

s -AIL MERGE AND MAIL
s $ELIVER MAIL AND AD COPY
s 7RITE NOTE AS A hWARMv
TOUCH IN YOUR MARKETING
PLAN 4HANK 9OU "IRTHDAY
4HINKING OF 9OU ETC

Figure 17 It’s easy to allow preparation and maintenance to eat up the majority of your three hours.
Don’t! A minimum of one hour or more should be dedicated to taking action.
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Finally, address any needed maintenance. This is the same for prospecting and marketing. Enter results into your database, write follow-up
notes, record anything you need to record, track your results, do any scheduling and calendaring and fulfill any promises you made. While maintenance is important, preparation and taking action are more important.
Your goal is consistent lead generation and the way you do it is seeing your job as lead generation first and servicing second. The way to
think about this is the way you think about going to the movies. When
you go to the movies you turn off your cell phone, don’t allow any distractions or disruptions and for a couple of hours you focus on the movie.
Unless there is an absolute crisis you do not interrupt the movie. And
it works for you. You do this all the time for personal pleasure so now
I want you to do it for your business success. I want you to “go to the
movies” every day, at least 5 days a week, for 3 hours in the morning and
1 to 1 ½ hours up to two evenings a week.
Inconsistent Lead Generation

Closed Sales

Inconsistent
Lead
Generation
Activities

Consistent
Lead
Generation
Activities

Closed Sales

Consistent Lead Generation
Figure 18 Consistent lead generation is the only way to get off
the real estate roller coaster and enjoy steady growth over time.
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Now in order to do this your environment must support this goal.
That means your family, your friends, your office, and any team members
must respect and support your time blocked periods. You’re “at the movies” and not to be disturbed by anything or anyone until it’s over—and it’s
a long movie!
Get In The Path of Business
Lead generation is a contact sport with simple rules. It means making
contact with people through prospecting and marketing. Then, once you
meet your new contacts you either do business with them immediately
or you don’t. Either way, once you’ve met them you put them in a database and stay in touch with them forever. Your number one job as a real
estate agent is to find ways to get in the path of motivated buyers and
sellers. Oddly, the tendency for most agents in a shifting market is to
cocoon—to just wander around the office or stay at home and wait for
things to change. Obviously this is a mistake. When the market changes,
you don’t slow down, you ramp it up. A shift requires you to do very specific things everyday if you want to succeed. You can’t succeed sitting on
the sidelines. Every day you must get in the game and make plays. It is
crunch time for lead generation.
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TACTIC #5
GET TO THE TABLE –
LEAD CONVERSION
Most people never run far enough on their
first wind to find they’ve got a second.
w i l l i a m ja m e s
The market is less active and motivated leads are less forthcoming.
Your effort is there and yet results are sluggish. Shifts happen. When one
does, you immediately consider any lead to be a good lead. In another
time this might hold true, but not now. Not in a shift. As you ramp up
your lead generating and experience the market you start to see the absolute nature of it—lots of leads but fewer good ones. Scarcity defines
a shift. And instantly you get it. You recognize that for right now, good
leads are great and great leads are golden, but leads that become timely
appointments are what really matters.
If you do lead generation but don’t get a name and number, what
good is it? If you get a name and number, but can’t get an appointment
what good are they? Aha! As important as lead generating activities
are if you can’t get a name, number and ultimately an appointment,
what have you really accomplished? Doing lead generating activity is
one thing—getting an active lead from it is another. Without the ability to turn activities into leads and leads into appointments any lead
generating activities you do are futile. In other words, conversion
matters. It seriously matters and maybe more than you ever realized.
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In a shifting market it matters the most because quite frankly, what you
need more than anything else are appointments with motivated buyers
and sellers. Right now. The essential truth is that your success in a shifting market will hinge entirely on your ability to convert leads.
You make this happen by doing two things well: generating leads
and converting them to appointments. The ultimate success of your lead
generating is directly dependent on your lead conversion ability. One can’t
work without the other. Yet many
agents spend significant amounts of
I suddenly realized that I didn’t have a lead

time and money on their lead pro-

generation problem; I had a lead conversion

duction proficiency but then neglect

problem. We had lots of leads, but we weren’t

their conversion competence. This

turning them into sales.

is never an effective way to operate

Bruce Hardie, Spokane, WA

in any market but you absolutely
can’t do this when the market shifts.

The effort you give to converting leads must match the effort you give to
generating them. Most entirely miss this. They look at their number of
appointments and assume their lead generation isn’t working. The bigger
truth might be that their lead conversion isn’t working.
While agents regularly talk about generating leads, they rarely give
equal discussion time to converting them. Why? A lack of clarity. Most
see them as one and the same, but they’re not. They’re two distinct efforts
with your lead generation activity actually being the first. And when you
say you’ve generated a real lead what you’re really saying is that you have
the name, contact information, and an appointment with a motivated
person. That actually is the second effort of the process called conversion. Until you’ve done conversion, you don’t really have a lead. You may
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have an inquiry, a Web hit, or a suspect, but you don’t have a prospect.
Don’t fool yourself about this. You can’t say you have a lead until you’ve
talked with them and set an appointment.
I have a friend who is an avid fisherman. He loves to joke with others when they say they like to go fishing. He says, “You do? I like to go
catching!” He makes a good point. We tend to speak of the activity we
engage in rather than the outcome we seek. It’s the difference between
what we do and why we do it. Action versus purpose. When it comes to
lead generation just realize that you’re talking about two things—lead
generating activities and lead converting to an appointment.
In a shifted market, you really have no choice but to acknowledge
the importance of lead conversion to your success. Motivated leads can
be scarce so each one becomes precious. That means you can’t afford to
waste even one. You not only must be able to convert leads to appointments, but also be able to convert as high a percentage as possible. Converting any and all you can becomes critical, so you must give it equal
energy and attention. The challenge is that lead conversion is a process
that gets interpreted as an event that just sort of occurs on its own. Thus
it gets misunderstood and short-changed. For most it remains largely unexamined, often neglected, and seldom mastered.
If someone is able, ready, and willing to buy or sell right now, then
conversion feels like an event that just happens. But that is not the case.
Conversion is actually a collapsed process disguised as an event. Conversion can happen fast or slow, but it’s always a process. The common
perception is that prospects either just ask you to meet or you ask them.
Straightforward and simple, right? Yes and no. On one hand, this is exactly what happens, but it rarely ever just happens. If you naively approach it
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as an event and only prepare for it this way, your conversion percent will
be much lower than it could be or should be. Consistently getting every
possible appointment from the leads you generate isn’t complicated, but
it does require preparation, practice, and purposeful action.
Our research regularly uncovered scenarios where an agent was allowing others, staff or sales agents on their team, to do all their lead converting.
As the appointment-to-leads percentage trended lower and lower they started to hear the excuse that the “leads aren’t as good as they used to be.” To
test this they took all the leads back and did the converting themselves. And
guess what? The appointments always went up—significantly up. So, what
did they learn? It wasn’t about the leads, it was about their people. Their
people were under performing at lead conversion. Even worse, because they
didn’t respect it they couldn’t get better at it. In fact, many agents have discovered that outside of actually generating leads, personally handling converting leads to appointments is the most dollar productive thing they can
do for their business. And this is right. It’s that important.
Regardless of whether they want to do business immediately or in
the future, the process of conversion is the same. The only difference is the
time frame. Converting a lead begins with capturing (getting enough information to be able to make contact with the prospective seller or buyer),
moves to connecting (engaging in meaningful contact where you get information, gain understanding and build a relationship) and ends with closing
(by phone or in person) for an appointment (see Figure 19).
Without an appointment conversion hasn’t happened. You’ve engaged in the lead generation activity without achieving your lead generation goal. And the only purpose in finding a lead is landing an appointment. It’s all about getting to the table.
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Figure 19 Getting appointments is the goal of your lead generation efforts. The capture,
connect and close process is a simple, reliable path to achieving consistent conversion.

THE TABLE
Shifts create urgency. The competition for leads becomes fierce and your
only choice is to get your “unfair” share of them. This means you not only
have to find leads before others, but also convert them to appointments
before they get away to others. As quick as you can you have to get to the
people who want to do business. Moods swing and circumstances change.
In a shift the path from interest to appointment is fraught with distractions and interferences that can dissuade or discourage even the most motivated. The better you become at converting leads into appointments, the
faster you will be able to move and the more opportunities you’ll have.
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National Association of REALTORS® (NAR®) research over the
years has consistently communicated that the real competition in real
estate is getting to the table—not at it. Their revealing statistics show
that approximately two-thirds of all buyers and sellers only interview
one agent and approximately half of the remainder only interview two.
Getting to the table first or second is what matters. And this makes
conversion more important than presentation. The competitive battle
is almost single-handedly won simply by getting an appointment before
someone else does. The number one challenge you face after you’ve encountered a lead opportunity is not making a winning presentation—
it’s winning the appointment.
Our industry is about getting appointments, buyer and seller agreements, and sales contracts. So if you don’t get appointments you won’t
get any agreements and you won’t get any contracts. To win at the table
you must first get to the table. When you say you’re “lead generating,” be
clear that you’re actually “getting appointments”—you’re getting to the
table. If you aren’t, then you’re not actually lead generating.
CAPTURE, CONNECT AND CLOSE
Lead conversion is simple but still requires more than just winging it. Unfortunately this is exactly what most agents do and what you should not
do. It is as straightforward as asking for their information but not running
them off in the process. It is as simple as finding common ground but not
just finding things in common. It is as easy as just requesting a meeting but
not as haphazard as just letting it come to pass. In other words, getting an
appointment can just happen or it can consistently happen. Conversion
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success comes to those who intentionally and repeatedly do three things
with every lead: capture, connect, and close.
Capturing should always focus on getting enough information from someone so that you

Leads are priceless! Follow up with them

can contact them. Your connect-

until they buy, sell, or ask you to leave

ing must feel natural and allow

them alone.

you to assess their needs and es-

Seychelle Van Poole-Engelhard

tablish a relationship. Your closing

Dallas, TX

will seem effortless and likely lead
to a decision to meet. You have a choice: repeatable and dependable or
unpredictable and unreliable. You can come prepared or you can wing
it—it’s your call.
Many agents assume that a prospect will determine if they meet or
not, but actually it will be you. Either your ability will cause a meeting to
take place or your lack of ability will prevent it. This isn’t a game of chance
but a game of scripts and systems. Scripts ensure that you effectively say
what needs to be said in the most powerful way with the least amount of
effort. Because it is a script or dialogue you’ve practiced and internalized,
you don’t have to be a master of making things up as you go. You simply
have to adapt what you know to any situation. Likewise, systems make sure
that you are taking the right action at the right time with the least amount
of effort. Painting by numbers doesn’t require much thought or skill, but
the outcome can be predictable and surprisingly successful. Systems and
checklists can channel your customer responses in the same way.
Ultimately, the key to success in setting appointments boils down
to two things: knowing what to say and then knowing what to do. You’ll
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need to master your scripts and dialogues for the former, and implement
simple systems and checklists for the latter. The question is which comes
first. Some approaches will lead with scripts and follow with systems;
others will lead with systems and then require scripts. All three steps in
the conversion process will require both.
Top agents follow a proven path that allows them to consistently
apply the right scripts and systems to each step in the process of capturing, connecting and closing their leads. And the end result is what they’re
after—more appointments.
Capturing
You’re in the sales business and that means you only get paid when someone buys or sells something. In the end, service and information are the
two things you offer, market, and provide. At the same time, anything
done for someone is done with the expectation that it leads to a sale or
a listing sold. You must be clear on
this point. Everything you might do
Leads cost us money, so we really do need to

for someone, while done with a true

hold each one accountable.

servant’s heart, only gets rewarded

Jana Caudill, Crown Point, IN

financially when a sale occurs. To be
successful in real estate sales you and

everyone who works with you must have this mindset. In a shift where
people believe tire-kicking, time-taking, and market-testing are their inalienable rights, it is an imperative.
The hard fact is that buyers and sellers approach you because they
are interested in real estate, not your personal welfare. They assume
you’re doing just fine and that it isn’t their concern. They will always en-
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gage you for information first, service second, and transacting business
last. Clearly, in order to earn the right to transact business, you must always focus on and do your best with the first two. Prospects have their
own needs in mind and that is how it should be. However, that means
one very important thing to you—while providing what they need, you
must also be vigilant in getting what you need.
The first goal when you encounter someone by prospecting or marketing is to capture their name and contact information. Any information
you give out is done with the mindset of service with a purpose. It’s not that
we walk around worried about getting paid or calculating our commissions.
That’s nonsense and I’ve never met a great real estate agent who ever felt
that way. Your customers’ needs and your own aren’t mutually exclusive.
While serving others we also serve ourselves. In serving ourselves, we are in
fact providing for and protecting the interests of those who are counting on
us—our family, our close associates and the causes we support.
When I first got in the real estate business I thought all that the
world needed was an honest, servant-hearted, information-providing, willdo-whatever-it-takes-no-matter-how-long-it-takes, you-want-it-yougot-it real estate agent. That’s who I became and it was the right thing to
do. But that narrow way of thinking almost caused me to go broke. Along
with my commitment to serve others I soon realized that I required something too. I actually needed to close transactions and in order to do that I
had to first and foremost devote my time to those who would tell me who
they were and how I could contact them. Ultimately, these were the only
people I would talk to or provide information to and I called them “leads.”
One of the most hotly debated topics I’ve ever encountered is the
simple definition of a lead. It seems strange that some of the best and
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brightest in our field can’t reach agreement on how to define the very
fuel for our economic engine—leads! Responses range from simply
someone we meet “who might someday do business with us” to someone “who needs to buy or sell in 90 days or less” and everything in-between. However, one thing is universally agreed upon—a lead is only a
lead if you have captured a person’s contact information. If you can’t
call them, email them, write them, or drop by their home or office and
ultimately set an appointment, it’s not a lead. It can’t be.
I believe that capture is all about attitude. If you think you have a
right to ask, you will. I often hear “I don’t want to seem pushy or intimidating.” My answer is always the same, “then don’t be.” This type of fear is
inappropriate because asking is just asking and has no emotional energy attached to it. My experience is that pushy people are pushy and it has nothing to do with what they’re doing. So, if you are you are and if you’re not
you’re not. Asking someone for their name and number has nothing to do
with that. You have every right to ask, at anytime you wish, the name and
contact information of anyone and everyone you come in contact with.
It is not your job to give out as much free information as people
want or do as much free work as they expect and then leave it to them to
tell you when and if they want to be contacted. You shouldn’t fear running
someone off by asking for information. If they won’t tell you or won’t give
it to you then that is what you need to know as early as possible. You’re
getting insight into whether or not they plan to work with you early in
the game. You’ll never hear the following in our industry: “that real estate
agent was so slick they sold us a home we didn’t even want.” Nor will you
ever hear: “that real estate agent was so pushy they talked us into selling
our home.” It just doesn’t happen.
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I’ve found that the best scripts are the most straightforward ones.
In other words, just ask for what you want. Scripts like “Thanks for calling. I’m Gary Keller. May I ask your name?” and “Thanks and what is
your phone number?” work really
well when asked together. When
asked separately a script like “If I

I have found that the agent who is the most

were to need to get in touch with

consistent and persistent in their follow-up

you what would that number be?”

captures the lead and gets the business. 		

or “If I found exactly what you’re

Debbie Tufts, Atlanta, GA

looking for, how would I contact
you?” or “If I found out that information you’re wanting, how would I get
it to you?” works well. Straightforward is usually the best approach and
people just respond to it.
One of the reasons I never carry a business card is that I won’t lie.
When someone asks me for my card my reply (as I smile, pull out my
pen, and poise to write) is “Thanks for asking. I’m sorry I don’t have one
with me, but what is your name and address and I’ll get one to you.” This
is very straightforward and works every time. Remember, you’re in the
capture business.
This same attitude and approach works well when you are capturing through marketing. Whether it’s at an open house (written on the
guest log: “The owner has asked us to let them know who has dropped
by and how we might get your feedback. Thanks for signing in!”), using
an interactive voice response system (“Call 1-800-the-home for more details on this home!”) which automatically catches their phone number
or Internet registration forms (“For a virtual tour, click here” or “For the
lowest financing options click here”—which then asks for their contact
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information before letting them continue), always remember that you
must have a capturing system in place. If you don’t, then you’re just giving
out information for free with little chance of getting compensated for
it. Capturing a prospective buyer or
seller’s contact information allows
Leads are leads. It does not matter how you

you to be in business while helping

acquire the lead, what matters is how you

others with theirs. It also lets you be

deal with the lead and turn it into business.

proactive and own the next steps,

Dave VanDermyden, Roseville, CA

connecting and closing.

Connecting
Once you’ve captured a name and number it’s time to connect. It’s time to
quickly lay a foundation for a working relationship. The fundamental theme
of connecting is curiosity—to know who someone is, to understand their
wants and needs, and to become aware of their worries and concerns. At this
point, you are investigating not selling. You are a consultant who genuinely
wants to understand their situation and offer help if needed. Your goal is to
generate trust and build confidence, first yours and then theirs. It is your
chance to show them what it feels like to work with you. Their experience of
talking with you at this point will have more to do with them hiring you than
almost any other thing you can do, say or send to them.
During the connect step things will feel like they’re slowing down for
just a moment. And that is good. The fundamental philosophy of connecting is “people don’t care how much you know until they know how much you
care.” In other words, this isn’t where you “tell and sell” your way to success,
but where you “ask and listen” your way into their head and heart. You’ve gotten what you needed, a name and number, so now you move to connecting.
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When you connect with someone you demonstrate that you care.
The two tools you’ll use are your mouth and ears, but not equally. You
have two ears and one mouth for a reason and this is when you use them
accordingly. You will ask and then listen and listen. Then you’ll ask again
and then listen and listen again. (Be sure to take notes. It guarantees you
will remember what they said and if you happen to be with them, they’ll
see you care.) And just when you think that you should talk, ask and listen some more. You don’t talk your way into a trust relationship with
someone, you ask and listen your way. While they’re talking they are also
making a decision—whether or not to go to the next step with you.
Connecting is more than making small talk. Connecting is not
“Oh, you play golf? I play golf. Golf, golf, golf, golf, golf...” or “Oh, you
like dogs? I like dogs. Dogs, dogs, dogs, dogs, dogs....” It is an intuitive and natural approach that seeks the answer to six basic questions
that allows them to open up and reveal themselves to you. It follows
a timeless formula you are surely familiar with: who, what, why, when,
where and how.
The Six Connection Questions
1. Who are they?
2. What do they want or need to do?
3. Where do they want or need to do it?
4. Why do they want or need to do it?
5. When do they want or need to do it?
6. How do they plan to do it?
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Make a note: you’re not specifically looking for what they “need”
right now. Wants and needs are very different. For now, you’re going to
ask what they want or need interchangeably as you feel like it. Later on,
when you meet with them, you’ll absolutely distinguish between what
they want and need.
While you want your questioning to sound conversational, please
understand that while you are connecting, you’re also qualifying. The
questions are the same but the style is different. In effect, while you’re
qualifying, they’re connecting. So your six connecting questions might
sound like this:
1. “Back up and, if you would, please tell me a little about yourself?”
You’re looking for as much personal information about them and their
situation as they are willing to share: marital status, kids, pets, jobs, etc...
These are the details that you’ll later put in your database to reconnect
with them in the future.
2. “Thanks for sharing that. Now, if you would, please tell me what you want
to do?” or “So you folks called about Bandera Drive, are you looking for a new
home?” or “So you folks called to get the pricing information on Bandera Drive,
are you thinking of selling your home and looking for price comparisons?” You’re
beginning to assess their wants, needs, and current plans.
3. “Thanks for sharing that. Now, if you would, can you share with me where
you’re thinking of moving?” or “Where is your current home located?” or “Do you
have a home now that you might need to sell?” Now, you’re trying to get an
understanding of their current situation.
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4. “Thanks for sharing that. Now, if you would, can you share with me why
you’re doing this?” or “Why you’re needing to move?” or “What this move will
mean to you?” You’re trying to determine their motivation.
5. “Thanks for sharing that. Now, if you would, can you please share with me
when you’d like to do this?” You’re getting a feel for their timetable.
6. “Thanks for sharing that. Now, if you would, can you please share with me
what you’ve already done to plan for this?” or “How do you plan to do this?”
You’re accessing what they have already done, their expectations and
perhaps their experience.
You may have noticed that these scripts feel repetitive. And they
are. The interesting thing about scripts is that they are observed one way
and experienced another. When you read them or role play them, they
can feel stilted and overly repetitive. That’s how it can feel to you. But
when received, they can feel warm, sincere and natural.
Clearly, since we don’t know what their answers will be, this sample script feels a little contrived, but don’t just write it off. To them it
will feel courteous, organized and professional and that is why it works.
Actually, they’re the questions you need the answers to in order to connect. Note the intentional repetition of the phrases “thanks for sharing”, “if you would” and “can you please share.” These are key phrases
you must memorize and constantly use. Another question I frequently
ask is “would you be offended if I ask?” This works well because it actually sounds to them like you’ve asked if they’d literally be offended,
which they won’t be, but when they answer “no” they’re actually saying
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“yes,” giving you permission to proceed. This is what I call a “negativepositive” and it’s one of the most powerful ways you can put a question
to someone.
This is how you connect—straightforward, without fear, full of
questions, and with lots of listening. Once connected, you and they are
ready for closure.
Closing
Closing is where the rubber meets the road. It is where a prospect becomes a lead and your lead generating activities require you to go—getting an appointment. It’s called “closing” someone and although it’s old
sales language, you’d better dust it off and revisit it. An appointment is
the real outcome you seek and it requires real scripts to get you there.
The positive thing about the concept of closing is that it leads to decisions and outcomes. The word “close” means “end in mind” and that
you’re bringing something to conclusion. And that is exactly what you’re
doing. You’re concluding this discussion and seeing if there is a new one
that can take place.
So it’s time for closure. You’ve gotten a name and contact information and you have successfully connected with your prospect. There is
only one thing left to do—meet. Setting up the meeting is your responsibility. Some agents think the meeting happens naturally without doing
anything. Other agents act as if that’s all they care about. Both fall short.
The right approach to close for a meeting is the only approach—just ask.
Ask to meet, ask when to meet, ask where to meet, ask if you should,
could, want, or must meet. Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, and yes. Just ask.
Nothing is going to happen if you don’t ask. If it does, it’s pure
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luck and that’s no way to run a business. Truthfully, if you’ve gotten
their name and number and you’ve genuinely connected with them,
then asking to meet is a natural thing to do. In fact, they expect it and
want it. People want to buy, but hate to be sold. People want to make
the right decision and they fear being talked into the wrong one. People want help, but are hesitant to ask for it. So you have to help them
out—you have to ask for them. They want and need you to be in charge
in a caring way.
I still remember my very first
listing appointment with a FSBO,
Gene Vollie Smith. A wonderful
man, Gene owned a house a few

A lead is as good as the agent who works it.
Greg Cooper, Austin, TX

doors down from where he lived
and was selling it himself. I called on Gene and during the connect stage
he out of nowhere just asked me, “Gary, what would you charge me to
handle this for me?” I was flabbergasted. So, I told him, took the listing,
sold it in one week, closed it in about a month and have never ever had
anyone just ask me that way again! For the rest of my career, I’ve had to
do the asking. And unless Gene is still out there buying and selling—so
will you. To consistently close for an appointment you just have to know
how to ask and how to respond.
Asking
You’ll ask people for an appointment either by phone, in-person, or in
writing. Always remember that asking in writing will have the lowest
conversion rate due to your lack of ability to respond to any issues they
may have. But, any and all of these methods can be effective.
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Ten Classic Closes that Work
1. The Hard Close
2. The Soft Close
3. The Direct Close
4. The Indirect Close
5. The Trial Close
6. The Assumptive Close
7. The Negative-Positive Close
8. The Take Back Close
9. The Tie Down Close
10. The Alternative Choice Close

Many agents ask, “Why am I always being told to close, close, close,
close...close early and close often?” There is a time-tested reason. While
people talk in absolutes, they seldom think in absolutes. Most of the
time a “no” isn’t an absolute no and a “yes” isn’t an absolute yes. There is a
continuum (see Figure 20). People use the words without being committed to them and you don’t really know where they are on that continuum.
Every “no” can become a “yes” and every “yes” can become a “no.” Closing is the process you use to find out where they are and to what they are
committed. As a salesperson, you aren’t attached to their decision—your
goal is just to help them to make one.
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Figure 20 Between the absolutes there are degrees of yes and no.

In this context, the yes or no we seek is about getting an appointment. While this concept is bigger than just asking for an appointment,
it directly applies to it. So, in closing, let’s take a closer look at the different ways you can be a closer.

1. The Hard Close: “Let’s meet!”
2. The Soft Close: “I’ve really enjoyed visiting with you.
Would you like to get together to discuss this further?”
3. The Direct Close: “Can we meet today?”
4. The Indirect Close: “Would it be okay if I got you some
information to look over and then we can meet to discuss?”
5. The Trial Close: “Have we gone over enough today that meeting
would be our next step?”
6. The Assumptive Close: “It sounds like we should meet. I am
available most times this week so what works best for you?”
7. The Negative-Positive Close: “Would you be offended if I asked
if we could meet to go over this?”
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8. The Take Back Close: “I’ve really enjoyed visiting with you.
To be honest, I’m not sure if I can be of help or not, but I’d be
honored if we could meet to find out.”
9. The Tie Down Close: “Wouldn’t it make sense for us to meet in
the next day or so?”
10. The Alternative Choice Close: “What works better for you? 		
Meeting today, sometime this afternoon, or tomorrow morning?”

As you can see, there are many ways to ask someone for an appointment. And they will all work—if you’ll just learn them and then use them.
Responding
When you ask someone to meet, they will either just say yes or give you a
reason why they can’t. This is the moment to remember that selling isn’t
verbal warfare, so don’t get flustered, feel threatened, or get indignant.
Learn how to respond and let the conversation take its natural course.
In the end if they can meet and have a good enough reason to meet they
will meet. And if they don’t then they won’t. And that’s okay. You really
don’t care what their answer ultimately is because you’re not into getting
people to do anything they don’t want to do. You’re just going to ask and
respond until they agree that meeting with you makes sense or it doesn’t.
Either way you both win.
When you ask someone to meet you’re starting a dialogue you can
anticipate and practice. Here are some of the possible responses you will
hear if you ask enough people to meet with you: no thanks, not now, not
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yet, we’ll need to think about it, we have an agent, we know an agent,
we’re not sure what we want to do, we’re just looking, we’re just investigating our options right now, we’re not in a hurry, we don’t need to do
anything, we’ll get back to you on that, and on and on and on. Your job
is to go through each of these, write down their response, and then you
write down your response options. Then grab another agent and the two
of you role play using your answers.
If you do this an hour a day for one week, I promise you that you’ll
begin to feel comfortable with asking people to meet. If you then practice this the first 30 minutes of your lead generation time block each
workday, guess what—you’ll become so good at it that you can’t wait to
ask people to meet just so you can discuss it with them.
I’ll always be grateful for Tim Leggett. Tim was my role playing
partner for a few weeks when I was first learning how to ask for appointments. We’d go into a conference room every morning and start by one
of us simply saying, “Can we meet?” The other would then respond (and
the answer was never “yes”) and we’d be off and running. Within a few
weeks of this I was so comfortable with people’s possible responses that
we ended this partnership and I threw myself into lead generating all the
way. The same will happen to you.
CULTIVATION
Even though the lead conversion process of capturing, connecting, and
closing is the path you seek, there will always be a small percentage of
leads that can’t be converted directly to an appointment. No matter how
skilled you are and how hard you try, an immediate meeting with them
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just isn’t in the cards. There will be a few people who are just not ready or
willing to meet with you but who are still worth pursuing. This is when
your cultivation system becomes your indirect path to an appointment.
It can be as simple as touching base regularly or as systematic as entering
them in your database and implementing a touch program. While you will
always seek to meet with prospective sellers or buyers immediately, if you
can’t but still believe they are motivated, you should stay in close contact
until you can get an appointment. This is the purpose of cultivation.
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Figure 21 When the straight path of capture-connect-close just isn’t possible,
think cultivation. You stay in close contact until an appointment becomes an option.

Most agents struggle with cultivation. If they connect but can’t immediately close for an appointment, they usually let the lead slip. They
simply don’t get back to the people. Oddly enough it surprises them and
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disappoints them when they hear that those people listed their house
or bought a home with another agent. Many times they never even hear
about it. The business just slides away to someone else. They seem to
have no clue as to why their lead generation efforts aren’t building a pipeline of business. They don’t have a pipeline, because they don’t cultivate
the leads that can’t immediately be closed for an appointment.
The process of cementing a relationship (8 x 8 programs) and saturating (33 Touch programs) is well-covered in The Millionaire Real Estate
Agent. Cultivation is a specific and purposeful application of these principles. Here you are looking to convert a potential lead you already have.
You know they want to buy or sell but you aren’t sure when. They may not
know either. A simple cultivation approach allows you to stay in touch
and be there when they decide. You can’t know or predict when they will
come to a decision, but if you’re reconnecting with them in a systematic
way you’ll have a great chance of being there when they do. That’s when
you’ll be able to close for an appointment.

G ary a n d the B o x
When I first got started in the business, I developed a simple method for tracking
all my active leads. I had a 3 x 5 index card box divided into two sections: A - Z
and January – December. Every time I generated an active lead, I created two 3
x 5 index cards. One had their contact information, including everything I knew
about them—that card went in my permanent record, my A through Z file. This
is the group I used for my regular touch program. The other card was my “active
leads” card that had just their contact information and all the information about
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their buying or selling needs—that card went in my January – December file according to when I next needed to contact them. Whatever month I was working
in, I’d simply grab that stack of cards and contact them accordingly. Sometimes the
cards would go back in the stack for a near-term follow-up and sometimes they’d
be re-filed in a future month. It all depended on my sense of their current motivation. This system is simple and effective.
Clearly technology can do the same thing as index cards, and once you start
consistently generating a lot of leads, a contact management computer program
will be required. But even then it isn’t wise to leave the active cultivation job to
your technology. You must personally make the contacts. You need to reconnect to
see where they are, provide information, and continue to build the relationship.

Lead cultivation, contacting leads that wouldn’t originally set
an appointment with you, is a vital part of your time-blocked lead
generation time. Some of that time will be connecting and closing
new leads you’ve just captured and some of it will be cultivating those
leads you’ve captured and connected with before. For this second
group you will need to constantly review and assess where your prospects are in the process, answer their current questions, and continue
to close for an appointment.
There is really no additional script for this; just continue to use your
connecting and closing scripts. You simply want to keep moving the relationship along—be friendly and caring, offer more information or services they can respond to, and emphasize the benefits of getting together
face-to-face. While some leads may require long-term cultivation, don’t
ever assume waiting to meet is in their best interest. The sooner they
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meet with you and actively begin the process of selling or buying their
house the more likely they are to get the best deal the market can deliver
and the sooner a transaction will be completed.
THE SELLER TABLE THAT MATTERS
As you navigate from capturing a name and number to closing for an
appointment, remember one key issue you must deal with: which seller
table constitutes an appointment. Not all tables have the same value. By
table, I mean either the conversation you have at the kitchen table or on
the phone. Depending on the market you may consider getting them on
the phone as the only appointment setting you’ll need. Other markets
may require getting to the kitchen table.
In a sellers’ market the battle is for getting seller listings—homes
sell fast, inventory stays low, and homeowners think anyone can sell their
house. In this kind of market you must get to the kitchen table to give
you a chance to assess motivation and have a shot at taking the listing.
Typically you will not do much prequalification over the phone and you
will try to get to the kitchen table as fast as possible. In a buyers’ market
not all listings may be worth taking.
In a shifted market unmotivated or unrealistic sellers can cost you
time and money. The decision as to whether you will take an over-priced
listing is really yours to make. In our experience, top agents’ philosophies
differ greatly on this and either side has shown they can be very successful. You will want to do more phone prequalification and assessment of
motivation before you go on any appointment. You will likely be more
selective in who you give priority to in your follow-up. You want to get to
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the table that matters; the one that is motivated to sell, realistic in their
expectations and respectful of the value you are bringing.
BE A LEAD CONVERTER
Lead conversion is one of the most skill-based aspects of your real estate
sale business. And after lead generation, lead conversion is the most business-critical activity you must master. It is one of the last things you delegate and arguably the highest dollar-productive use of your time. Getting
appointments to make presentations is, in fact, a moment of truth. Get
an appointment and it’s all downhill from there. Fail to get an appointment and there is no hill to climb. It is where the “possible business”
that comes from your lead generating activities can turn into “probably
business” and, ultimately, into “profitable business.” If you commit to
mastering the skills of lead conversion, you will lift yourself above your
competition. You will be even more than a lead generator, you will be a
lead converter. You won’t just be “fishing” you’ll be “catching.”
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TACTIC #6
CATCH PEOPLE IN YOUR WEB –
INTERNET LEAD CONVERSION
You can’t expect to meet the challenges of today with
yesterday’s tools and expect to be in business tomorrow.
unknown
A shift forces you to rethink almost everything you do. The scarcity of business and the competition for it tugs at your pocketbook and tests
your willpower. One crucial area you may have to reassess is your Internet
strategy, which sits at the crossroads of expense management and lead generation. The shift has forced you to re-margin your business, cutting spending on everything that isn’t leading to real financial results. As a result, the
expenses of your Internet strategy are now under serious scrutiny. The shift
has also forced you to refocus your lead generation on methods that deliver
motivated leads ready to buy or sell today and even demand that your longterm activities yield as much near-term business as possible. Consequently,
the results from your Internet strategy are now under serious scrutiny, as
well. And here’s the hitch: generating a quality lead from the Internet is difficult in good times—in a shift, it can be downright daunting.
If your Web site isn’t consistently generating appointments with
motivated buyers and sellers then it isn’t earning its keep. Contrary
to a lot of tech talk success on the Internet isn’t measured in clicks,
unique visitors, page views, or even registrations. It’s measured just
one way: in appointments to do business.
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Unfortunately, many agents have long operated under the misconception that a Web site is more about professional branding or validity
than about lead generation. They build a site without much forethought
or strategy simply because they believe their buyers and sellers expect
them to have one. They’re working under the mistaken myth of if I
build it, they will come. As a result
they spend precious time, effort,
You can lead generate all day, but if you don’t

and money to build what is essen-

have a system in place to convert those leads,

tially an online business card or, at

you’re wasting your time and money.

best, a virtual brochure. They pro-

Kurt Buehler, Flower Mound, TX

vide information for information
sake. That’s why so many come to

understand that while the Internet can be a great source of leads, it
can also be a great source of financial loss and frustration. And usually they experience the financial loss and frustration long before
the leads.
The hard truth is that buyers don’t really care if you have a Web site.
They just want to look at all the homes for sale and research neighborhoods
to live in, and they’ll use any site that allows them to do this. Sellers don’t
really care if you have a Web site. They just want to know the value of their
home and the sites where it will be marketed for sale. Like buyers they will
use any site that allows them to do this. If your site doesn’t meet these clearcut expectations in a manner that causes buyers and sellers to want to use
your site and, ultimately, you, then the Web isn’t working for you.
The most straightforward way I can put it is this: a Web site is a
tool for you to offer consumers what they want in exchange for what you
want. It’s a vehicle that enables you to offer them real estate information
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in exchange for their contact information—a win-win information swap
that must be the foundation of your entire Internet strategy. Your Web
site may accomplish more, but you won’t accept anything less. When you
view it in this light and hold it accountable to this approach, your Web
site can become one of the most powerful lead generating and appointment converting tools in your arsenal.
Because there is so much confusion about the Internet’s role in our
industry any advanced discussion on how your Web site strategy might
adapt to a market shift is premature until we’ve reviewed the fundamentals of an effective Internet lead generation plan.
THE INTERNET LEAD GENERATION MODEL
Our extensive research, interviews, and mastermind sessions with some
of the most successful Internet agents in our industry led us to a surprisingly simple three-step approach to Internet lead generation. The model
encompasses three areas of focus—creating and maintaining an Internet
presence, lead generating for traffic, and converting those leads to appointments (see Figure 22). The big aha is that contrary to what some
may think “Internet consumers” don’t really exist.
History reveals that when any niche becomes the majority they are
no longer a niche. This is exactly what has happened with the Internet
regarding real estate. Mountains of research report that essentially all
our customers today are Internet customers, which makes them, well,
our customers. Why is this significant? It gets us out of the myths of “Internet customers” and “Internet specialists,” limiting beliefs that imply
unique buyers and sellers who require extraordinary effort and highly
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specialized expertise. That’s simply no longer true. For all intents and purposes, everyone is now using the Internet and we’re all Internet agents.
The Internet is no longer about the extraordinary, it’s about the ordinary;
and it is as much a part of our daily work as mobile phones and cars.
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Figure 22 In the beginning, build a great site with lead generation in mind.
Then market it online and offline. Those efforts result in leads to be converted to appointments.
Based on your results, you may or may not need to modify the site for better results.

1. Create AND Maintain An Internet Presence
A successful Web site doesn’t have to do a lot, but it must do a few things
really well. Thankfully this doesn’t have to cost a lot of money, require
technical expertise on your part, or even occupy much of your time. The
widespread adoption of the Internet in real estate has both made things
affordable and created a cottage industry of service providers to help
you. Many of the features that were once the domain of costly custom
Web sites are now common on affordable template sites. As such, the
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vast majority of agents should begin with template Web sites and only
graduate to custom sites when their lead generation results demand it.
So, what are the few important things your site must do well? Or, in
other words, what are the elements of a great real estate sales Web site?
To begin with, your site needs to have a professional, up-to-date look that
lends credibility to your image and brand. Don’t confuse this with cuttingedge, award-winning design. Unless you’ve purposefully chosen this as a
point of differentiation between you and your competitors (and you know
for a fact it’s money well-invested), your Web site design need only meet
your customers’ basic expectations. And that doesn’t require a consultant.
After all, you’re an Internet-empowered consumer yourself—you search
on Google and Yahoo!, buy books on Amazon, watch videos on YouTube,
fill your attic on eBay and later empty it with the help of Craigslist. You
recognize sites that just make you scratch your head, close the browser,
and move on. You also recognize an uncluttered, easy-to-navigate professional site when you see one. Make sure your site is one of those.
While most technology professionals capably design template or
custom sites to meet these basic consumer design expectations meeting
your lead generation expectations is not as easy. Consumers surf real estate Web sites a little like they browse car lots on Sunday afternoons. The
reason you see so many folks peering through car windows on Sundays is
that the car lot is closed and the potential car buyers can take a leisurely
look at the vehicles without getting “sold.” It’s a no-hassle opportunity
to kick tires and check out the merchandise. However, this desire to remain anonymous is in direct conflict with the goals of the dealership.
You and your Web site have the same dilemma. Remember, your site’s
primary purpose is to capture leads that become appointments. So you’ll
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have to look beyond design and aesthetics to verify that any Web site you
purchase or create has effective points of contact. You must aggressively
think offer-response and lead capture at every turn on your site.
		 Are potential buyers and sellers given reasons and easy-to-find ways
to phone or email you? These points of contact should be well-placed and
easily found on the page. They also
have to be labeled in plain language,
My team monitors the IDX search patterns

avoiding real estate jargon, so that

of leads we’re cultivating, so the moment we

your potential customers understand

notice an increase in search activity we know

what you’re offering. For example, a

that this is the time to seize the moment and

common mistake is to offer people a

convert that lead to an appointment before

“Free CMA.” Instead, try something

someone else does.

simple and widely understood like

Ben Kinney, Bellingham, WA

“My Home’s Value.” If they are ready
or willing to make contact with you,

then it should be simple and easy to do so. Make them work and they will
contact someone else.
You will also want a compelling, memorable Web site address or domain name. In fact, you’ll probably have more than one. Of course you’ll
have your main Internet address like YourName.com or YourBrand.com,
but you’ll also have buyer, seller or niche addresses like YourAreaHomes.
com or YourNiche.com. These unique and simple sites will be named for the
special area they feature. The goal of such sites is to pull people to you by
giving them numerous ways to find you while they’re looking for what they
want. In some cases, you may use some of these secondary domain names
in your marketing and simply have them pointed or redirected to your primary Web site. In other cases, they might be stand-alone sites that serve the
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niche target of your marketing efforts. As a result, depending on the scope of
your Internet lead generation focus, you may own a handful or hundreds.
Finally, research tells us that your buyers and sellers clearly expect
a few critical elements. Buyers want the ability to search all the homes in
an area (Internet Data Exchange searches or IDX), get instant notifications on properties that meet their criteria (buyer instant notifications
or BINs), and save search criteria for future visits (search savers). Besides those tools, they are also looking for information on communities,
neighborhoods, schools, and the home-buying process. Likewise, sellers
want to know how much their home is worth (a home valuation or CMA
request form). As for content, sellers want market statistics and information on the home selling process. You must meet or exceed buyer and
seller expectations in these areas or they’ll go elsewhere.
THE ELEMENTS OF A GREAT AGENT WEB SITE
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Figure 23 Many agents who don’t have specific features on their Web site
(such as instant notification) simply offer them on their site as personal
services which they then can fulfill with their MLS tools.

This checklist is just that—a checklist. These tools are common
enough that it shouldn’t be a struggle to incorporate any into your Web
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site. The real challenge is to make sure that when a buyer or seller visits
your site, these features are appropriately spotlighted and not lost in a
left-hand navigation bar that runs twenty-two items long. The first thing
a buyer or seller must see is exactly what they came for. Everything else is
a distraction.
When your Web site meets these achievable yet nonnegotiable
standards you will know that you can lead generate to it with confidence.
This is very important. Having exactly what people want is more than
half the battle. As technology evolves, tools change and vendors come
and go, don’t lose sight of what buyers and sellers are primarily seeking. It
won’t change. So when you offer what they want, your site will be “sticky”
as techies say, because when visitors who find your site find what they
want, they tend to hang around. This core understanding of their wants
and needs must be the driving force in how you build, update, and maintain your Web site. When the buyers and sellers who find you on the
Web get what they want and have every opportunity to give you what
you want—their contact information—you have a chance to get what
you need: an appointment.
2. Lead Generate For Traffic
No matter how great your Web site, if no one ever visits it then it is, in
effect, useless. People must find your site or you might as well not have
one. A great site with no traffic is nothing; a great site with great traffic
is everything. To be successful with your site you must have a strong lead
generation plan that pulls, pushes, and leads people to it. The most effective lead generation plan will use both offline and online marketing to
accomplish this.
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The Internet age has collapsed many traditional competitive borders. Territories that were once highly local are now practically global.
Local booksellers compete with Amazon. Area car dealerships wage war
with CarMax. But do local real estate agents really have to go toe-to-toe
with national Internet real estate companies? Research emphatically tells
us no. Real estate is a uniquely local industry and your best competitive
advantage still stems from your local market knowledge and position.
The challenge in competing with these companies is that they
are throwing big money at online marketing. Their number one target
is search engine placement for all the generic key word searches but
they’ve also gobbled up great general domain names like homes.com
and Realtor.com. In this game of search engine placement if your business doesn’t appear in the top three or four results, you are invisible
to consumers using only search engines to find Web sites. It takes dollars invested in search engine optimization or pay-per-click to get results. So here’s the truth: Very few, if any, can cost-effectively compete
nationally (or even regionally) against these big, well-funded Internet
players in their big-name search engine game. That’s where their focus
is and where they heavily invest to create a competitive advantage. But,
don’t despair. There is an even bigger truth: That’s all these big national
companies can do, and they can’t cost-effectively compete against individuals with targeted and offline marketing. The research is compelling
on this—that’s where you should invest to create your online competitive advantage.
For every Web site you own, you have the ability to obtain local,
specific domain names that matter in your market and point back to your
site. You can counter realestate.com with yoursubdivision.com. From
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neighborhoods to individual street names to local activities or amenities,
you can niche your way to spectacular success and keep your competition
local in scale. And this same tactical advantage exists in search engine
placement and pay-per-click. National and regional players neither have
the knowledge nor the resources to counter your ability to tap into the
mindset and awareness of your local customers. Our research suggests
that the more precise someone makes their Web search (e.g. “south Tampa golf course homes” versus “golf resort properties”) the higher their
motivation. A precise search is indicative of someone who has a clearer
sense of their wants and needs and is further along in the process. Savvy
local real estate agents have the advantage. Targeted Internet lead generation strategies allow you to be a big fish in a strategically defined pond
and capture anyone attracted to it.
Another essential to winning the Internet lead generation game is
to think beyond high-tech marketing. In fact, I’m going to suggest you
think low-tech, especially in the beginning. High-tech lead generation
methods such as search engine optimization, pay-per-click, and listing
aggregators can be highly effective when aimed at a locally defined target market. But they can be wonderfully complemented and actually
surpassed by incorporating your Web site (or Web sites) into all your
existing low-tech lead generation materials. Your Web address should
appear on your yard signs, letterhead, business cards, brochures, flyers,
direct mail, all advertising... in short, on anything and everything you
use to market your business. Most of the high-tech agents we surveyed
confessed that as much as 50 percent of their traffic came from offline
marketing. It’s a bit counterintuitive but the best way to succeed online
is to market your Web site offline.
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THE PATH OF THE CONSUMER ON THE INTERNET
1

OFFLINE MARKETING

2

1. Yard Signs
2. Fliers and Brochures
3. Print Advertising
4. Direct Mail
5. Promotional Items
6. Business Cards
7. Word of Mouth

ONLINE SEARCH
ENGINE MARKETING

3

1. Paid Results (pay-per-click)
2. Organic Results (search engine
optimization)

Lead to Web sites

Agent’s Web sites

ONLINE RELATED
SITES MARKETING

1. Listing aggregators
2. Directories
3. Site advertising
4. Third-party lead generators

View Listings

Lead to
Web sites

Agent’s Listings

1. Main 2. Buyer 3. Seller 4. Niche

Listing Features

Site Features

1. Prosperity Search (IDX)
2. Home value request
3. Buyer instant notification
4. Search-saver with e-mail
5. Your listings
6. Neighborhood info
7. School info
8. Home-buying info
9. Home-selling info

1. Detailed description
2. Multiple photos
3. Virtual tours
4. Maps

Lead Follow-Up System
1

Passive

1. Search-saver
with e-mail

2

Active

1. Database entry
2. 8 x 8 program
3. 33 Touch program

3

Interactive

1. Phone or e-mail
needs analysis
2. Specific, ongoing
follow-up

Active Buyer/Seller
Figure 24 For every way to attract customers online, there is an equally effective method offline.
When the two work together and you have a solid lead follow-up and conversion plan, your
Web site can be at the center of successful lead generation.

So, the path that buyers and sellers follow to find you on the Internet can originate online, but as often as not, can begin offline as well
(see Figure 24). The key is to make sure your online and your offline marketing complement each other. Possibly one way to do that is to make
your Web site an integral component of your lead generation and conversion plan. Some of the most successful agents we work with aggressively
route the public to their site. All their offline marketing includes their
main Web site address. They also have targeted search engine marketing
that directs online traffic to their site. And, leveraging their listings, they
post their properties on multiple sites and with listing aggregators, all of
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which direct visitors to contact the agent or to visit the agent’s site. And
once visitors arrive, lead capture and conversion is waiting. Central to
this approach is a well thought-out method to capture inquiries so you
can close for an appointment. Without a strong conversion plan in place
sending everyone to your Web site is like sending them to outer space.
It’s a great trip for them but you’ll never see them again.
Finally, if you own multiple targeted domain names or Web sites
(for specific groups of buyers, sellers or niche audiences), you’ll want to
fit them into your larger strategy as economically as possible. Domain
names can simply be redirected to your main site and you can then measure the traffic generated by these campaigns with simple Web metrics.
(What we mean by Web metrics are
any of the tools that measure traffic
Most of the time an Internet lead is just a

to your Web site and give you visi-

name and email address. Your goal with ev-

bility into what someone does while

ery contact is to gather one more piece of in-

they are on your site. For instance,

formation until you know enough to get the

Google offers a popular free tool

appointment.

called Google Analytics to do this

Antonio Atacan, Philadelphia, PA

for you.) If you choose to maintain
stand-alone sites you’ll want to keep

some things in mind. First, multiple sites can be a little like multiple store
fronts. Each site will require its own regular upkeep and maintenance,
so make sure your business is equipped to handle this. You, someone on
your team, or a contractor will have to monitor and regularly update the
sites. Second, as much as possible, you should leverage the tools you created for your primary site. For instance, if you have an IDX search feature, it can be “framed out” or designed into multiple sites. Ideally, you
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won’t have to build duplicate tools for each site but rather have the same
set of tools hooked up to all of them. The Internet allows for amazing
economies of scale so make sure you take full advantage of them.
TARGETED SITES = TARGETED MARKETING

MAIN WEB SITE

Buyer Site

Niche Site

Niche Site

Buyer Site

Buyer Site

Niche Site

Seller Site

Seller Site

Seller Site
Figure 25

3. Capture, Connect, Cultivate AND Close Leads
On the one hand, the lead conversion strategy for the Internet isn’t all
that different from what we discussed in Tactic #5 Get to the Table. The
process is the same—capture, connect, close and, when you can’t close,
cultivate. There are a couple of critical differences. The first is in the
capture step. If a prospect makes a sign call or an ad call to your office
you can verbally capture, connect, and close. If they call your IVR (interactive voice response or 1-800 number) it immediately captures their
phone number through caller ID or they leave a message, again allowing
you to call them back, connect, and close. The Internet doesn’t present
you with such a direct and controllable path to an appointment.
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With the Internet, you must be intentional about capturing
enough useful information to be able to get back to prospects. If that
doesn’t happen, you don’t really
have a lead—your Web site may
Personalize your email responses and show

generate a lot of traffic but it won’t

your personality! I mean, really, who wants

generate any transactions. You may

to work with a boring realtor? We make

gain some bragging rights among

our Web sites come alive with great content

the techies, but you don’t earn any

and reasons to register with us. An amaz-

points with true business people.

ing percent of our business now comes from

Make sure your site has a way for

the Internet.

the consumer to register but also a

Ida Terbet, Raleigh, NC

good reason to do it.
		

Can they easily register for

you to supply them with compelling services and information? These
could be the same exact offer-response hooks you use in your other lead
generation methods (from special reports like “common mistakes to
avoid” to personal services like prequalifying or a property price valuation). Just be sure they are clearly visible on every page. And finally, since
most visitors will be on your site to look at properties, you must decide
how far you will let them go before you ask them to register. It’s a delicate balance with which you’ll need to experiment. The important thing
to remember is that the offers will have to be very persuasive to get the
immediate response you seek.
The other vital distinction is in regard to lead cultivation. You’re
either going to capture a name and a number or a name and an email
address. If someone gives you a name and a number online you simply
call them back and handle it just like any other captured inquiry. But if
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all you get online is an email address, you’re put in a passive-type position where you must cultivate the relationship to see if they’ll ever give
you their name and phone number. Research shows that buyers and sellers captured on the Internet often begin their online search as much as
18 months before they intend to buy or sell. Remember the car lot on
Sunday analogy? Well it’s true. The Internet allows buyers and sellers to
arrive early in the process and start looking around. The cultivation process we described in Tactic #5 Get to the Table is much more active with
live inquiries but tends to be more passive with online inquiries.
Online cultivation is akin to having an “Internet farm,” in the same
way you’d have a geographic farm. It’s actually closer to a marketing plan
than a conversion plan with a couple of key exceptions: you must still respond quickly to have a chance to cultivate them and technology makes
it economical to have many contacts.
		 Let’s first address response time. Speed wins this contest almost
every time. Buyers and sellers who decide it’s time to stop being anonymous and start the active process expect reasonably timed responses to
their Internet queries. Once they
have registered or emailed you,
fast response is critical. Internet

When an Internet lead comes in, my chances

usage has everyone accustomed to

of conversion are highest if I can call them

fast response times, so you should

while they are still on my site.

think in terms of responding in less

Sue Adler, Short Hills, NJ

than 24 minutes rather than hours.
An auto-response email that is warm and service-oriented is a great first
step and an excellent way to ensure you give this quick response. But an
immediate phone call or personal email is even better. If you can’t do it
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personally, then your staff can do this. There are also call-center services
that can do it for you, 24-7-365. Anyone who does this for you must make
the quick response in your name and get enough information so that you
can contact them yourself when you become available.
Now please understand that some younger people or those who are
tech-oriented actually prefer and enjoy being followed up via email and
text messaging. For them, this can be the right way to begin a relationship which can then lead to a phone call or an appointment to meet. So
it’s not necessarily wrong to respond by email if that’s all you have because
that is probably how they’d like you to respond. The mantra “respond
like they respond” isn’t a bad one to follow at all. And this is where a
contact management system can become critical if you hope to track and
cultivate dozens or even hundreds of online prospects in your Internet
farm over time. A good system will be able to record when you contacted
them, what was said, what services were agreed upon and when the next
contact needs to take place.
		

Most Web site packages for

The key is to target your site to a specific niche

template or custom sites can easily

audience like your farm—but don’t get so

incorporate saved searches or buyer

localized that you limit your traffic.

instant notification systems. These

Cary Sylvester, Austin, TX

tools are excellent for managing the
large numbers of online prospects

you might have in your contact management system. The most successful agents follow up quickly whenever users register for these services
with a personal offer to help them refine their search criteria. This is a
great chance to connect and possibly close the prospect for an appointment. The Internet brings you many people who have set timelines and
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expectations that are usually longer and slower than necessary. They actually could, would and perhaps should buy or sell right now but they’ve
let the market shift lull them into
slow motion. Be sure to give them
every opportunity to move faster

If you can help them to begin looking, they will

and encourage them to get a “real-

begin to get excited, see the advantages of buy-

life perspective” about what’s go-

ing now and actually be closing on their next

ing on in the market right now.

home, long before they thought they would.

For those who can’t be converted

Bruce Hardie, Spokane, WA

you have the opportunity to gauge
their motivation and offer other services (like a prequalification consultation with a mortgage vendor or a free estimate of their home’s value)
that can move them along in the process. And remember it’s not just what
you offer but how you offer it that can make the difference. So don’t just
focus on the offers you make. Experiment with how and when you make
them until you find what will work.
You might also consider investigating tools that offer you a glimpse
into buyer and seller activity. They can measure when and how often
people revisit their saved searches or view properties online. Periods of
increased activity thus become your queue to reach out, reconnect, and
offer your assistance—and get an appointment. So if you are going to
engage in serious Internet-based lead generation and conversion during a
shift, be sure to thoroughly research the technical tools for contact management and lead cultivation that could help you succeed.
In our research with top agents on their Web strategies, we made a
concerted effort to establish a baseline measure for success in lead capture
and closing. Much like our lead generation modeling in The Millionaire Real
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Estate Agent, we believe that if you can put numbers behind your expectations
then you’ll have a quantifiable goal to reach for and, eventually, surpass.
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Figure 26 Average Internet conversion rates based on surveys with top agents.

As you can see the majority of visitors are buyers. Interestingly, because sellers tend to be more motivated in their quest to determine the
value of their homes, sellers are much more likely to register. The net
result for you: for every 700 visitors you drive to your site you should
be able to capture approximately twenty seller and twenty buyer registrations that should yield an average of one buyer appointment and one
seller appointment. Bear in mind these are averages that don’t reflect
your efforts in your market. Some agents far surpass these benchmarks
and others fall far short. Tweaking your site and its offers through trial
and error should get the numbers up and make the difference.
That sums up the foundation for your Internet lead generation.
You’ll need to create and maintain a Web site that is designed to capture
and close leads to appointments. You’ll employ offer-response marketing
both online and offline to targeted audiences designed to drive traffic
to the site and, once there, get them to register or contact you directly.
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And finally you’ll have systems for capturing, connecting, cultivating,
and closing those leads to appointments to do business with you. With
this clear understanding in mind, let’s look at how you’ll implement this
strategy in a shifting market.
INTERNET LEADs IN A SHIFTING MARKET
Shifts force you to reevaluate everything you do, especially an area like
the Internet that carries fixed ongoing costs. You might even be asking
yourself if the Internet is really where you should be spending precious
time, money, and effort. It is if it can deliver and that will depend on the
quality of the offers you make around and on your Web site.
Earlier, I shared research on the average conversion rates for an effective real estate Web site. Those numbers showed agents got one buyer
appointment and one seller appointment for every 700 visitors. I also
mentioned that some agents surpassed those benchmarks. Our research
actually revealed a select group of agents who were doubling these conversion rates on the buyer side (with 7 percent of buyers registering and
10 percent being closed to appointments). That translates to an average
of four buyer appointments instead of just one. What these agents did
differently was master the what and where of Internet offer-response.
An attendee at an Internet Lead Conversion Summit we sponsored
summed up the difference between good Internet offer-response marketing and great Internet offer-response marketing as the difference between
offering “thin bait” and “fat bait.” He explained that your Web site must
have “thin bait” that attracts people to your site and keeps them there for
a while. But then, he warned, you must offer something more, the fat bait,
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for them to want to register. Thin bait lures while fat bait hooks. You’ll
need both to catch the most leads and succeed at your highest level.
Online Offers

Offline Offers

Thin Bait
Offline Offers

Thin Bait
Offline Offers

Thin Bait

Thin Bait

OFFERS ON
AGENT’S WEB SITES
1. Main 2. Buyer
3. Seller 4. Niche

FAT
BAIT

Online Offers

Thin Bait
Online Offers

FAT
BAIT

REGISTRATIONS
Figure 27 “Thin bait” gets people to your site—it’s what they expect.
“Fat bait” consists of the special or unexpected offers that get them to register.

Thin bait is everything people expect to find at your site. All the properties for sale in the market, community and neighborhood information,
home value resources and market statistics are what they are looking for.
These are the things you’ll cleverly market to pull buyers and seller to your
Web site. The key is to make sure that your bait stands out from the crowd.
Fat bait can be more detailed information on the listings, virtual
tours, detailed neighborhood information, community calendars, property tax and mortgage calculators, and other additional “valuable” infor-
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mation. The list is endless so be creative. Take a look at the other offline
offers you’re making in a shifted market (“Best Buy” lists, foreclosure
tours, short sale information, pricing studies, etc.) and consider incorporating them online. In addition to that, you can offer timely services such
as mortgage refinancing or home staging consultations for homeowners
or first-time homebuyers, investment and financing seminars for buyers.
Beyond these you can also offer free reports (examples include “The Five
Secrets to Getting Your Home Sold Now” or “The Three Mistakes Buyers Make in a Buyers’ Market”) that match the market conditions of the
moment. The more interesting and attractive you make your offers the
more leads they will generate. It is well worth your time to give this your
best thinking and testing. Don’t be satisfied with just doing average marketing for average results—create unique, valuable offers that will earn
you outstanding results. Just as you advise your sellers, stand out from
the crowd and be more compelling than your competition.
Besides bait, the other issue you’ll have to master is when and where
to capture buyer registrations. There are four widely issued strategies
(see Figure 28) ranging from up-front registration to open searches with
registration attached to ongoing use. Not having a registration is not an
option. Front-end registration tends to get more registrations but yields
fewer appointments on average. While a few may go to other sites (where
no registration is required), proponents of this strategy insist these are
few in number and less motivated in general. On the other end, open
searches with registration required to save a search or get email drip notifications does get fewer registrations but these tend to be more easily
converted to appointments. While this method allows for a lot of anonymous searches, proponents argue that those individuals who do register
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tend to be farther along in the process and more committed to working
with you. In the end, both strategies are absolutely valid; however, the
wisdom of the shift says you must experiment until you find methods
that yield you the most appointments.
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Figure 28 A shift will force you to make a decision on when and where
you capture buyer registrations to improve results.

Our research showed you might actually get more registrations
with “up-front.” It’s a bit counter-intuitive and I struggled with it until
I thought about it. More people are given the opportunity to register
“up front” while fewer people are serious enough to want to save their
searches or get email notifications. So the “up-front” strategy captures
more registrations while the “open search” captures a smaller but more
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motivated group, thus the higher appointments. It makes sense when
you look at it that way.
Rather than automatically adopting the fourth strategy there are
valid concerns you should think about before you decide. In particular, if
you are well-equipped to follow up
with and cultivate large numbers
of leads, the up-front strategy may

Simply put, the goal of your Web site is to

be better for you. Agents skilled

offer consumers what they want—real es-

in cultivation that have effective

tate information—in exchange for what you

teams or technology to support

want—their contact information.		

their lead conversion programs

Bryon Ellington, Austin, TX

should have the best ability to
take advantage of this strategy. But beware, large numbers of unqualified
leads can quickly swamp the unprepared. And then confusion over who
is and is not a lead can result in lost time, lower conversion rates, and less
actual business. If you have any doubts about your ability to cultivate
large numbers of captured inquires over time choose the fourth option
and focus your resources on fewer but higher quality leads. Experiment
and see which strategy works best for you.
No matter which way you go however, I want you to be like impatient Eric. A while back my son John, my coauthor Jay and my friend Don
Hobbs and I went fly fishing in Montana with two guides. Funny thing is
we not only caught a lot of fish, but we also were taught an incredible lesson in lead generating. Before we began, Don told me that whoever went
with Eric would catch the most fish no matter their skill, experience or
time on the water. And guess what? He was right. Each day Eric’s boat
landed the most trout. Why? Because Eric was impatient. If a lure or hole
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wasn’t delivering results, he gave it little time before he made a change.
He would row to another hole or tie on a new fly. The other guide’s approach was the opposite. His favorite line was “leave your fly there...I
like it” and he would fish a particular spot or fly for extended periods of
time. Don’t get me wrong, this guide was plenty good but Eric was simply
legendary. At the end of our trip our biggest catch besides some great fish
was the lesson we learned about lures and locations. If something isn’t
working, move on or expect to come home empty-handed.
If your marketing isn’t sending enough people to your site or your
offers aren’t getting registration responses—do something different immediately. Be like Eric and don’t wait too long before you make a change.
Be impatient.
I want you to step back and think of your Web site as one big open
house. You’re there to sell the house and you’re there to get leads. Most visitors aren’t going to buy that house, but they are going to buy a house. They
are researching. Take the opportunity
to capture their contact information
I don’t believe in forced registration for IDX

so you can assess their needs and get

because it’s so readily available for free. How-

into relationship. While the vast ma-

ever, for my own listings, I have buyers regis-

jority is just looking, follow up quickly

ter to see the floorplans and virtual tours be-

and systematically so you can close all

cause this is something of value that they can’t

the motivated leads to appointments

get anywhere else.

to do business. Just as some say open

Sue Adler, Short Hills, NJ

houses aren’t very effective for lead
generation, many believe the Internet

is equally unproductive and best left to a handful of specialists. The truth is
these leads generate opportunities and are only as good as your capture, con-
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nect, cultivate, and close system. Focus on having a great site that is cleverly
marketed and makes timely, compelling offer-response marketing messages.
Then make sure you deploy a quick response follow-up program to reap Internet rewards.
No matter the market, you must have some presence on the Internet. That’s no longer a question or an option. Using the power of the
Internet to communicate with clients, share information about your services, and validate your standing as a professional real estate agent is critical to your business. Technology and the Internet are no longer a choice.
The question is do you move from simply communicating to effectively
lead generating? In a shift we don’t think you have a choice. You must
make your technology earn its keep.
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TACTIC #7
PRICE AHEAD OF THE MARKET –
SELLER PRICING STRATEGIES
The ability to learn faster than your competitors
may be the only sustainable competitive advantage.
arie de geus
The moment the media declares a “real estate shift,” it’s as if the market just got doused in a cold shower. The result is fearful buyers, pickier
buyers, and eventually fewer buyers. The remaining few claim that if
they can’t get a good buy then they’ll just say good-bye for now. The
market has cooled off. Cautious consumers appear willing to let good
deals die and great opportunities pass them by in hopes of getting a
steal. They start missing the forest for the trees. Wary of paying too
much, buyers go too far and begin to offer too little, and only properties that appear to be serious bargains get serious attention. Sellers who
are slow to recognize this shift will quickly become overpriced and consequently be overlooked.
This isn’t rocket science. When the market shifts, first buyers and
then sellers become overly guarded and set in motion another intriguing
game of The Price is Right. In this version, instead of guessing there is no
top, buyers now predict there is no bottom. When previously they were
aggressively pushing prices forward, now they’re equally aggressive in
trying to pull them back. The truth is the market remains full of people
who genuinely want to buy and sell. The question is—at what price? The
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answer sorts both sellers and buyers into a range of categories from “not
interested” to “still motivated.” This sorting now defines and shapes the
marketplace. The desire to do business hasn’t gone away, but the heat has
gone out of the market. The motivated few are the ones you are looking
for and the ones you can help.
A shift exposes and magnifies the classic real estate price conflict
that has always existed: the asking price a seller wants versus the price a
buyer is willing to pay. To illustrate this conflict and how the market determines who has the upper hand, I’ll share a story:
At the bar exam three different would-be attorneys forget their
pens. One asks a test proctor if he has an extra pen. He does, but only
one. The first attorney says, “I’ll give you a dollar for the pen.” The second attorney chimes in, “I’ll give you two dollars!” Then the third says,
“Hey, I’ll give you three!”...By the next time the bar exam is given, all
the attorneys know not to forget a pen and all the test proctors have
heard they should bring extras. This
time only one attorney forgets and
We’re in a race against time. The best price

when he asks a proctor for a pen, the

you’ll get is the one you get now. If you wait,

proctor answers, “Sure. I’ll sell it to

it will be lower.

you for three dollars.” Then another

Jackie Ellis, Boynton Beach, FL

proctor jumps in and says, “I’ll sell
you one for two dollars.” But before

the attorney can pull out his billfold, a third proctor offers, “I’ll sell you
mine for just a dollar.”
In a sellers’ market the power of pricing favors the seller and buyers
will compete for a limited supply. A shift means this power is now in favor
of the buyer and that sellers will compete to attract the limited supply
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of buyers. Our goal in representing a seller in a shift is to use pricing to
empower them as much as possible. And that’s not easy.
THE WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
If someone is to buy their house, sellers must be aware of and buy into
the concept of a “window of opportunity.” This phenomenon means that
when a home first comes on the
market it attracts attention from
those agents who are currently

In a buyers market, sellers are often going

working with motivated buyers or

through the five stages of grief: 1. Denial,

those agents who are motivated

2. Anger, 3. Bargaining, 4. Depression, then

by the price to go find one. If any

5. Acceptance. My job is to counsel them

agent or their buyer believes that

through it.

a house is poorly priced, it loses

Martin Bouma, Ann Arbor, MI

its opportunity and doesn’t draw
their attention. Basically, it gets written off from the beginning. Once
this happens it isn’t easy to get those agents or buyers back, even with
a series of price reductions or home improvements. First impressions
are the original pictures framed in the mind and heart—they are usually
lasting ones. When memories and opinions get set, they are typically
tough to change.
The first time someone sees a property is called the “window of
opportunity” because it’s the single best chance to create the impression
that will sell the house. It is the best marketing message a seller can send:
We’re priced right and serious to sell. If a property isn’t appropriately
priced for the market from the outset, a seller will likely miss this impor-
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tant first. Your job is to get them to grasp why pricing it right must happen right now. They only get one chance to make a good first impression.
Making the wrong impression will cost a seller time and money.
THE PRICE REDUCTION EFFECT
116 Days on the Market

40 Days on the Market

Price Reduced

Price Not Reduced

Figure 29 Sellers with a price reduction need 2 to 3 times longer to sell,
potentially delaying their move and increasing their carrying costs3.

Pricing houses for a successful sale is never as simple as some might
think. Continually changing market conditions and circumstances make
pricing a skill as well as a science. The research, analysis, and judgment
that go into competitive pricing aren’t readily evident in most agents’ listing presentations. And truthfully, some real estate agents don’t actually
approach it with the thoroughness it deserves. A market shift absolutely
underscores the importance of pricing and exposes cavalier agents who
don’t give it researched attention and serious thought. The most successful agents become masters of pricing and masterful in getting their sellers to trust the findings and act on them.
Buyers are always looking for value. Regardless of the market, they
want the best property available at the lowest price. A shift doesn’t change
3
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this, it actually accentuates it. This happens because of what a shift does
change—the direction and speed at which a buyer thinks prices are going. As an agent you know this, so you not only advise your sellers on
what their home will likely sell for, but also the general pricing of the
market. You are making an observation and a forecast. The observation
is the science and the forecast is the skill. Observation of current pricing
is a science that requires a thorough, rational, fact-based analysis. Forecasting is an acquired skill, an inexact ability to predict market direction
and speed. The information to do this is there and available, but someone must put in the time and effort to uncover it, interpret it, learn from
it, and use it.
THE ART OF PRICING PERSUASION
A seller not only needs you to master the science and skill of pricing, but
also the art of persuasion. In a shift, most sellers are actually “tryers” who
never become solds. The market becomes oversaturated with unsuccessful wannabes who didn’t get the
formula of direction and speed
correct. If they are to become true

I always tell my sellers to price ahead of the

sellers then they’re going to need

market. Whether it’s going up or going down,

competent professional guidance

the key is to price your house ahead of it.

to price their houses to sell in the

Gary Gentry, Austin, TX

desired time frame. For sellers in a
shift, the need for an agent who has mastered the science, the skill, and
the art of pricing becomes critical.
The essence of the pricing science is identifying the right compa-
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rable properties. The right comps make the analysis more accurate and
a seller’s acceptance more likely. So what makes a property comparable?
There are four main factors: location, size, amenities, and condition. Then
you must factor in when it sold or went pending. You may also use properties currently on the market to get a sense of the current competition.
Whether you use recent pendings and solds or active listings and
expireds, you are attempting to assess the price range in which a home
will sell. In the final analysis, all else being equal—and that’s what you’ve
done in selecting comps—the price impacts marketability and ultimately salability. That’s what all motivated sellers must understand and their
agent must persuade them about.
In addition to their home’s immediate value, sellers are also challenged
to come to terms with another reality of the marketplace—the direction
and speed at which the market is moving. This is determined by studying
the area economy, grasping the motivations of available buyers, and reconciling this with listed, pending, and sold data from the market. Patterns will
emerge and require interpretation. Sometimes they’re obvious and sometimes they’re not. Either way, sellers need to know. They need to understand
the full extent of the market trends and the implications for pricing.
THE MARKET IS LIKE A SEESAW
BUYERS’ MARKET

SELLERS’ MARKET

Prices

Less Inventory

Few Buyers
More Inventory

More Buyers
Prices

Figure 30 Market cycles are like a seesaw. It’s the balance between the number of buyers on one side
and the number of sellers on the other. More sellers drive prices down; more buyers drive prices up.
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The direction in which a market is going and the speed at which
it’s moving determine pricing strategies. Properties that are appropriately priced for the market will always make the best impression.
They’ll be the first shown, the most talked about, the first to receive
offers, and the most likely to sell. But if the price doesn’t match the direction of the market then buyers will merely move on and never even
give it a second thought. Since they won’t even look at it, they’ll never
get to experience the property’s real appeal. The best way to truly
serve a seller in a shift is to persuade them to outthink the other sellers they must compete against. When the buyers pull back successful
sellers must be persuaded to step out in front. They must “price ahead
of the market.”
DON’T CHASE THE MARKET—LET THE MARKET CHASE YOU!
Statistically speaking, sellers will find themselves facing one of three real
estate markets: a buyers’ market, a sellers’ market, or a balanced market.
And as they’re confronted with each market they’ll discover they have
three pricing strategies from which to choose—price at the market, behind the market, or ahead of the market.
In practice, only the “buyer and seller markets” are considered when
choosing a pricing strategy. The reason a “balanced market” is taken off
the table is because that transitional period between a “buyers’ and a sellers’ market” is short-lived. Transitional markets are usually fleeting. As
such, markets usually move in one direction or the other with little to no
pause in between. It’s why you hear people say “we’re in a buyers’ market”
or “we’re in a sellers’ market” but virtually never hear them say “we’re in
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a balanced market.” This is important to grasp because it is this thinking
that drives pricing strategy decisions.
Not chasing the market means pricing your listings ahead of it.
When a house isn’t priced ahead of the market it’s essentially behind the
opportunity curve—the opportunity to get the best price possible. This
may seem paradoxical but it is actually the foundational principle of successful pricing in a shift. Successful pricing means getting the maximum
price for a house in that market, but the strategies can differ based upon
the direction of the market. Sellers must first decide if they really need to
or want to sell. This is their decision to make. Once they decide to sell, our
job as agents is to show them how to make that happen. Once they see how
the market really works they can then decide what they want to do.
As soon as a market price has been established the question every seller must then answer is, “what should
my asking price be?” This is a strategic
I help sellers see that they have to be smarter

question not a value question. What a

than other sellers—they have to be wicked

house is worth is the answer to a value

competitors on pricing to essentially put the

question, but what a house will sell for

other listings in their area “out of business”.

is the answer to a sales price question.

Donna Grissom, Studio City, CA

They are clearly different questions.
When a seller is ready to sell there is

only one thing they want to know: “what is the best price their house will sell
for right now?” When sellers go to price their property, two things matter:
where the market is now and the direction it’s going. And that is why they
must be strategic if they want to get the best price in the right time.
When a seller wants to sell, and a property valuation has determined a price range for what the home might sell for at that time, a
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pricing strategy must now be chosen. Before a seller chooses a strategy
they must make a very important decision: do they want to sell for the
maximum price now or do they
want to maximize the price possible? When asked this question

There is a gap between what a seller thinks

literally every seller immediately

and the realistic price they can get. That

answers “both,” which means they

gap is where your skills must work.

have misunderstood the question.

Dave Norberg, San Diego, CA

Getting the maximum price now
or getting the maximum price possible presents two different choices in
a sellers’ market. In a buyers’ market they are in fact the same. In other
words, in a buyers’ market maximum price and minimum time are the
same strategy.
Successful pricing means getting the maximum price now for a
house. But getting a maximum price now doesn’t necessarily mean getting the maximum price possible. When home values are on the rise, sellers can clearly price their home to sell at its maximum price now. This is
choosing “at the market” pricing. If they want to sell quicker, then they
can choose “behind the market” pricing by offering a price below the
market. This would mean they’re strategically making less money in return for a faster sale—a tradeoff only they can justify.
The seller also has the opportunity to anticipate where the market is going and if time isn’t an issue, see if they can maximize their financial opportunity. If they have the time, this could mean holding off
from selling for a while longer until the market prices rise enough to pay
their price. While there is risk in this strategy in that it is truly trying to
time the market, it can work. They could also consider marketing it now
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at that “future” price, but unless it is an amazing property it will simply
fail the “window of opportunity” test and become “shopped.” In other
words, the seller would run the risk of simply being another overpriced
listing on the market. A rising market can actually forgive a small over-

AVERAGE HOME PRICE

pricing on a highly desirable property, but never a big one.

$
Price Seller
Wants

When They
Get It

TIME ON MARKET

Figure 31 In a market with rising home values, if a seller wants a price that’s
ahead of the market, the market may go up enough to make that price attractive
for buyers. Time can cure some mistakes and make people look smart.

When home prices are falling sellers are in a real bind. Pricing “behind the market” when prices are rising means sellers could be leaving
money on the table for a quicker sale. But pricing behind the market
when prices are falling means sellers just won’t ever sell. In a declining market, selling now and maximizing the price turn out to require the exact
same strategy. Buyers always want a great buy, but when they’re shopping
for a house in a clear buyers’ market they are in essence looking for an even
greater buy. They’re looking for a bargain. If everything is priced the same
then what goes through their mind is “where is the bottom?” Buyers know
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they’re in a shift, but if everything is priced alike they get confused because
it appears to them that sellers still want too much. This is a real dilemma
so they tend to become “fence-sitters”. Value is a comparative concept so
when everything is priced the same, buyers become uncertain about where
the value is. In a rising market they have faith that values are at their lowest
and they don’t fear current prices. But in a falling market they have no faith
in current prices and fear paying too much. As a result, they’re looking for
the lowest priced home as an indication of the best value.
Sellers also have a dilemma because in a falling market it usually
means all sellers are going to have to take a price cut. The market price
is getting ready to fall across the board. This is when anyone who wants
to sell in a shift must become very strategic. Sellers have to realize they
must stand out now and get sold or they’ll be chasing the market all the
way to the bottom. If they price at the market they’ll in essence always
be overpriced for what the market will pay at that moment. Their only
real choice, if they want to maximize their price and sell now, is to price
“ahead of the market.” This means dropping their price below it. How far
below it now becomes the critical question.
All sellers naturally fear underselling their house, and rightfully so.
However, in a shifting market the greater risk is in overpricing. This happens by pricing it “at the market” and this is where it gets a little confusing and tough for a seller to swallow. Unless they’re underpricing it they
will end up underselling it. Time is not on their side. Buyers in a shift
are shopping for a good deal. This means they’re hunting for the lowest priced home. This means less than any of the other homes. Sellers
in a shift must outthink the other sellers, the tryers, by getting ahead of
them. If a home isn’t priced ahead of the market, it may well be priced
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out of the market. Once sellers fall behind, they can end up chasing the
market all the way down and losing the margin they would have gained by
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pricing it right in the first place.
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Figure 32 If sellers fall behind a market with falling home values, they can end up chasing the market
down, because home values are always falling faster than their price reductions.

“We’re in a race against time,” is what you tell every seller, “The best
price you’ll get is the one you get now. If you wait, it will just be lower.”
Pricing at the market is really overpricing in a shift and simply too high
a risk to take. Whether the market is on the way up or on the way down,
sellers should always price to the market they’re headed to.
The way to guide a seller to the understanding the market is to
show them graphs (see Figures 33 and 34) and then talk them through
each of the numbered points. This creates a logical analysis of the thinking behind your pricing recommendations. It is a way for you to help
them discover the facts and overcome their fears or misunderstandings. It is your way to empower them and give them the competitive
advantage they want.
Graphs are available as free downloads at www.millionairesystems.com/shift.
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THE CHALLENGE
Research supports the fact that sellers and buyers are typically out of
sync with the realities of the market. In a sellers’ market, sellers tend
to dwell in the future and buyers in the past. Sellers want to push prices
up and buyers want to hold the line. In a buyers’ market, buyers want
to place themselves in the future and sellers want to dwell in the past.
Buyers want to push prices down and sellers want to hold the line. The
net result is a chasm between a buyer’s and seller’s perception of what a
home is currently worth.
Effective consultations about pricing can bridge that gap but it’s
not easy. The challenge is that in a buyers’ market buyers usually make
offers in anticipation of the market
dropping. This means that it’s up to
It’s best to turn unrealistic sellers down dur-

the real estate agent to pull the seller

ing the listing appointment, rather than dis-

forward not just to where the mar-

appoint them later.”

ket is today, but to where it is likely

Matt Fetick, West Chester, PA

to be in a few weeks or even months.
Given this reality, in a shift, sellers

need a knowledgeable agent more than ever. Specifically, they need professional—and brutally honest—pricing advice.
In the end, it’s a “pay me now or pay me later” proposition for both
you and the seller. If you can’t get them to face the realities up front,
you may find yourself back with them in a few weeks explaining why the
home hasn’t shown, much less sold, and talking price reductions. For
the seller, they risk chasing the market and netting far less than if they’d
priced it strategically from day one.
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The most frustrating situation is when a seller lists their house
behind the market, attracts an interested buyer who makes a below list
price offer and the seller rejects it. You might have to remind the seller
that they should treat every offer
as if it will be the only offer they
will ever get. This doesn’t mean

In a real buyers’ market, I really encourage a

they should accept a low-ball offer,

seller to take the first offer. You never know if

but it does mean they will have to

you’ll ever get another one.

do a reality check on how intent

Michaelann Byerly, New Tampa, FL

they are in selling. When they reject an offer, it’s like they are “buying back” the home at that price with
the expectation they can resell it and get what they want. No one would
ever buy a home this way, but sellers re-buy their own home every day
and usually lose big in the process.
Dave Jenks illustrated this point by sharing a personal experience. In 1995
the market had shifted and sales were tough to come by when he put his home
up for sale. He had it listed at $195,000, quickly got an offer for $180,000, and
just flat-out rejected it. As knowledgeable as he was, he still fell into the “sellerbuys-the-home-back trap.” A year later, after twelve months of carrying costs,
he says he had to accept an offer of $170,000 to get it sold and get out from
underneath it. He says he knows exactly what it’s like to chase the market and
he didn’t feel very smart or very happy with the outcome.
THE TALE OF TWO MARKETS
In a recent interview with a top agent in Massachusetts, I asked how
things were going in his local area. “Our market is really a tale of two mar-
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kets,” he said. “Eighty percent of the homes are overpriced and twenty
percent are well-priced. The well-priced properties are getting multiple
offers. The overpriced properties are getting none.”
I immediately realized that in every market, in every time, there are
two markets—one where properties are priced to sell and another where
properties are priced to sit. A seller is either in the market or out of it. And
unlike a sellers’ market where time on the market can pull overpriced homes
back into the market, after a downshift, every day just pushes overpriced
homes farther and farther out of the market. Based on this critical understanding, we recommend that a dialogue with a seller might go like this:
Agent: Mr. and Mrs. Seller, just because a house is on the market doesn’t mean
it’s in the market. In every market, there are actually two markets. There are
properties that are priced well enough and in good enough condition to attract
interested buyers. Those homes attract offers and sell. Then there are homes that
are overpriced or are in less than ideal condition that don’t attract buyers and just
sit on the market. So, if you look at this graph [Figure 35], you can see that some
houses are in the market and some are out of the market. Does that make sense?
THE TALE OF TWO MARKETS

Price vs. Comps

Above

Out of the
Market

In the
Market
Below
Great

Condition vs. Comps

Figure 35
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SELLERS’ MARKET
Above

Poor

THE TALE OF TWO MARKETS

Seller: Sure. I’ve
Aboveseen the same thing on eBay. People who auction good stuff
with a fair reserve price attract a lot of bidding. Others try to pawn something
Price vs. Comps

off with an unrealistic reserve and they don’t get any bids at all.
Out of the
Market

Agent: Great, that’s the point. Buyers have a sense of what’s a fair value and
In the
what’s not and they just won’t
show up if you’re not in the ballpark.
Market

Now, whenBelowwe were in a sellers’ market, we saw a lot of multiple offers
Poor of how long it
and it wasn’t so much Great
whether a home would sell, it was a question
Condition vs. Comps

would take and how much it would sell for. As you can see [Figure 36], almost all
the homes were “in the market.”
SELLERS’ MARKET

Price vs. Comps

Above

Out of the
Market
In the
Market

Below
Great

Poor

Condition vs. Comps

Figure 36

Seller: I understand but what does that mean to me today?
BUYERS’ MARKET

Above

Agent: Well in a buyers’ market like we’re in today [Figure 37], many homes
Price vs. Comps

aren’t really in the market at all. There is a lot of inventory but there aren’t as
many buyers. The buyers who are looking expect a great value—a good home at
Out of the

a good price. And with all the competition
for their attention, they have a lot of
Market
choices. They start to be really picky.
Below

In the
Market
Great

Condition vs. Comps

Poor
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Condition vs. Comps

BUYERS’ MARKET

Price vs. Comps
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Out of the
Market

Below

In the
Market
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Condition vs. Comps
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Figure 37

Seller: I guess that’s why it’s called a Abuyers’
market, right?
FINAL LOOK
Above 100%

Agent: Yes. That’s why it’s very important for us to get your home in the best conPrice vs. Comps

of the
dition possible and then
to price itOutMarket
correctly
and competitively. Buyers are looking
67%

for value pricing and if we don’t meet those expectations, we’ll look overpriced
and be overlooked.

No Man’s
Land
33%

As you can see [Figure 38], the market of homes that are actually selling is
In the

Marketif we don’t get “in the market”, we risk ending up in
small and competitive
and
Below
67%

33%

0%

“no man’s land” with no
interest from buyers and no offers either.Poor
We need to price
Great
Condition vs. Comps

ahead of the market. Let’s make the market instead of chasing it. As your agent I
can’t change the market conditions, but it is my job to show you how to get your
house sold in the existing market conditions.
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A FINAL LOOK

Price vs. Comps
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Figure 38

Seller: I’m pretty sure I get it. It just makes me wish we’d decided to sell earlier.
Agent: The truth is that this actually may be a good time to sell and even a solid
financial opportunity for your family. Yes, we may not be able to price the home as
high as we could have last year, but if you don’t sell now you’ll be selling for even
less next year.
Seller: So how do we do that?
Agent: I’ve prepared some research on the prices of the other homes available in this
area and neighborhoods like it, as well as some numbers that reflect what is and isn’t
selling. Or to put it another way, what is and isn’t “in the market.” I previewed a lot of
those homes and we can decide together how best to price your house to sell....
The “Tale of Two Markets” is a simple, proven way to engage your
sellers in the realities of effective pricing and staging (discussed in Tactic
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#8: Stand Out from the Competition). Remember, it’s not about you—it’s
about the market. The current state of the market is the determining factor for pricing. You don’t make the
market, you simply show them how
We do an absorption rate CMA rather than

to get their home sold in the market.

comp sales. We take six months of active,

You are actually bringing them the

pending, and sold units within a one-mile ra-

solution and showing them how to

dius to find out how many months of inven-

help their own cause. These charts

tory (exists) for that area. We want our sellers

and dialogues should give you the

to be at the best price, terms, and conditions

confidence to advise your sellers and

for that one-mile radius.

the conviction to be strong in your

Bradley Chais, Tampa, FL

approach. Truthfully, this is what
they expect you to do as their fidu-

ciary agent. To do less is to serve less than honorably in your role as a real
estate professional.
TO TAKE OR NOT TO TAKE AN OVERPRICED LISTING?
Even the best researched and most impassioned presentations can sometimes fall on deaf ears. If the seller insists on listing their home at too high
a price, what is a real estate agent to do? In our experience, agents usually
fall into two distinct schools of thought—never take an overpriced listing or always take the listing no matter the price.
Many insist that you should never take an overpriced listing. From
their point of view overpriced properties can be a liability in terms of
time, money and reputation. Listing a home takes hours, involves real
marketing expenses and, if it doesn’t sell, it’s your reputation that is erod-
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ing in the front yard. Agents who adopt this philosophy aim at ramping
up their lead generation so they have so many listing opportunities that
saying no to a listing doesn’t feel
like saying no to income. Still this
approach isn’t for everyone.
Others see listings as a marketing opportunity that shouldn’t
be ignored. Research for The Mil-

The market is what it is. Our goal is to beat
the competition to the closing table before
prices drop further.
Larry Bartow, Brandon, FL

lionaire Real Estate Agent absolutely
supports this. Many top agents reported that they could reasonably expect to net two buyers from a well-marketed home. That’s a real opportunity if done right. So many take the path of list all you can and market
the best you can. They view this approach as a market share and buyer
opportunity equal to a potential listing selling.
So each approach has its supporters. We have interviewed too
many successful agents on either

A home has the most value the day it hits

side of the argument to tell you

the market.

which approach you should follow.

Mike Mendoza, Phoenix, AZ

Experience will show which strategy is best for you.
We do believe that regardless of which approach you choose, you
fundamentally always want a motivated seller. If they’re not truly motivated, time has shown that neither approach will work very well for you.
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Seven Maxims for Pricing in a Shifted Market
1. Be a student of your market—know your numbers.
2. Focus your main comps on actives—pendings and
solds may already be out of date.
3. Be a student of property—preview them so you
understand what is selling and why.
4. Keep your presentation as current as possible—let
your ongoing research do the talking.
5. Prequalify for motivation—sellers who most need
to sell, sell most often.
6. Price ahead of the market—to avoid chasing it.
7. Always secure price reductions in advance—to avoid
falling behind the market.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Bob Barker’s The Price is Right was an enduring phenomenon highlighted
by his trademark call, “Come on down!” While that catch phrase might
take on ominous meaning for home prices in a shifting market there is
something we can learn from the longest-running game show ever—everyone loves to be a pricing expert, but very few are. The wisdom here
is to be purposeful in your conversations with sellers, providing them
with the necessary data and engaging them in the process of pricing their
house to sell. Just like on the game show only the ones who get the price
right will ever win.
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TACTIC #8
STAND OUT FROM THE COMPETITION –
SELLER STAGING STRATEGIES
Opportunity is missed by most people because
it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.
thomas a. edison
“What you see is what you get!” is one of the common expressions
in our society. It is also the first half of one of the great truths in real estate. The other half is “and will pay for.” Real estate buyers understand
this and take it literally. They believe that what they see is all they get
and this determines all they’ll pay. The challenge sellers constantly face is
that very few people have the imagination to visualize beyond what they
see. Most buyers are unable to envision how a property will look when
it is in its best condition—even if they could, they rarely see themselves
doing it. So someone must do it for them. Smart sellers realize this and
work hard to show their home in its best light. When the market shifts
and fewer homes are selling savvy sellers recognize that their home must
outshine the competition. They know that to make the house go it must
show. They know that in a shift it’s showtime!
Whenever we say price is the number one issue in getting a home
sold, what we’re really saying is that its price must match its condition.
Price and condition are irrevocably intertwined. Priced right means
priced right for what you get and overpriced means overpriced for what
you get. It’s that simple. Staging a home means showing off what you get
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in that home in the best possible way so the seller gets the best possible
price. Staging a home is about dressing it up for success and highlighting
its assets.
TO STAGE OR NOT TO STAGE
A seller should never ask if they should stage. This is simply the wrong
type of thinking and the wrong question. The question they should ask
is how should I stage? Staging is an essential part of the marketing process. It can entice buyers to take a look and perhaps get hooked on a
home. This process of preparing a house to put it on the market – from
simple clean-up and clean-out to extensive repairs and improvements –
always directly impacts how quickly
a home will sell and for what price.
I tell my sellers that once they decide to sell

In a shift it may determine if it even

their house, they no longer live in it—clean

sells at all. Staging is that impor-

it up, fix it up and start packing. It needs to

tant. In fact, a review of over 2,800

show like a new model home.

properties in eight cities found that

Gary Gentry, Austin, TX

“staged homes, on average, sold in
half the time that non-staged homes

did. The sellers with staged homes ended up with 6.3 percent more than
their asking price, on average.”4 In other words, staging helps get sellers
what they want most—to sell their homes in the least amount of time for
the most amount of money.
The significance of staging really stands out when you consider our
earlier pricing discussion and the way we select CMA comps. In finding
the right price we attempt to make all the other variables equal: location,
4
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size, amenities, and condition. The first can’t be changed and the second
is difficult to change. The last two
can be and should be changed anytime a serious seller wants to sell.

We’re selling a lifestyle. Their new home must

And that is what we call staging—

be the vision of how they want to live – not

adding cost-effective amenities

how they are living now!
Susan Murphy, Hermosa Beach, CA

and improving the condition of
the home (via cleaning, painting,

floor treatments, repairs, etc.). When a seller does this one of two things
happens: 1) the house becomes more valuable than the other comparable
properties in that price range, or 2) the house gets moved into a higher
price range category where it becomes the lowest priced. In either case,
the house now has a better “face” value than its competition and that is
what a seller wants.
BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BUYER
Oddly enough, while almost any seller grasps the necessity and sees the logic
of staging a house in a buyers’ market, far fewer see the necessity of staging
their home. After all, they’ve spent years and thousands of dollars fixing it,
improving it, and filling it with all their favorite stuff. They have their own
personal tastes and decorate their homes accordingly. And frankly that’s how
it should be. It’s their home and they should have it as they please. However,
the moment a house goes on the market, a seller’s personal taste must go out
the window. It’s now time to have it as a buyer pleases. Their house must now
appeal to the largest possible segment of likely buyers. In a shift, with fewer
buyers to go around this becomes imperative.
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TIP: A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS
One of the most effective methods to convince a seller to get
on the staging bandwagon is also one of the simplest. Go out
and take pictures of a cluttered closet and an uncluttered
closet, a cluttered kitchen and an uncluttered one, and so on
until you have the main areas of a house fairly represented. If
you have before and after photos of a house that was staged,
that’s even better.
When it comes time to sit down with a seller pull out
the photos and have the following conversation: “Mr. and Mrs.
Seller, let me show you some examples of what I mean by staging....Now, let me ask you a question. All things being equal,
which rooms and ultimately which home will catch the buyer’s
attention?” Invariably, sellers choose the pictures of the staged
home to which you reply, “It’s interesting. You have, in every
case, selected the rooms of the home that was properly staged.
I assume this means that you can see the wisdom in staging
yours as well.....” This is an approach people respond well to. I
encourage you to think of this as a consulting session where you
present the best possible information to help a seller make the
best possible decision.
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A buyers’ market is definitely a stagers’ market. Buyers are looking
for a great deal, so the home they choose must look like a great deal. Buyers are looking for great value, so the home they’ll choose must look like
a great value. The home must look like it is worth what the seller is asking. A seller won’t get a second chance to make a first impression. Sellers
are in competition with more homes than they care to count and they
want to come out on top. You’ll have to tour these competitive listings
and make note of the look, standard features, and amenities in their price
range. What these houses have in common becomes the minimum buyers will expect from your seller and, if the seller truly wants to sell, they’ll
have to meet almost every expectation and exceed many.
Remember that in any market unless the price absolutely and
completely reflects it, buyers
want great-looking homes in
move-in condition. This is the

I have shifted from rarely staging to doing

appeal of new homes and can’t

it every time. Since the internet has replaced

be ignored by a resale seller. It’s

the first showing, staging the home for the

always tough news for a seller to

pictures is the most important marketing

hear, and in a shift this can be

thing I do.

downright painful. Cash or the

Shannon Aronson, Short Hills, NJ

equity to borrow against is usually in short supply and yet repair allowances rarely fly in a shifted
market. It’s hard to ask a seller to spend money on repairs and cosmetics and then ask them to take a beating on the price. But if they’re
going to sell they will have to execute the necessary dress up. This is
about getting the house sold at the maximum price the market will
bear. If the seller can’t do this then they probably shouldn’t sell. In the
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end the cost of staging your home may not increase the price you get,
but it may just get the house sold.
FROM CURB APPEAL TO CLOSING THE DEAL
Staging always follows the “3P – 2F Formula”: plantings, paint, pictures,
fixtures, and furnishings. If you follow this simple strategy and checklist
you’re on the right path to successful staging.
So where to begin? Good staging works a little like a great novel—it
grabs you on page one and doesn’t let you go until the last page. Page one
for a bestseller is the view from a drive-by. So, the battle begins with curb
appeal—if the house isn’t appealing enough on the outside to coax them
out of the car, it doesn’t matter how beautiful it is on the inside. Paint
and plants are the cornerstones of curb appeal and will do the trick every
time. Plus the cost can be minimal
so no owner should have permission
We tell our sellers they have thirty seconds

to ignore them. And because this

to make the buyer fall in love, so their home

same curbside view is almost always

must be staged like a model home.

framed at the top of every Internet

Barbara Van Poole, Dallas, TX

listing page or promotional flyer, it
can make a big difference in terms of

first impressions. Curb appeal can also be a magnet, attracting potential
buyers to your home.
		 Staging starts at the street. Look at everything from simple lawn
maintenance and landscaping to trimming back trees and shrubs to create better views of the house on the outside (and possibly more light on
the inside). Does the house need power washing or a fresh coat of paint?
Does the roofing need to be repaired? It’s amazing how much the outside
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of a home reflects the TLC the owner gave the interior. Sometimes you
can tell a book by its cover. And whether or not it’s fair that’s exactly what
buyers do. Poor outside appearance is, for most, the sign of poor maintenance and hidden problems. If the external appearance sends a negative
message then a potential buyer will look more closely at the inside of the
house, expecting to find (or possibly inventing some) problems that will
prevent the house from selling.
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Figure 39 The view from the street is critical. It figures prominently into
your marketing where buyers make the decision to go see a property.
Once they’re outside, it determines whether they’ll get out of the car to see the inside.

		 From there, the drama generally unfolds along the lines of the buyer experience. They spend time at the front door, while their agent opens
the lockbox, so lay out the proverbial welcome mat! Again, the “3P – 2F
Formula” applies so think about it as you walk through the house to stage
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it. Plantings, paint, pictures, fixtures, and furnishings will be what a potential buyer sees as well as the house.
4(% 0 & &/2-5,!
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Figure 40 Prioritize these five whenever you’re looking for quick cosmetic improvements in a listing for sale.

The entrance area or foyer says a lot about the house; it’s the first
impression of the inside so make it count. Next in priority are the areas of the house that are most important to the buyer: the kitchen,
the master bedroom, and then the other bedrooms. Staging the house
through these areas follows timeless wisdom. First and foremost is to
make it inviting. The best stagers not only make the house look great,
but also create a vision of what living in the home would be like for the
buyer. From candles and place settings on the dinning room table to a
good book and reading glasses on a nightstand, the goal is to show and
sell the experience. Anything that would tend to dispel that vision must
go. Personal items like family or wedding pictures can absolutely break
the spell and are often the first things packed up. If it isn’t necessary or
doesn’t add to the charm of the home it needs to be removed and stored
for the seller’s next home.
Next, clean it up and minimize the clutter. That’s why job one is
boxing up as much as possible. Rearrange and remove furniture to create an impression of spaciousness and a natural flow through the house.
I’ve seen agents back up a moving truck to haul away excess furnishings.
For sellers who have truly decided to sell, adopting this attitude signals
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a beneficial shift in attitude. The seller can psychologically “move on,”
packing their things, turning over ownership of the house to the future
buyer and, in the process, making it much more attractive and salable.
I’ve heard it described as hotel living and that’s an accurate description.
The best hotels invite guests to feel at home. The house you have listed
should say the same thing to any prospective buyer.
Just remember, you don’t have to be the one that does all the
staging recommendations. If you can then great, but you have other
options. While many agents are students of the staging game and
enjoy the physical work of staging a home, many others choose to
delegate it to their staff or a professional. There is no right or wrong.
Since there is a cost to hiring a staging professional, most of the
agents we interviewed recommended providing one or two
hours of consultation as a part

I’m finding that we’re getting big laundry

of their listing package (most

lists from people wanting everything done to

often paid by the agent at clos-

the house and if you don’t do just about all of

ing should the home sell). Sell-

it they’ll walk.

ers always have the option of

Sharon Hamilton, Santa Rosa, CA

retaining the stager for a more
extensive consultation or to coordinate the work on their own. The
advantage to having a third-party staging professional is that you
don’t have to deliver the bad news about any obvious clutter, precious knick-knacks or favorite furniture. Either way you go you must
become their partner and advisor in finding ways to accomplish the
recommendations. You’re their consultant and it’s the market that
is telling them what must be done.
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MY FAIR LISTING
Staging accentuates the true value of a home – its notable amenities and
features – and when done effectively, can actually create value. The smartest and most experienced sellers know this and welcome the opportunity
to enhance the value of the home
and odds of selling the home. After
There are two priorities for your house to sell:

pricing, it’s the most effective way

price and pristine. If either is missing, your

to get a seller’s house shown and

house will sit on the market unsold. 		

sold in a shifted market. Pricing and

David Eiglarsh, Fort Lauderdale, FL

staging are the issues of the day in a
shift. Think of them as a price war

and a beauty pageant all rolled up in to one. If your seller can master both
issues, they’ll win the battle and be crowned with a contract. You win
their respect, their business and their referrals. The truth that any seller
must know is that in the end, pricing gets you in the game—staging gets
you the offer.
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TACTIC #9
CREATE URGENCY –
OVERCOMING BUYER RELUCTANCE
If someone is going down the wrong road, he doesn’t need motivation
to speed him up. He needs education to turn him around.
jim r ohn
A buyers’ market should be just that—a buyers’ market. It’s not a
fence-sitting, waiting, loitering, delaying, dawdling, postponing, vacillating, hesitating, wavering, faltering, pausing, foot-shuffling market.
It’s a buyers’ market. By its very name it means buyers should be doing
one thing and one thing only—buying. So where are the buyers and why
aren’t they buying?
The great irony of a buyers’ market is that even though the opportunity to buy is high, buyer urgency tends to hit an all-time low. The media
becomes the excited purveyor of negative news and uninformed advice,
and buyers buy it all. Actually, it feels like the only thing they’re buying.
Their reluctance is ironic since not so long ago buyers were incredibly
excited about buying—and it was a sellers’ market. Prices were escalating and it was perhaps one of the most difficult times to buy value and
yet people were buying like there was no tomorrow. Buyers were afraid of
losing out by not buying even though the advantage was all to the seller.
Now a shift has occurred and it’s a true buyers’ market and what happens?
Fear is still in the driver’s seat but the tables are turned—the fear of paying too much seems to stop most in their tracks and immobilizes them.
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When they should have been afraid of paying too much they weren’t and
now that they shouldn’t be afraid of paying too much they are. It’s one
of the great paradoxical moments of any market and the herd instinct at
its most pure. Reluctance in the face of great opportunity becomes an
agonizingly defining characteristic of a shift.
THE MYTH THAT FUELS RELUCTANCE
In a shift buyers can easily lose sight of the primary reasons driving
their home purchase – a different neighborhood, a better school district,
proximity to work or recreation, a different floor plan, more space – and
become hyperfocused on price and price alone. With so many homes for
sale, too many potential buyers buy
into the biggest myth of a shift—
Buyers can’t wait for headlines to say, “Buy

they think that they can time the

Now.” Headlines will only let you know when

market. Believing in this myth re-

the best time to buy has passed.

sults in a false sense that the buyer

Shaun Rawls, Atlanta, GA

has all the time in the world. This
fixation on finding “the greatest deal

ever” clouds their thinking and causes many to miss out on the great
deals that are possible.
There are two types of buyers in regards to timing. There are those
who believe they can time the market and there are those who believe
timing will find them. The ones who believe in timing believe that they
can come in and out of the market and always time it to make the best
possible buying and selling decisions. The ones who think the opposite
believe that if you just always stay in the market then timing will sim-
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ply find you. History supports the latter—it says that if you’re always in
the market actively paying attention, although you may never sell at the
highest peak or buy at the absolute bottom, you can buy right and always
do well over time. Logic says that you can’t predictably time the market
to be able to buy at the absolute bottom and sell at the absolute top.
Timers are waiters—those who wait for prices to come down. If the
market has dropped then prices are down. Waiters will wonder if they are
as low as they’ll go. The problem is that no one can know this until prices
are already headed back up. So, then the real question a waiter should
be asking is “if prices have already significantly dropped is it safe to buy
now?” You believe it is and can explain why.
A simple technique to prove to a potential buyer, or even a seller, that
they can’t perfectly time the market is to do this easy demonstration: Take
out a blank sheet of paper and pen. Now, starting at the top of the paper,
draw a line going down and at the same time ask the buyer to stop you
when they know the market has bottomed out.

Point of Realization
“The Market has Shifte
Figure 41
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Guess what? As long as your line keeps going straight down they
won’t be able to. Then as you get to the bottom of the page curve the line
so that it bottoms out and starts back up.

Point of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”

Point of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted

Figure 42

Watch. The moment you start back up they’ll say “there!” but of
course they missed the bottom. They did and they will every time you do
this presentation. Now, keep drawing your line up while asking them to
tell you when the market has peaked.

Points of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”
Point of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”

Points of Realization:
Point of Realization: “The Market has Shifted!”
“The Market has Shifted!”
Figure 43
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HOME PRICES

TIMING THE MARKET

Again, they won’t be able to tell you until you’ve rounded the top
and started back down. Then they’ll say “there!” and once again they’ll be
behind the peak.

Points of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”

Points of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”
Figure 44

This should be a moment of truth for them. Hopefully, they now
realize that the only way they’ll ever know the market has bottomed is
TIMING THE MARKET

HOME PRICES

after it has started back up and the only way they’ll know the market has
peaked is after it has started back down.
e
A buyer cannot yperfectly
Zon
Unl

uck

time a market—no one can. They
can look at indicators thatE will

Creating a Best Buy List has re-energized my

point out the direction in which a

team. We are finding the best deals, sharing

market is going and they can absoe
Zon

them with the team and letting our buyers

SAF
E
ZON

Luc

ky

lutely mark how far it has fallen
know. It’s an exciting process and now we’ve
Points of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”
or risen, but after that the only
got some sales.

way to know a market has bot-

TIME

David Brownell, Las Vegas, NV

tomed or topped out is after it
has. In other words perfect timing is luck. The smartest people know
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“The Market has Shifted!”

“The Market has Shifted!”

this and the smartest money never goes looking for it. They play in the
safe zone.
HOME PRICES

TIMING THE MARKET
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Points of Realization:
“The Market has Shifted!”
TIME

Figure 45 No one can perfectly time the market—but anyone can “play it safe” in the safe zone.

You know the market has bottomed out when it starts back up and
you know the market has peaked when it starts back down. The safe zone
is where smart people plan to buy and sell. Anyone who buys at the top of
a market is just unlucky and anyone who buys at the bottom of a market
is just lucky.
People who buy in a buyers’ market are the smart ones. They’re
buying in the safe zone and living in the area of certainty. They’re not unrealistic and they’re not greedy. They know they can’t predict the end of
a bust, but they can see when a market has fallen considerably. They can’t
see the end or the speed at which it will climb afterwards so they focus
on what they can count on.
People who attempt to predict the bottom in a buyers’ market are
essentially undecided while wondering, “Have we hit bottom yet?” The
real buyers in a buyers’ market aren’t trying to predict the floor but are
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just trying to buy smart. They aren’t looking for a killing because they
know that’s a matter of luck not planning. They know they could just as
easily miss it as hit it. They’re looking for a sound decision with a predictable result and therefore ask the question: “Has the market dropped
enough now to make a sensible purchase?” More often than not, when
they’re asking this question they are already in the safe zone and the answer is yes. These are the real buyers in a buyers’ market.
UNDERSTANDING URGENCY
Understanding buyer urgency — its root cause and how to respond to a
lack of it — is imperative in a shift. When buyers are more reluctant than
ever to make offers and more than willing to walk away from signed contracts, you must be prepared. You must help buyers rediscover a sense
of urgency.
Only buyers who are “able, ready, and willing” to buy a home ever
actually buy one. Able, ready, and “waiting” may or may not. As a result,
when you first meet a potential buyer the three fundamental things you
want to understand are their ability, readiness, and willingness to buy
now. The answers determine if they really qualify as a buyer in a shift.
The first thing you want to know is a buyer’s ability to buy—their
financial capacity to purchase a home in a certain price range. Second,
you want to know their readiness to buy—the personal reasons that are
motivating them to purchase a home. Third, you want to know their willingness to buy—their sense of urgency of when they want or need to buy
a home. While all three must exist for someone to be a buyer, in a shift
someone’s willingness to buy is what gets your attention. You’re very in-
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terested in their timeline because in a shift you can only afford to work
with buyers whose time frame is now. Knowing a buyer’s level of urgency
is just another way of knowing their timing and just how “willing” they
are to buy right now.
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Figure 46 A buyer’s ability, readiness, and willingness to buy are all directly
impacted by a shift. However, of all these factors, readiness (the practical
motivations and personal reasons for moving) tend to be the most “shift-proof.”

Ability always comes first and is tied to factual answers to some basic questions: Do they qualify for an appropriate loan or pay cash? Do
they have money for the down payment and closing costs or can they
get it? These are show-stoppers for you and why a buyer’s ability to buy
is one of the first things you assess. Consequently, if a buyer isn’t already
prequalified to buy, your first job is to put them in the capable hands of a
loan officer.
In a shift the availability and cost of money can also play a crucial
role in a buyer’s ability to buy. Tightened lending standards or higher interest rates can absolutely act like a blast of arctic air on the real estate
market. At the beginning of my career, interest rates soared so high that
buyers had to ask sellers to buy down interest rates by paying as many as
sixteen discount points! Can you imagine? Even ready and willing buyers
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were often rebuffed by sellers in that market. Due to the cost of money
creative financing became the only way to give buyers the ability to buy.
Though not the same, after the subprime, free-lending ways of the earlyto mid-2000s, mortgage lenders created another “ability” crisis for buyers. In response to the previous loose lending practices suddenly lenders tightened their lending standards. They quit offering many popular
programs, asked for stricter appraisals, required higher credit scores, and
even demanded more money down. In both shifts many buyers were less
able to buy and some could no longer even qualify.
To counter such challenges you must find workable financing solutions and counterattack or put to rest any false ideas buyers might have
about their ability to buy a home. Knowledge and a great loan officer
are the keys. By teaming up with
a loan officer immediately you’ll
not only serve the best interests

This may be actually the best time to sell and

of the buyer, but also increase the

buy. Buyers have more choices and the prices

number of people you can help. As

are great.

soon as you meet someone help

Jim McKissack, Denton, TX

them understand whether they
qualify. And if they do qualify then help them find out if they can buy
what they want and need.
Readiness is about wants and needs. It’s a buyer’s personal reasons
for buying a home. These are the things you discover in the course of
qualifying someone and doing your buyer consultation. You are determining what they want and must have in a home. Readiness always underpins a buyer’s motivation. In fact, it is their motivation. It is the “why”
that leads them to buy.
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A buyer’s personal reasons for moving, buying up, or owning instead
of renting are possibly the most powerful determinants of their readiness
to buy. Think of it as a spectrum. On one end you have “maybe someday”
and on the other you have “right now, today!” Personal reasons tend to
be the most “shift-proof.” Real buyers have real wants and needs. Their
wants drive them and their needs compel them.
When I was in the fourth grade my parents sold our first home and
bought a larger one that was closer to our schools. Three months later we
had to move again because dad took a new job that required we live in the
school district where he would be working. Personal wants are powerful
in their own right, but needs are the most powerful. They have to happen
and thus create absolute buyers. No matter the exact reason, personal
needs create buyers no matter the market.
Make your buyer prequalification and consultation time count. If
you don’t have a firm grasp of their personal reasons for moving you’ve
missed out on one of the most powerful sources for reducing reluctance
If you show buyers what they want, they’ll be

and reinforcing urgency. Once you

motivated to buy.

understand someone’s motives you

Steve Cohen, Boston, MA

can help them overcome any doubts
or reluctance by reminding them of

what they are going to gain by buying now.
Willingness is simply about action. It’s about a buyer mentally and
emotionally making a choice about when they’ll buy. A buyer can be able
and ready, but if they’re not willing then they’re just waiting. The truth
is that a shift in the market can absolutely impact a buyer’s willingness,
making them more wary and less eager to buy. It’s the fear of making a
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mistake overruling the faith they can make a good decision, and it can
cause even the most able and ready to become less willing to buy at that
moment. The challenge is that once someone has the belief that they
should wait it can be very hard for them to move off of this position.
Only willing buyers buy.
In a true sellers’ market buyers usually fear missing out on accelerating home values. Once a market starts to shift however, they then fear
overpaying. This is troublesome since the fear of overpaying can not only
make buyers reluctant to make offers but can also lead to buyer’s remorse.
Buyer reluctance leads to fewer contracts and buyer remorse leads to more
cancellations. Some days it can truly feel like you’re running up a descending escalator, exerting a lot of energy and effort with little progress to show
for it—one step forward, two steps back. Willingness not only has to be
there at the start of the buying process, but it has to be checked on regularly to make sure it remains intact. Just as an unwilling buyer can become
willing, a willing buyer can become unwilling. This means you must be on
your toes from start to finish or you could be in for a surprise.
To get willing buyers to the closing table and into their new home
you will have to check in regularly with them until they move in. Don’t
back off and don’t assume anything. Don’t take your willing buyer for
granted. Touch base regularly and often. Head off any issues you see coming. Willing buyers buy into the process every step of the way. Everyone
else has to be continually reenergized and recommitted to get to the closing table. Willingness in a shift is a precious thing. Nurture it, support it,
and appreciate it.
Buyers can easily become paralyzed in a shift. Too much information, too many choices, and too many opinions can cause confusion and
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fear. Able and ready buyers become confused about what to do and afraid
to make a mistake. Instead of stepping up and being willing to buy, they
back off and try to wait the market out. You must help people find confidence and clarity if they are to become willing buyers.
All of this—buyer ability, readiness, and willingness—add up to one
key decision for you: are they worth investing your time, money, and effort when all those resources are already stretched? In a shift, you’ll want
to think of this as a simple yes or no question; either they are able, ready
and willing or they aren’t. There are no shades of gray. Buyers who are
willing have a sense of urgency. Buyers who aren’t willing are reluctant.
You want to avoid the reluctant and you want to work with the urgent. If
you can’t help a buyer overcome their reluctance today it may be better
to drop them into your cultivation program and check back with them
another day. Your focus must be on the motivated. While it’s true you
can’t motivate a buyer, you can “motive-aid” them. There are proven
ways you can educate buyers on the market, support their tapping into
their personal reasons for moving, and help them overcome their fears in
order to rally them to become buyers now.
Three Ways to Energize Buyer Urgency
1. Become the Local Economist of Choice
2. Help Them Tap Into Their Why
3. Address Buyer Reluctance
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1) BE THE LOCAL ECONOMIST OF CHOICE
I once heard someone laughingly say, “Some of my best thinking was
done by other people.” I don’t know about the “best” part of this, but
unfortunately, when it comes to buying real estate in a shift I do believe
that most buyers are letting others do too much of their thinking for
them. These other people might include family, friends, and the media.
On one hand, there’s nothing wrong with this. A lot of good information
can come from these sources. On the other hand, if these are the only
real estate information sources people are using then they’re not getting
the entire story.
So what’s missing? Expert advice. While we read and ask people for
information and advice on a variety of subjects, when we need specific
information and opinions to make serious decisions we seek a professional. From health issues to diagnosing our car’s engine woes, we invariably put the most weight on the information and opinion of a trained
professional who specializes in a specific area. Right? Absolutely. So why
not real estate as well? Because everyone, including the media, thinks
they’re an expert!
Buyers need professional advice in a shift more than ever. The challenge is that most don’t realize it. They’ve read the newspapers and magazines, listened to the news, talked to some friends and family members,
and formed an opinion. So far so good. The problem is that more than
likely, they’ve not gotten the entire story about the market or how to approach it. They believe they are fully informed, but they’re not. The media rarely tells the whole story and most people have limited experience.
As a result, buyers are either half-informed or misinformed. And either is
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dangerous because they lead to decisions that are poorly formed. So what
can you do? Become the professional voice they listen to. Become their
economist of choice.
Buyers bring their ability and readiness to buy to the market. So
what are they getting from others? Some knowledge and some instruction, but mostly economic and market perspective. It’s usually these
If you want to be the best buyer’s agent, know

opinions by others that steal away a

every home for sale in your marketplace.

buyer’s willingness and this is where

Brad Korn, Kansas City, MO

you can provide a valuable service.
By providing useful information and

a balanced perspective you can create more willing buyers. Most people
allow their level of willingness to be greatly impacted by the perception
others have about the market. Your goal is to round out their economic
understanding and market knowledge so they have the complete picture.
Willingness lives in a buyers’ market expectations. Notice, I didn’t
write market realities. Expectations are what drive willingness. They can
be fact based, but tend to be more emotion based. A buyer’s sense of
the market can become a tailwind that drives them forward or a headwind that stops them cold. Some people look like buyers because they
are able and ready to buy, but then you find out that instead of willing to
buy they’re waiting. Their perception of the market, wherever they got it
from, is that they should wait.
If you are to reach your sales goals in a shift, you must develop a strategy for returning your buyers to reason and confidence. You must help
them understand that this is a good time to buy—not because it benefits
you, but because it benefits them. You start by influencing their rational
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thinking with numbers and facts. If you don’t do this, you’ll never get a
chance to address any emotional resistance they may have built up.
Find every way possible to overcome the media-driven real estate
malaise. Be the one with the facts. Challenge yourself to become the “local real estate economist of choice” for any potential buyer you meet.
Educate them that real estate is a cyclical business. All of this has happened before and it will happen again. What goes up must come down.
More important, what goes down has always come back up. Home values
will most certainly continue their long-standing trend of appreciation
over time. At the very least inflation will see to that. And equity buildup
through mortgage debt paydown still remains a proven path to financial
wealth.5 You will have to constantly educate and remind buyers of these
economic certainties.
The extreme mobility of buyers today has led to some unrealistic
expectations that surface in a shift. It is a case of people wanting to bend
market reality to reflect their mobile lifestyle. Somehow, people have
been led to believe that they can buy and sell every three to five years and
make a killing on both ends. This economic idea is quite unrealistic. Any
successful real estate investor will tell you that real wealth comes from
the combination of any appreciation plus debt pay down. And for home
buyers this can be further enhanced by any available tax advantages for
homeownership. While it is often possible to buy good value (or “make
your money going in”), not every home sale results in a windfall. When
my parents sold their first home they lost money. They did it anyway.
Why? They wanted another home.
As an expert you can teach buyers about realistic economic expectations. They can’t sell high and buy low at the same time. If they sell and
If you’re unsure how this conversation goes, let The Millionaire Real Estate Investor be your guide. Unlike many
other books on investing in real estate, it stresses the stable, realistic, and proven path to wealth.

5
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then buy during a sellers’ market, they will get more when they sell and
then pay more when they buy. When they sell and then buy in a buyers’
market, they will get less from their sale, but be able to make it up with
greater savings when they buy. In the end, home ownership is best viewed
as a long-term investment just like the stock market or any other sound
investment. Short-term buying will always put anyone at the mercy of
the market. The biggest gains are made from holding over longer periods of time, not constantly buying and selling in the short term. Buyers
should know that buying the family home and playing the market are two
entirely different things.
As an agent and local real estate economist you must communicate
the economic and market facts to buyers every chance you get. In your
newsletter, on your website or blog, in your marketing pieces and advertising, continuously communicate local market statistics, financial information, and economic facts. Give a historical perspective as well as a current one. Offset a national perspective with a local one. Show buyers the
local market information—your area’s job growth, population growth,
household income increases, and the factual decline in area home values.
Share current interest rates and financing options. In a buyers’ market,
the presentation of these facts generally adds up to a powerful argument
to buy now. In fact, you will regularly point out how this translates into
a buying opportunity that, once gone, most likely won’t come back until
the next cycle. And then it will be at higher prices. It’s your job to help
buyers understand this.
The key here is to not appear to be self-serving or simply offering
up your own opinions. Cite independent sources and quote experts. Often the same articles that create a gloomy outlook for sellers report real
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market statistics that can prove it is an opportune time for buyers. If the
local real estate section interprets a decline in local prices as creating
risk, you can use those same stats to make your case that it is a great time
to buy value or trade up.
Market expectations are a powerful source of motivation for buyers
and you want to be the one setting these expectations. It is unlikely that
anyone giving your buyers advice – whether from a national columnist, a
coworker, and even family – knows as much as you know about the local
market. You are the research-based expert; you are the trusted advisor.
Finally, share the success stories of people who recently made the
decision to buy and are very happy
that they followed through with
their purchase. I can’t overstate

I believe every agent on my team must wake

the importance of collecting and

up with the goal of finding and motivating

sharing these authentic personal

buyers. We need to convince them of the in-

stories. By sharing them, it will

credible opportunities this market offers.

give a buyer reassurance both that

Russell Rhodes, Dallas, TX

it’s okay to buy and that others are
in fact doing it. The market isn’t dead or dormant and they need to see
that. Also, realize that it’s only natural for buyers to be a little skeptical
when you are telling them “it’s a good time to buy.” Show them they’re
not alone by backing up your sound advice with credible success stories.
When the market shifts you must become more than just a real estate salesperson to a buyer. You must actually become their local market
authority, the real estate expert they know and trust so that anything
they hear about real estate, they will filter through your advice. Be their
local economist of choice.
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2) TAP INTO THEIR WHY
At the end of the day, nothing trumps a buyer’s personal motivations
and reasons for moving. Compelling personal motives guide people
through their lives and sit at the heart of their biggest decisions. Buying a home is no different. There are some pretty big and important
reasons attached to buying a home. The list can be as long and varied
as you can imagine. People move because....now you finish the sentence. What did you choose? A new job, a new baby, a new marriage,
retirement, being closer to family or certain places, a divorce, a death,
a bright vision of a new life elsewhere? Tapping into someone’s list of
reasons is getting them in touch with their heart as well as their head.
Invariably, a factual reason for buying has an emotional string attached
to it. Tapping into someone’s why is helping them find that string and
pulling it so that the heart sits equally with the head. Whatever the reason, I’ve learned that these internal motivations are among the most
powerful of all. So, especially in a shift, you must tap into their reasons
for moving.
The best way to get to understand a client’s motivation is to ask
personal questions. Why are you thinking about buying? Really, tell me
more. Now, what will that do for you? What will that mean for your family? When you have their answer, you must keep it on the tip of your
tongue and at the top of their mind. It is the central topic that defines
all of your conversations.
In our book, Your First Home, I tell the story of Steve and Denise.
Their story happened in a true buyers’ market. They were getting married so we met to discuss them buying their very first home. As we visited
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I drew a line down the middle of a sheet of paper and wrote “wants” on
one side and “needs” on the other. I then had them share with me all
their wants and needs for their first home. High interest rates had made
it a buyers’ market, but since their price range was low for the area where
they wanted to live I was having trouble finding even one house to show
them. As luck would have it the day we were to look at houses the perfect
home for them, right in their chosen area, came on the market. We were
the very first buyers to go through it and as we got back to the front door
I almost had a heart attack when I heard Denise say to Steve “and just
think, this is the first one we’ve seen.” I asked them to sit on the couch
right there in the home. Then I pulled out their wants and needs sheet we
had done together, handed it to them and said “this home has everything
you want and everything you need, right?” They quickly went through it
and agreed. Then I said “if you leave here without buying this home, it
will be gone. The very next buyer who walks in will buy this house and it
will be gone forever. Can you live with that?” They bought it on the spot
and never regretted it.
Talking about personal wants and needs is not manipulation. It’s
simply reminding people what they want to buy and why. I actually consider it my fiduciary duty. I’ve learned that in life it’s much better to be
able to say “I’m glad I did” rather than “I wish I had.” I believe it. In fact,
I know it’s a lesson to live by and it has guided me well in advising my
customers. And I’ve had countless notes, letters, calls and conversations
(sometimes many years later) with buyers who thanked me for reminding
them why they were looking—for helping them overcome their doubts.
Cold feet can lead to regrets. Reluctance can translate into remorse. Believe me, those aren’t the memories you’ll cherish as a professional. On
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the other hand, you will cherish the emotional thank-you’s from clients
who are so happy that you helped them overcome their fears and get
into a home they love. In the end, your buyers must make the decision.
Your job is to help them make the best decision for their family and their
circumstances. And, often, that will require you to tap into their motivations and keep them tapped into it from the first time you meet all the
way through closing.
3) OVERCOME BUYER RELUCTANCE
When people have a good reason to buy—they do just that. Except in a
shift. When the market changes it can throw people off balance. They
were going along with their life and then the market tosses a wrench into
the engine driving their decisions. All of a sudden they’re not sure of
themselves and are hesitant to move forward. They want and may even
need to buy, but yet they hold back. It’s frustrating for you and it’s frustrating for them. They need someone to intervene and help them overcome their reluctance. They need someone to show them that it’s okay
and give them permission to buy now.
In the end, you are being the highest level of fiduciary when you
don’t let should-be buyers cave-in to their sense that it is better to wait.
The reality that people must face is that their expectations may be faulty.
Reluctant buyers clearly think that prices will go lower. That will certainly be true for overpriced houses in any market and might even be true for
all of the houses in this market. But if prices have already significantly
dropped then the best homes may not go much lower. So unless they’re a
psychic or a gambler, it’s time to buy.
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Since no one can predict the market and prices have already dropped
considerably, waiting any longer no longer really makes any sense. Test
this with any buyer. Ask them the question: “Do you think that prices
have dropped?” They’ll answer, “Yes.” Next ask, “Do you think they’ll ever
go back up?” Again, they’ll say, “Yes, eventually.” Then ask, “So, aren’t you
then saying that it’s actually okay to be out buying again?” They’re caught
and may or may not answer. That’s okay. Go ahead and ask them one last
question: “Given how you feel, if we found the home today that met all
your needs and your most important wants, is there any reason why
you wouldn’t make an offer to pur-

The problem with a buyer waiting for the

chase that home today?” Pause and

market to get better is that by the time they

add one last thing: “Sellers are in

realize it has, it will be too late and they will

the same situation you’re in. They

be competing for their dream home with mul-

also know prices will come back

tiple offers.

up some day, but they don’t know

Ron Young, Bluebell, PA

when. Genuine sellers want to or
need to sell now, but they have fears too. They don’t know if prices will go
lower either so if they can sell today they will. That means they are ready
to deal because they’re afraid today might be the best price they get. This
makes most very willing to consider all reasonable offers.”
Once the market settles or shows any sign of improvement, opportunities start slipping away. The very moment sellers no longer have to
make concessions they won’t. And, since there is almost always groupthink at play with all of the waiting buyers, the pent-up demand will
show back up and buyers may be faced with mounting competition for
the best homes available.
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This is a great time to use the “Tale of Two Markets” graphs we
shared on pages 149 to 154 in Tactic #8: Price Ahead of the Market. Homes
that are priced well and in good condition are always the first to sell.
Aren’t these the very homes your buyers would want to purchase? Of
course they are, but to do that they will have to get off the sidelines, stop
being spectators, and get out into the market.
This is the time to put your sales skills to work. A buyers’ market is
a skill-based market and you are best served to practice your scripts, find
a coach, engage in regular role-play with a partner, and get familiar with
the proven best practices for helping your buyers make good decisions.
Let’s take a look at four classic strategies for helping buyers overcome
their reluctance. Just as your consultation is designed to identify and assess a buyer’s ability and readiness to buy, careful consultation can also
help initiate a buyer’s willingness to buy.

Four Strategies to Overcome Buyer Reluctance
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1.		

Why Wait?—The Hazards of Timing the Market

2.		

Trade Up—The Opportunity of a Down Market

3.		

Less Is More—Narrowing the Field

4.		

Find a Best Buy—Get While the Gettin’s Good

WHY WAIT?—THE HAZARDS OF TIMING THE MARKET
Buyers who choose to wait “until prices come down more” are also gambling that interest rates will hold steady or drop. What is not widely understood is the impact interest rates can have on the real monthly costs
of homeownership. Even a 10 percent drop in home prices is immediately nullified by a mere 1 percentage point increase in interest rates on
a 30-year mortgage loan. By the way, this relationship between interest
rates and home pricing remains essentially the same at any price point.
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Figure 47 Even a slight increase in mortgage interest rates can offset a significant drop in home
prices. There is little to gain in this scenario and much to lose if home prices rebound or rates jump.

You want your buyers to avoid trying to time the market. Not only
does it almost never work, but it certainly can’t be done from the sidelines. They have to be in the market to take advantage of the market.
TRADE UP— THE OPPORTUNITY OF A DOWN MARKET
Many of your buyers will also be selling a home—they’re actually feeling
the buyers’ market from both sides. It’s only natural they focus on the
impact of the current market on the sale of their house, the fact that
they will likely get a lower sales price than in the recent past, rather than
Figure 47 is available as a free download at www.millionairesystems.com/shift.
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the opportunity that selling will give them to buy. If they are planning
on trading up, you will need to highlight how saving on the larger home
purchase will offset any loss on the sale their current house.
A BUYERS’ MARKET IS A TRADING UP MARKET!
If home prices dropped by 5%, here’s what it could look like if you decided to trade up:

Home Price = $200,000
Sell at $190,000 = $10,000 Loss

Home Price = $400,000
Buy at $380,000 = $20,000 Savings

The smaller loss at sale will be compensated by greater savings
at purchase, resulting in a significant net gain.
Figure 48 Falling home prices are a great opportunity for a savvy
homeowner looking to move up. Even though your home sale price may be lower,
the smaller loss at sale can be compensated by greater savings at purchase.

This kind of trade-up is often the exact same strategy employed by
successful real estate investors. When you buy a larger and better home,
you are saving more on the purchase than you may have lost on the sale
of your previous home, and the new home is often better positioned for
appreciation when the market rebounds. If we take the homes in Figure
48, and the market were to rebound in subsequent years and appreciate
by 10 percent, the larger home would go up in value by $38,000 while the
smaller home only grew by $19,000. My wife Mary and I systematically
traded up our homes, each time focusing on buying a greater value than
we were leaving behind. Each move, over time, helped us improve our
net worth and accelerate the growth rate of our financial bottom line. It’s
a proven strategy and one of the best opportunities of a shift. In fact, on
average over 60 percent of the average individual’s net worth is in their
home. Make sure your move-up buyers understand this.
Figure 48 is available as a free download at www.millionairesystems.com/shift.
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LESS IS MORE—NARROWING THE FIELD
One of the challenges for buyers in a shift is simply that there are too
many choices. When home inventories rise from a few thousand to ten
thousand or more, buyers may show some superficial interest but have an
extremely difficult time getting serious. It can begin to feel like they’re
looking for a needle in a haystack or searching for a diamond in the rough.
Research backs the notion that “too much of a good thing” is both mentally exhausting and ultimately unproductive.
Barry Schwartz, psychologist and author of The Paradox of Choice:
Why More is Less, states “there’s a point where all of this choice starts
to be not only unproductive, but counterproductive—a source of pain,
regret, worry about missed opportunities and unrealistically high expectations.” One study by researchers at Columbia University and Stanford
University empirically proved the downside of excessive choice. They
chose jams and jellies for their study, and most of us know why. It’s not
uncommon to find half an aisle devoted to every flavor under the sun and
plenty of artificial ones too. This team showed that buyers tend to show
more interest in a larger assortment but had a much harder time deciding
on one to actually purchase. In fact, buyers were ten times more likely to
buy if they chose among six than among twenty-four flavors. The best
retailers have taken this kind of research to the bank.
Apple famously mocked up an entire store inside a warehouse and
brought in focus group after focus group until they had created the ideal
space to highlight their computer and digital lifestyle wares. After just a few
years in the retail business, their stores sold an average of almost $4,500
dollars per square foot—far outpacing traditional retail powerhouses like
BestBuy, Tiffany and Co, and Neiman Marcus. Why? If you’ve ever expe-
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rienced their stores, you understand that this is a company that mastered
the art of presentation and narrowing the field to a few choices.
So what does this mean for you? Your job is to help your buyers
narrow the field. This is hands-on, personal consultation time. If their
search criteria are yielding dozens, even hundreds of potential homes,
science tells us they are likely to be overwhelmed, shut down or, worse,
make a poor “first good choice” kind of decision. You must either presort their choices or sit with them and patiently help them sort the stack.
The goal is a handful of great choices.
,%33 )3 -/2%  .!22/7 4(% &)%,$

7HEN YOU HELP BUYERS REDUCE THE CHOICES YOULL FIND THEY ARE ABLE TO CHOOSE
Figure 49 Winnowing the selection down from many good selections to a few great ones is hard
work—and your buyers need your help. Careful and personal consultation will help them identify the
best options for them and they will thank you for it.

Take the discards and physically tear them up. Drop them in the
trash can. Make the point that those homes are no longer under consideration. The few that remain are the best options and these are the homes
you will tour with your buyers. Each one potentially represents a great
match and now they must choose from a few. Less is more! Do the same
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kind of sorting and filtering as you look at homes. Have them compare
the current home being viewed with the others they have looked at and
remove those that are not in the running. There should never be more
than five or so homes that are under consideration at any one time. The
best agents understand the benefit of this step-by-step selection process.
They know it helps the customer decide, it speeds up the home search
and it makes their work with buyers more efficient. They make this their
standard practice and, in a shift, so must you.
FIND A BEST BUY—GET WHILE THE GETTIN’S GOOD
One aspect of the “less is more” theme that can help you overcome buyer
reluctance is a “Best Buy List.” This is a list you have compiled of the current best buys in the market. It will be based on your consistent tracking
of new listings, price reductions, and pre-foreclosure or foreclosed properties. It will be one of the most useful outcomes of your daily previewing
of homes.
Agents have typically used market knowledge to advise sellers on
pricing. When they are working on getting a listing they research comparables to help the seller understand what the house will likely sell for.
What is interesting is that agents rarely do this for buyers. So, this becomes a great opportunity to continually pull buyers into the home buying process plus it might actually help you stand out from the competition. A Best Buy List actually becomes your unique intellectual property
and a powerful magnet for people to work with you.
“For access to my Best Buy List, updated daily, register now (or call
now)” is a provocative and attention-getting statement. It is a powerful
offer-response you can use in both your marketing and prospecting. It
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just might be the most effective indirect offer you make. It is a reason
for them to want to work with you. It is a reason for them to get off their
reluctance and respond.
Another great benefit of a Best Buy List is that it can create additional buyer urgency. “Hi Tom, a home just hit my Best Buy List that
could be exactly what you and Sarah are looking for. I’m not sure if it is
even still available, but if it is could we set a time as soon as possible to
go see it?”
Here’s the point: you can’t create urgency if there isn’t a good reason for it and you certainly can’t fake it. Buyers can see through false
optimism and manipulative selling techniques almost every time. And,
when they see it, they lose faith in you and the market. You must find
real, honest and compelling ways to help them feel optimistic about the
market and comfortable with you as their expert guide.
OPPORTUNITY TIME
Markets always favor one sector or another. An up market favors a
seller and a down market favors a buyer. They’re characterized by the
opportunities that define them. A sellers’ market is a good time to sell
and a risky time to buy. In a buyers’ market only serious sellers sell, so
all buyers are in a favorable position. The type of market indicates who
has the advantage.
Reluctance is about unwillingness. Some will come right out and
tell you they’re waiting. Others won’t, but you’ll feel the unwillingness
anyway. It’ll show up as lingering, lagging, and delays. People reluctant
to buy or sell will allow time to pass and so miss opportunities. Their ac-
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tions will speak louder than any words possibly could. Either way they’re
missing out on the next big sale and it’s your job to see that they don’t.
At the end of the day, building buyer urgency is about expert knowledge of the market, careful consultation on their personal wants and
needs, skill at communicating the opportunities of the market, and assertiveness in challenging their thinking. You are the dedicated professional they hired to help them make good decisions and take the right
actions. Earn the right to be that person and have the courage to act on
what you know to be true. More people will thank you, more people will
refer you to others, and you will execute more sales. Creating urgency is a
learned skill. And, once learned, it will create new opportunities for you
and for your buyers. Just remember—the first urgency must be yours.
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TACTIC #10
EXPAND THE OPTIONS –
CREATIVE FINANCING
Money talks and often says, “Goodbye.”
unknown
Affordability drives the real estate industry. In fact, you might
even say that affordability is the real estate industry. Buyers must be able
to buy in order for sellers to be able to sell. As simplistic as this sounds, it’s
equally that important. Affordability is the juice that makes the market
go or stop. When it’s up, the market goes up. When it’s down, the market
goes down. If you want to know where the market is headed just check
how affordable a house is. There’s your thermometer and it’s extremely
accurate. What market you’re in or headed toward is easily gauged by
one thing—affordability.
When I got in the business in 1979 and interest rates topped 18
percent, about the only way you could buy or sell a home was with lots
of creativity. Affordability, driven by high interest rates was unraveling
and making sales tough to come by. Making any sale work was a challenge and we engaged daily in a game of “how can we make this deal
work?” It was game-like in that it rewarded those who thought competitively and strategically. Like a mystery to sort out, a riddle to solve,
or a code to decipher. Those who solved the riddle could then transact
business, while everyone else watched from the sidelines. In a shift,
finding creative ways to help buyers afford to buy and sellers afford to
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sell is the game you must learn to play and win—or buying and selling
literally slows down to a crawl.
CREATIVE FINANCING
This is the term we use to describe creative ways to resolve affordability
challenges. Every buyer is unique and every seller is unique. Every lender is unique. And then along comes the economy and the market itself,
creating the unique environment in which these three parties must do
business. All of this means one thing—if the conditions warrant creative
deals but you aren’t able to put these deals together then you could be
done doing many deals.
Unfortunately, creative financing isn’t well understood by most and
as a result, sometimes gets a bad rap. But it’s far too valuable a vehicle to
abandon just because a few misbehaving individuals have misused this
critical real estate consulting tool. In a shifting market you will often
need all the legal, sound, historically proven financing solutions at your
disposal to get some tough transactions closed. As a real estate sales consultant, your buyers and sellers expect you to educate them about all the
financial options they might have to create the best win-win transaction
possible. So, when the market shifts it’s time to bring out the creative
financial ideas and expand everyone’s opportunities.
Sometimes a buyer easily falls within the standard guidelines of
traditional home financing and sometimes they don’t. When they do, it
means they have the necessary down payment and income qualifications
for a loan at the current interest rates and lending programs being offered. And if it happens to be a sellers’ market, then the burden is usually
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completely on the buyer to figure out a way to buy a house. Houses in an
upward shift usually sell without any need for creativity from anyone.
A shift can change all of this.
In a shift downward not many
houses are selling, so if sellers still

FHA, VA, rural loans, and down payment

want to sell they may have to em-

grants are back—it is time to re-educate our-

ploy creative financing. If a buy-

selves and our clients.

er falls outside of the standard

Ben Kinney, Bellingham, WA

guidelines of down payment and
qualifications for traditional financing programs then it’s time to bring
in the creativity to see if there is some way to help the buyer and seller
put a sale together.
To make creative financing work you will do three things. First,
you’ll have to be clear about what buyers, sellers, and lenders want. Specifically, what each individually wants, and generally, what each of them
always wants. Second, you’ll want to be well-versed on what each of them
can do creatively to put a sale together. Each one has a time-proven list
of options they can consider to make the sale work. And last, you’ll need
to be creative in making all of this work at one time. Creative financing
is a combination of knowledge and skill. To find success you must understand each party’s motives, learn the choices available to each, and then
you must creatively suggest solutions.
THE THREE AREAS OF CREATIVE FINANCING
Think of creative financing as getting outside the box to create more
choices when more choices are necessary. At its most basic level creative
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financing is looking at more options than are used in typical financing
and transactions. It is actually a checklist to consider with additional
things to mull over before declaring a deal dead. It’s really a combination
of thinking outside the box and inside the deal.
In any creative transaction there are essentially three players who
can participate: the seller who owns the house, the buyer who wants to
buy it, and the lender who approves the necessary loan on the transaction. To give everyone a fighting chance to do business, you can discuss
with each player the creative financing solutions that any one of them
can bring to the table to get the deal done.
THE THREE AREAS OF CREATIVE FINANCING
1

2

Creative Things Sellers
Can Do to Sell Their House
1. Seller Contributions
2. Seller-Funded Permanent
Buydown
3. Seller-Funded Temporary
Buydown
4. Owner Financing
5. Contract for Deed
6. Seller Second
7. Lease Option and
Lease Purchase
8. Seller-Assisted
Down Payment
9. Wraparound and
Assumable Mortgage

3

Creative Things Buyers
Creative Things Lenders
Can Do to Purchase a Home Can Do to Finance a Transaction
1. Gift Funding
2. Selling and Refinancing
Existing Assets
3. Non-Occupant Co-Borrowers
4. Using a 401(k)
5. Temporary IRA Transfer
6. Pledged Asset Mortgage
7. Equity Transfer and
Bridge Loan
8. Employer-Assisted
Mortgage

1. Lender-Funded Buydown
2. Fannie Mae’s
“My Community Mortgage”
3. Running Scenarios with
Automated Underwriting Systems
4. Adjusting Amortization Period
to Lower Payment
5. Adjusting Interest Rates to Cover
Closing Costs
6. State, Province, and Local Grant
or Bond Programs
7. Mortgage Credit Certificate
8. Private Lending

Figure 50 All three players—the seller, buyer, and lender—can bring
creative solutions to the table to get a house sold.

The basic financial terms of any real estate transaction are the offer
amount, down payment, loan amount, interest rate, and length (or term)
of the mortgage loan. Since the very first real estate transaction ever, creative individuals have been tinkering with these variables to get houses
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sold and closed. The twenty-five options presented in Figure 50 may be
the most common, but they barely scratch the surface of what’s possible.
A seller buydown could be combined with a buyer’s gift fund along with a
bond program offered through the lender to sell a house. A buyer using a
non-occupant co-borrower could negotiate a seller second in addition to
an owner-financed primary loan or a conventional loan. At the end of the
day, you can put together just about any combination so long as the terms
are legal, all three parties agree, and everything is properly disclosed. The
greater your awareness of the viable options, the more creative solutions
you can offer to make the transaction work.
Creative financing begins with simply knowing where the bottom
line sits for seller, buyer, or lender. You must first know what everyone
wants before you can suggest creative ways to get there. What is each
party most interested in accomplishing in any given transaction? Sellers
are most often driven by price: What will I net on this sale? Buyers are most
likely to be interested in terms: How much will I have to put down, pay per
month, and pay over the life of the loan? And lenders always keep their eye
on managing risk and achieving returns: How can I structure a loan that
both minimizes the chances of default and maximizes our interest rate? With this
general insight, plus a clear understanding of each party’s specific needs
you’re ready to explore the creative financing solutions that might work
and meet the needs of everyone involved in a particular transaction.
1) CREATIVE THINGS SELLERS CAN DO TO SELL THEIR HOUSE
Motivated sellers have several cards to play if they truly want to sell their
houses in a slow market. David Reed, a long-time mortgage professional
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and author6, teaches that “Sellers need to remember that buyers have to
overcome three essential barriers to buy a house: they have to have the
income, the assets, and the credit to qualify for a mortgage in a lending environment with increased standards and scrutiny. Sellers can assist with all three.” In other words, sellers have the ability to help buyers
who don’t have the income to qualify for a loan amount, who don’t have
enough down payment funds available, or who may have less than perfect
credit. And the dollar amount sellers would be willing to reduce their
sales price by might actually translate to a greater buyer incentive when
offered as a creative financing solution. It’s always worth considering.
The conversation alone will validate you in the eyes of any seller.
AREA ONE: CREATIVE THINGS SELLERS CAN DO TO SELL THEIR HOUSE
1. Seller Contributions
2. Seller-Funded Permanent
Buydown
3. Seller-Funded Temporary
Buydown
4. Owner Financing
5. Contract for Deed

6. Seller Second
7. Lease Option and
Lease Purchase
8. Seller-Assisted
Down Payment
9. Wraparound and
Assumable Mortgage

Figure 51 Get together with your financing team and get familiar with these
creative financing solutions for sellers.

Probably the most common solution comes in the form of seller
contributions. Sometimes called “seller concessions,” these can include
paying for buyer closing costs or even conveying personal items in the
transaction (from leaving the media room fully equipped to passing along
kitchen appliances). When we were researching The Millionaire Real Estate Investor we heard a story about a seller who couldn’t get a refurbished
starter home sold until he included his old BMW. A clever ad with the
David Reed is the author of several books on financing including Financing Solutions: 29 Legal, Proven Ways to Get
the Deal Closed in a Shifted Market (Keller Williams University, 2008).

6
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tag line “shelter and transportation for one low price” got him the offer
he was after. More commonly, your seller will either advertise they are
willing to pay some or all of the closing costs or agree to a buyer’s request
for it in negotiations. One may attract an offer and the other might make
an offer turn into a sale. Either way works.
Most lenders limit seller closing-cost contributions to between 3
percent and 9 percent of the sales price depending on how much the
buyer pays as a down payment; however, just be aware that if a seller
pays more than 6 percent, it could likely effect the appraisal. Also, as a
side note, remember that anytime a buyer adds any dollars to the sales
price which increases the mortgage amount they are also increasing their
monthly payment. Here’s how the math works.
SELLER CONTRIBUTION VS. SELLER PRICE REDUCTION
Pay $5,000 of
Closing Costs

Reduce Price
by $5,000

Sales Price

$250,000

$245,000

Down Payment 5%

$12,500

$12,250

Closing Costs

$0

$5,000

Total Out of Pocket

$12,500

$17,250

Net to Seller

$245,000

$245,000

Loan Amount

$237,500

$232,750

Monthly Payment
(30 years at 6.5%)

$1,501

$1,471

Figure 52 While the seller nets the same amount, the buyer is trading a $30 per month increase in
payments for $5,000 in down payment. They are essentially financing part or all of their down payment.

Saving enough money to buy a home is a challenge for most home
buyers, so seller contributions to closing costs can make a home purchase
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more achievable. Even if the buyer can afford to pay the whole amount
the savings allows them to make immediate improvements to the home
instead of waiting and saving for them. The price for that convenience in
this example is thirty dollars a month. This could be a source of money a
buyer never thought of and might consider.
Next on the list is the seller buydown. This is where the seller buys
down the interest rate on the buyer’s mortgage loan for the life of the
loan (a permanent buydown) or for the first few years (a temporary buydown). When interest rates are low, this tactic is too often overlooked.
Nevertheless buydowns can be effective tools for closing the deal. For
We launched our real estate business in

example, a seller could pay about

the late 80’s and early 90’s with creative

$5,000 to permanently buy down

financing. The opportunity of those strat-

a 30-year note on a $250,000 loan

egies has returned.

from 6 percent to 5.5 percent (that’s

Don and Ryan Zeleznak, Phoenix, AZ

two points—two percent of the loan
amount). While that only translates

to about $70 in savings on the monthly principal and interest payments,
it can save a buyer much more in interest paid over the life of the loan. In
this example, a $5,000 buydown translates to almost $30,000 in interest
savings over the 30-year life of the loan.
Marketing the buydown can be tricky. Do you market it as an interest rate buydown or on the total savings? It’s your call. A word of caution—be very careful whenever marketing something like this. Work
with a loan officer to verify your numbers based on their current rates
and an expected offer price and down payment. And always follow all
disclosure laws that apply to such advertising. You may find this doesn’t
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have to be a way to advertise or market the property as much as an idea
you suggest and work through with buyers and their agents should they
show interest in your seller’s house.
If the sellers own their home free and clear they have another excellent option—owner financing. Sellers with no mortgage can consider
turning their equity into a monthly check using the house as collateral.
This was very common when I got started in real estate. At that time any
sales professional worth their salt could structure a solid owner-financed
contract. The key is to make sure the sellers exercise their proper due diligence. For various reasons many potential buyers suffer from less-thanperfect credit. The seller simply has to determine the facts on why their
credit suffered. Others may have unverified income from a personal business that isn’t established enough to count towards a conventional loan
(lenders usually require a two- to three-year track record). These buyers
will see owner financing as a big incentive to buy. And, they might even
consider it a reason to pay a higher price.
The sellers can benefit as well. Not only can they sell their house and
literally move on with their lives, but they can also earn a solid return on their
loan. Most private loans carry higher interest rates to offset the risk. And if
the seller thinks they will need the money in a few years they can require that
the buyer refinance the loan in order to pay off the seller’s note. A good deal
structured around a two, three or five-year balloon private mortgage will get
the buyers in, earn the sellers extra income, and facilitate the buyer eventually qualifying for a conventional loan when the note comes due.
Contract for deed works just like owner financing with one extremely important exception—ownership doesn’t change hands until
the entire sales price is paid in full. With a conventional home purchase
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or in an owner financing deal, title gets conveyed up-front. Contract for
deed is more like an automobile loan where the car belongs to the buyer
only after all payments have been made. It was a contract for deed that
helped put my sisters and me through Baylor University.
My father had bought a second house with some land across the
road from my aunt and grandmother in Lake Conroe outside Houston,
Texas. When it came time to sell, dad sold it on a contract for deed with
very little down and monthly payments. A few years later the buyer defaulted and abandoned the property. Real estate prices had gone up quite
a bit in that period of time so my father was actually okay with getting it
back. So he raised the price considerably and soon sold it again using a contract for deed. Well, a few years later this buyer also defaulted and left the
property. Real estate prices had continued to skyrocket so dad wasn’t at all
unhappy about having to take the property back. Once again, he raised the
price significantly and sold it on another contract for deed. And believe it
or not, this buyer soon defaulted as well. By this point, my father told me,
he was feeling really bad for this buyer and so they simply worked the payments out so they could keep the property and Dad could be paid.
Another avenue of creative financing is the seller second. This is
shorthand for a secondary or “subordinate” loan made by the seller. The
primary loan (conventional or private) sits first in line for repayment in
the event of a default, which increases the risk. But like any second loan,
the interest rates are usually higher to compensate for the increased risk.
These are often called a “seller carryback.” Seller seconds are invaluable.
Properly disclosed seller seconds can help buyers avoid private mortgage
interest (PMI). Seller seconds can also benefit the buyer by allowing for a
smaller down payment, lower monthly payments or even avoiding higher
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interest rates on a jumbo loan. Let’s take a closer look at how a seller second can help a buyer avoid PMI and lower their monthly payment.
A CLOSER LOOK AT SELLER SECONDS
5% Down
No Seller Seconds

5% Down
15% Seller Second

Sales Price

$400,000

$400,000

Down Payment 5%

$20,000

$20,000

Primary Loan Amount

$380,000
(95% LTV)

$320,000
(80% LTV)

Primary Loan Payment
(30 years at 6.5%)

$2,401

$2,022

PMI Payment

$160

$0

Seller Second Loan Amount

$0

$60,000

Seller Second Payment
(30 years at 7.5%)

$0

$419

Total Payment

$2,561

$2,441

Figure 53 To avoid PMI the buyer would have to bring a much larger down payment to the table; the
seller second solves this problem and also lowers the total monthly payment.

Today, conforming loans max out at $417,000 and any loan amount
above that qualifies as a “jumbo” loan. For buyers the difference is significant, since jumbo loans are considered riskier by lenders and can therefore carry a higher interest rate (often a full percentage point or more).
And that can make for a much higher monthly payment. For example, a
conventional 30-year loan on $417,000 might carry 6.5 percent interest
rate, while a 30-year loan for $418,000 might carry a 7.5 percent interest
rate. The buyer is only financing an additional $1,000 but their monthly
payment would soar from $2,635 to $2, 922—that’s $287 a month! So, for
a seller’s house that falls in the “just barely jumbo” arena, their offer to
carry back a second loan could save the buyer hundreds of dollars each
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month (and thousands over the life of the loan) and might just be the difference to get the house sold.
Some other methods of creative financing include lease options and
lease purchases, which are not as common as they once were. The difference between a lease option and a lease purchase is simple. In a lease option a buyer would rent the home for a certain period of time, after which
the buyer would have the exclusive “option” to purchase the home at an
agreed upon price. A lease purchase simply stipulates that the buyer will
buy the home at the end of the term for an agreed upon price. When potential buyers cannot qualify any other way, these become creative ways
to get the seller out from underneath the house payment and potentially
sell the house if they used a lease option and definitely sell the house if
they used a lease purchase. Things to look out for—document how the
sellers set the rent or even pay for a formal rent survey; make sure all
parties are represented by their own attorney; and, finally, if prices fall
during the term of the agreement you may run into trouble getting an
appraisal which means a larger down payment from the buyer.
Next comes the seller-assisted down payment. It’s a bit of a misnomer since sellers can’t technically pay for the buyer’s down payment.
There are however programs that with the seller’s assistance (signing the
“participating homeowner agreement” and paying the processing fees)
provide down payment funds for buyers. The two most reputable and
common are the Nehemiah Foundation and AmeriDream. Just verify that
any program you select is still in good standing with your lender and that
they are still actively listed as a non-profit by the Internal Revenue Service.
If their non-profit status has changed, they won’t be allowed to help.
Finally, wrap-around mortgages (wraps) and assumable mortgages
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sit at the bottom of the list for a good reason—the “due on sale” clause.
While both are highly effective, the advent of the due-on-sale clause
(meaning the amount owed on a mortgage is due to the lender upon
sale of a property) in most mortgages has made them exceedingly rare.
A wrap is a situation where the owner offers you a new loan while keeping and paying down their original
loan (the new loan “wraps” the
original). Some lenders will allow a

Have the seller pay the buyer’s closing costs.

wrap if it is disclosed. Jay Papasan

We’ve done this for years – in every type of

successfully used a fully disclosed

market. By getting the seller to pay it, the

wrap to purchase, subdivide, and

buyer can then use their funds toward neces-

later sell some land, all within

sary upgrades, repairs or remodeling.

about 14 months. The mortgage

Rae Wayne, Los Angeles, CA

banker was involved from start to
finish and agreed to it due to the short-term nature of the transaction.
Don’t rule wraps out without investigating the circumstances. Every now
and then a wrap will be the solution that saves a sale.
In an assumable mortgage, the buyer takes responsibility for the
seller’s mortgage when allowed by the seller’s mortgage lender. Some
government loans (like FHA and VA) are assumable, but again, these are
very rare and normally the new buyer must qualify and everything must
be disclosed. High mortgage interest rates can make assumable loans
more attractive, so the buyer can enjoy the favorable rates of the preexisting loan. But there is little motivation for the lender to agree, since the
new buyers will pay less interest and enjoy a shorter loan term. The main
reason some of these loans were designed to be assumable, particularly
the VA, was to protect sellers who may no longer be able to afford their
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home. In this case, the logic was that it was better to let the loan be assumed than force a veteran into foreclosure.
Sellers should know what their options are so once you’ve visited
with the seller and studied the property, you can then analyze its potential
for creative financing. Laws and regulations vary from state to state and
from province to province, so you’d be wise to run any potential strategy
by your office manager or broker before you commit pen to paper. In
particular, lease options, lease purchases, and contract for deeds are subject to many local laws and restrictions, mostly enacted to protect buyers
from unscrupulous sellers. Any time there is an agreement in play other
than the offer contract (and this includes owner financing) make sure all
parties are represented by their own attorney for everyone’s protection
and that you always disclose and disclaim.
2) CREATIVE THINGS BUYERS CAN DO TO PURCHASE A HOME
There are probably few things worse then being a buyer who is unable
buy in a buyers’ market. The market shifts and home ownership suddenly
looks like a possibility for a buyer until they discover that there are mortgage challenges to overcome. When buyers have difficulty qualifying for
a mortgage loan it’s usually because of the CIA. I’m referring to Credit,
Income, and Assets, not the other CIA. In a shift, lenders tend to tighten
their lending standards, so knowing proven work-arounds for all three
can become essential for some buyers.
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Figure 54 When buyers can’t qualify, they usually have challenges with the credit,
income, or assets—the CIA.
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Good credit is necessary for a loan. As obvious as this sounds, it
always amazes me how many buyers don’t grasp this. A damaged credit
score can be raised, but it takes time to repair, often with the help of
some sage advice from a great lender or a certified credit counselor. If
your buyers have credit issues that can’t be quickly remedied, then you’re
probably back to appealing to the seller for owner financing, a contract
for deed, a lease option or a lease purchase.
Income is the second category. If your buyers have an income challenge (they don’t earn enough qualifying income or the lender won’t recognize it), you might suggest the buyer find a non-occupant co-borrower
or, again, appeal to the seller for help.
Finally, the most common obstacle for buyers is coming up with
the down payment and closing costs. Some potential home buyers simply
haven’t saved enough or have saved nothing at all. If the seller isn’t willing
to make a contribution towards the buyer’s costs, you will have to find
your buyer another viable source of funds. Most of the creative things
buyers can do relate to coming up with the assets for a down payment.

AREA TWO: CREATIVE THINGS BUYERS CAN DO TO PURCHASE A HOME
1. Gift Funds
2. Selling or Refinancing
Existing Assets
3. Non-Occupant Co-Borrowers
4. Using a 401(k)
5. Temporary IRA Transfers

6. Pledged Asset Mortgages
7. Equity Transfers and
Bridge Loans
8. Employer-Assisted
Mortgages

Figure 55 Familiarize yourself with these proven creative financing
solutions for buyers, so you can get the job done when your competitors cannot.
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The first place a buyer should look for assistance with purchasing a
home is family. A close family member is traditionally the most common
option for obtaining down payment and closing cost funds. Gift letters
and documentation must be in place, but all-in-all, it’s a straightforward
answer to finding purchase funds. In my experience, parents and grandparents with the financial capability to help are often proud to play a part
in a child’s or grandchild’s transition into homeownership. Along with
family, there are only a handful of approved sources for financial gifts to
buy real estate. Other sources for down payment funds or closing costs
are available including accredited non-profit agencies (such as the Nehemiah Program for first-time home buyers), government grants, churches,
domestic partners, and trade unions.
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Figure 56 Any gift funds buyers bring to the closing table will
need to be documented according to the lender’s guidelines.

Many forward-thinking engaged couples are taking advantage of
creative ideas like requesting that down payment funds be gifted in lieu
of traditional registry items. When enough wedding guests offer funds
instead of place settings, it can add up to a substantial portion, if not all,
of the down payment. Make sure your buyers know about options like
this because it may apply to them.
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Another creative avenue available to buyers is selling or refinancing
another asset. It’s not uncommon for buyers to sell some of their stuff
(boats, cars, stock options, stamp collections) to raise money to buy a
home. Remember, when a buyer is truly motivated, they may surprise
you with their own creative solutions. All you have to do is prompt
them a little and get their creative

With the lending market challenges, the op-

juices flowing. Remember that

portunity for creative financing is perfect for

the lender will want to verify the

sellers to provide more options to buyers and

source of the money used for the

open the door for many more possibilities.

down payment. You’ll need to have

Chris Cormack, Ashburn, VA

receipts and third party appraisals
to confirm that the painting your buyer sold was really worth $3,500. Explain to the buyer that they must keep a paper trail and understand the
lender will likely do an independent verification, as well.
Buyers can also find money and change their loan-worthiness by
paying off or refinancing existing debt. I actually refinanced my beige
four-door Honda Accord when I purchased my first home. The car had
held its value and I had paid enough of it off so there was room to put a
new loan on it and pull some money out. So I did just that and used the
money for my down payment and closing costs. Even with the new car
payments on my credit statement I qualified for the mortgage.
There are numerous other solutions to help buyers from nonoccupant co-borrowing (where mom and dad buy the house with a son
or daughter) to borrowing against 401(k) and IRA funds. With Pledged
Asset Mortgages buyers can pledge assets such as CDs, stocks or bonds
that they prefer not to liquidate or borrow against. Equity transfers and
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bridge loans are options when the assets the buyers can’t or are unwilling to sell are in the form of real property. Most lenders can help you
navigate that transaction, which can be common for buyers who are
trading up or down. And finally, some corporations have established
employee down payment assistance programs. If your buyer works for
a large corporation get them to inquire with their human resources department to check on availability.
Your awareness of these options and how to take advantage of them
is the key to converting more buyers into homeowners in a shifting market. These creative financing ideas expand the number of buyers who can
buy and therefore sellers who can sell. Everyone wins.
One note to buyers: Whether it’s a temporary IRA transfer or the
sale of an asset, many of the creative things buyers can do may have tax
ramifications. Since you are not a financial advisor or a certified public
accountant, leave any true decision-making advice to qualified professionals. Recommend professionals you trust and require your buyers
seek their own counsel. It protects you, your buyers, and innocent sellers
from unexpected and unpleasant outcomes.
3) CREATIVE THINGS LENDERS CAN DO TO FINANCE A TRANSACTION
The final player in a creative home purchase transaction is the lender. A
knowledgeable loan officer could possibly help your buyer tap into a conventional loan program that may have been overlooked or forgotten in recent
years. A great loan officer should also be able to offer guidance and insight
into the financing solutions being considered by your buyers and sellers, as
well as provide specialized assistance if necessary.
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Figure 57 A great mortgage professional can offer a lot of proven solutions. Run this list by your
preferred mortgage vendors to see which ones they offer and what else they can do to help.

At the top of the list is a lender-funded buydown. The goal here
is to help a buyer stretch their debt ratios in order to qualify for a
mortgage, temporarily offsetting a current drop in income or provide permanent relief because income isn’t anticipated to be higher
in the future.
Let’s say you have a buyer who wants to buy now but who won’t
be fully vested in his pay structure for another two years. The house he
wants to buy costs $200,000 and he has just enough for a 10 percent
down payment ($20,000). The interest rate on a 30-year note is 6.5 percent, which translates to a $1,137 monthly payment on the $180,000 financed. Unfortunately, your buyer doesn’t yet make enough money to
qualify for that monthly payment and neither he nor the seller has the
ability to pay for an interest rate buydown to lower the payments. In this
instance, you might ask the lender to pay for a 2-1 buydown, lowering the
interest rate for the first two years and therefore lowering the monthly
payments enough for your buyer to qualify. You may be wondering why
any lender would agree to pay for a buydown. The truth is the lender
doesn’t actually pay for it—the buyer does.
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Here’s how it works. The 2-1 buydown would normally lower the
base interest rate 2 percentage points in the first year and 1 percentage
point in the second. In this example, a 2-1 buydown would translate to a
4.5 percent rate in year one, a 5.5 percent rate in year two and a 6.5 percent rate for the duration of the mortgage. The lender calculates how
much interest income would be lost from the original rate (6.5 percent)
in the first two years (at 4.5 percent and then 5.5 percent) and then, to
fund the buydown, the lender adjusts those rates back up a tiny bit. The
first step is to figure the total annual payments at each interest rate.
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Figure 58 The first step is to figure the annual amount paid for each rate.

Next, the lender calculates how much would be “lost” in the first
two years. Two years at 6.5 percent is $27,288. One year at 4.5 percent and
one year at 5.5 percent equals $23,208. The difference is the amount of interest lost or $4,080 in this example. That translates to 2.3 discount points
($4,080 divided by $180,000 = 0.023) or the amount the lender will raise
rates to recover the lost income. Hang with me, we’re almost there.
Generally speaking, each discount point paid adjusts the mortgage
interest rate down 0.25 percent. In this example, the lender will adjust
the rates up by two discount points (or 0.5 percent) to recover the lost
interest income. This allows your buyer to borrow $180,000 at 5 percent
the first year, 6 percent the second and 7 percent for the remainder. By
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the way, the difference in a monthly payment at 6.5 percent and 7 percent
is only about $60 per month. So while your buyer may pay slightly more
for the bulk of the loan term, the lower payments in year one and year
two will enable him to actually qualify for the home.
YEARS

LOAN
AMOUNT

INTEREST
RATE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

THE 2-1 BUYDOWN
DIFFERENCE

1

$180,000

5%

$966

-$171

2

$180,000

6%

$1,079

-$58

3-30

$180,000

7%

$1,197

+$60

Figure 59 The lender buydown offers nice savings in the first years from the
original loan payments of $1,137. The buyer makes up for this on the back end
of the mortgage loan with higher payments for the remaining years.

Next on the list is Fannie Mae’s “My Community Mortgage” which
serves as a placeholder for classic, reliable loan programs (such as FHA
and VA) that are sometimes overlooked or underused. “My Community
Mortgage” is a lesser- known program designed to help buyers overcome
credit, income, and asset challenges. It is available to any non-investor
who makes less than the median income for a specific area as defined by
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). All these
government-funded or bonded programs are specifically designed to
help targeted buyers into homeownership. Now may be the time to rediscover them!
A great mortgage professional can help in other ways, too. They can
submit and resubmit loan applications through automated underwriting
programs, “tweaking the criteria” until they figure out just what a buyer
needs to do in order to qualify for a loan. For example, they might run an
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application with and without a car payment in order to see if a loan might
be approved contingent on the car being paid off.
A little extra effort from the mortgage professional assisting in the
transaction can go a long way toward getting it done. Lenders can also
adjust amortization periods to lower payments. Buyers and their agents
tend to believe 15- and 30-year loans are all that are available—but they
are merely the most prevalent. Lenders will typically amortize the loan
in increments of five years starting at ten and going all the way to 50 years
in some cases. The longer the term of the mortgage the lower the monthly
payment will be. Just make sure buyers are aware that a longer term also
means it will take longer to build equity through debt pay down to the
moment they can afford it. You should point out that if they go this route,
they might consider making an extra payment or more each year to greatly
reduce the amount of money and time it takes to pay off this mortgage.
Honestly, this is a great strategy no matter which way a buyer finances their
home and should be a regular part of your discussions with buyers.
Lenders will also adjust interest rates up to cover closing costs. This
can be highly effective when monthly payments aren’t the issue, but bringing cash to the table is. Good mortgage lenders will typically be familiar
with local or regional grants available to first-time, low-income buyers as
well as programs related to specific professions. If you are working with a
public servant whether a teacher, a tax assessor, a police officer, or firefighter, ask your lender if there is a special program for buyers in this category.
Interestingly, lenders can factor in the tax savings associated with
home ownership and count it as qualifying income with a Mortgage
Credit Certificate. Only first-time homebuyers can qualify and they must
make less than the median income. Nevertheless, for buyers who make
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almost enough to qualify for the home they want, this program can make
all the difference.
When all else fails your lender may be able to recommend reputable private lenders who might finance the home purchase. These work
like owner financing and usually involve short-term balloon financing.
If your buyers go this route, make sure they have an attorney and, most
important, a solid plan for refinancing when the note comes due. Making
timely payments on a mortgage is a great way for buyers to heal a damaged credit score and prepare them for a conventional loan.
The lending landscape is inherently diverse and always subject to
change. It seems new lending programs pop up each year and lending
standards are in constant flux. It is therefore imperative that you seek
out and partner with the best mortgage professionals in your area. You’re
looking for knowledge, experience, creativity, and integrity. They must
be flexible and responsive to both you and your clients.
YOUR FINANCING TEAM
So how does a real estate agent add “master creative financing” to their
ever growing list of important tasks to do? They don’t. You only need to
have a clear understanding of the market, the players, and their options.
With this knowledge you can effectively expand the choices for your
buyers and sellers and leave the details to your financing specialist.
Meet separately with your top two loan officers every week. These
meetings should be on your calendar for the entire year. The goal of each
of these brief meetings is to brainstorm the issues you and the market
are facing. Ask them to put all the financing options on the table that
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might work in the market for each of your buyers and sellers. With that
list in hand, you can then set the expectation that these same lenders will
take ownership of the forms, the timelines and the processes needed to
put these ideas into action on each loan they get. You should also include
your accountant, attorney, and title officer into your financing team to
handle the work that falls outside the job description of a loan officer
(such as offering tax advice or drafting legal or closing documents.)
Finally and most important, involve your manager. Good ethics and
good business sense demand it. Your company is implicitly involved in all
of your transactions. I’ve seen real estate agents lose their licenses, face
lawsuits, and charges of loan fraud when a little caution could have prevented it all. Likewise, I’ve seen great offices with wonderful risk management practices in place face lawsuits, increased errors and omissions
insurance premiums, and even the loss of their errors and omissions protection altogether. Just because a document is drawn up by an attorney
doesn’t necessarily mean that document is legal. I’ve been privileged to
work with amazing leadership in my real estate businesses. They work
tirelessly with their agents to find proven, legal, and win-win solutions for
their customers. It may slow down the process to double-check and triplecheck things, but in the end it is the professional way to do business.
DISCLOSE AND DISCLAIM
The last words of every creative financing transaction are disclose and
disclaim. Your mantra must always be: “Disclose! Disclose! Disclose! Disclaim! Disclaim! Disclaim!” If you can’t disclose it to everyone and put it
on a closing statement, it probably isn’t legal. And if you can’t disclaim
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your liability from it that usually means someone is intending to hold
you liable. So disclose what you’re doing and disclaim responsibility for
it. Always add a disclosure and disclaimer where all parties acknowledge
what they’re doing and agree not to hold you responsible or liable for
what has been decided and done. This puts everyone on notice for what
they’ve done and that you’re not in the lawsuit loop on it. Disclosing and
disclaiming it also gives your office leadership a chance to “check your
math” and “watch your back.” Check with them early in the process and
often to ensure the financing solutions you offer won’t put yourself or
any of your business partners at risk. It’s the right thing to do.
To succeed to your highest level in a shift you will need to become
proficient at creative financing. Make sure you have a clear understanding
of the current options available to your buyers and sellers and meet with
your finance team weekly to work out options and solutions for them.
It takes commitment, effort, and a weekly slot on your calendar. Don’t
let your calendar convict you on this one. Your financial success and the
financial future of your buyers and sellers may depend on it. Make a date
with finance and keep it all year, every year. It’s one more way you’ll take
luck out of play and make the most of your career.
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TACTIC #11
MASTER THE MARKET OF
THE MOMENT – SHORT SALES,
FORECLOSURES, AND REOs
The game of life is not so much in holding a good hand as playing a poor hand well.
h . t. l e s l i e
Every market brings its own rhythm and its own rhyme. Niches and
unique opportunities that show up in one market disappear in another.
While some market factors remain the same no matter the market, other
factors will change in every market. Each shift has its own unique characteristics with possibilities and prospects that are specific to that market. The instant these “markets of the moment” appear make sure you
take notice. Don’t hesitate—there is a definite advantage that goes to
those who move first. The sooner you get involved the better. Whether
you completely dive into these new opportunities or not, they are worth
studying and mastering.
Lenders want people to borrow money when they buy a home. Responsible lending is good business. Conversely, irresponsible lending is
bad business. You would expect the first and not much of the second, but
inevitably, we sometimes experience a lot of the second, which can create
opportunities. Some people get in over their heads financially and this is
especially true when a shift occurs. Now, done within reason, prudent
borrowing is a smart thing to do. But borrowing ahead of one’s income
can create serious problems.
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Inevitably, when a market drops it brings some people down and
can even turn a few upside down. A number of people get in a financial
bind and then are unable to weather the trying times. In those situations,
the individual in trouble will certainly need you now more than ever. But
they may be so unaware of the current market conditions as it relates
to their own circumstances that they don’t realize how much they need
your expertise.
You are uniquely positioned in a downward shift to help both
borrower and lender work out their problems, together or separately.
These sellers and lenders will need you at all stages during this troubled time. Before foreclosure, during foreclosure, or after foreclosure
you can help both seller and lender. From selling a house that’s become a burden to helping plot a path back to credit worthiness to
minimizing financial losses, you can provide a variety of services and
support that can change lives—for individuals, for families, and even
for institutions.
Tough times for one person usually turn into tough times for many
people. A shift can turn the life of a real estate professional on its head.
Previous customers as well as current vendor partners are probably experiencing some of the same challenges. Many homeowners will owe more
than they can get on a house they can no longer afford to own and face a
looming foreclosure. At the same time, many institutions will have foreclosed on homes they can’t afford to own and will themselves be facing
a fiscal crisis. Because both of these sellers (individual and institutional)
must sell, home prices can become attractive enough to draw serious interest from bargain hunters and investors. Three distinct markets show
up during a shift.
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THREE MARKETS OF THE MOMENT
1. SHORT SALES Individuals or families trying to
avoid foreclosure
2. FORECLOSURES Bargain hunters and investors
seeking to buy value.
3. REOs Financial institutions with an above average
number of foreclosures to sell

In the midst of your own shift-induced financial challenges, these
trying times present you with new opportunities to offer much-needed
assistance and earn much-needed income in the form of short sales,
foreclosures, and REOs—they are now the “market of the moment.”
While there are always a small percentage of homes that go into
default or foreclosure7, during a shift distressed properties can flood the
market and begin to impact the marketplace. That’s why we call this the
“market of the moment.” These homes tend to hit the market abruptly
and can grow so numerous as to dominate the overall market, driving
down prices even further and thereby creating a second wave of defaults
and foreclosures. This downward cycle of foreclosures and falling prices
can eventually feed on itself, building momentum until bargain hunters
and investors are attracted back into the market.

7

Typically less than 1 percent during any single quarter according to RealtyTrac Inc.
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THE MARKET SHIFTS
More REOs Hit
the Market

Less Buyers
and More Sellers

Foreclosures
Increase

More Sellers Get
“Upside-Down”
More Defaults

Average Home
Prices Fall
THE DOWNWARD
CYCLE OF DEFAULTS
AND HOME PRICES

Average Home
Prices Fall Further
REOs Hit
the Market

Sellers Get
“Upside-Down”
Short Sales
and Defaults

Foreclosures
Increase

Figure 60 When homeowners go into default, it can cause home prices to continue to spiral down.
This makes it harder for other homeowners to avoid default. The cycle gets broken when prices
become attractive enough that buyer reluctance turns into buyer urgency.

This shift presents you with both challenges as well as opportunities. Dealing with homes in default requires you to be organized and
persistent. Forms, processes, and procedures are required to work from
one end of this type of transaction to the other. On the other hand,
there are three distinct prospects for business that arise. First, there are
many individuals who now need short sale and pre-foreclosure services.
If you can help them out you will earn customers for life and numerous
referrals. Second, if you serve the institutions who now own foreclosed
properties they need to sell (REOs or “real estate owned”), you can receive groups of listings at one time and an on-going stream of potentially
well-priced houses to sell. And third, this is one of the most opportune
times to provide services to bargain hunters and investors. While working with these buyers requires some special knowledge and skills, they
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tend to purchase multiple properties both at one time and over time,
making them prospective volume customers. Since these three distinct
groups of customers—individuals, institutions, and investors—show up
at different times in the market cycle, I find it helpful to break down the
foreclosure process into its three stages: default, foreclosure, and REO.
STAGE ONE: DEFAULT
One of the great tragedies of a shift is that when homeowners get behind on
their mortgage payments they are often “upside down” on the house. They
simply can’t sell it for the amount
of money they still owe on their
mortgage loan. That leaves them

Having a professional short sale negotiator

with few options and in great need

to work with the lenders and build relation-

of assistance. They will likely need

ships has made a huge difference in our short

a professional real estate agent to

sale success.

help them sell their home quickly,

Kristina Arias, Mesa, AZ

negotiate a short sale on their behalf, or get the lender to renegotiate the terms of loan. Negotiating a short
sale (where the lender agrees to accept less than is owed on the property) is
one of the greatest services you can provide to a struggling seller. For many
agents it becomes a personal mission to save as many people as possible from
foreclosure.
Notices of default are made public soon after a homeowner gets behind on the mortgage payments. How long a lender will allow the owner
to not make payments or make only partial payments varies. In general,
the deeper you are in a downshifted market the longer the default period
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becomes. Local governments post public notices in the newspapers, at the
courthouse, or online. There are even companies dedicated to assembling
this information and reselling it. Some homeowners attempt to sell their
homes themselves to “save money on commissions.” So in a shifted market a “For Sale by Owner” sign can sometimes be a cry for help. You’ll also
uncover them in your listing presentations when you ask the critical seller
prequalification question in a shifted market: “Are you current on your
mortgage payments?” Understand that while all of the above are sources
for finding owners in distress, they also attract the attention of others.
Owners in default can quickly find themselves confronted with a dizzying assault of offers to “help” them.
Some are legitimate offers from ethiKnow the steps in the process of a short sale.

cal investors, but there are also ille-

Be able to document to the lender an honest at-

gitimate offers made by those who are

tempt to get enough to pay off the note. Show

more predatory in their motivation.

that the market will not support that price.

The worst stories involve quitclaim

Document the hardship.

deeds slipped into paperwork where-

Gary Leogrande, White Plains, NY

by the owner unintentionally deeds
the property over for next to nothing.

You’ll have to cut through this noise, get the sellers’ attention, and differentiate yourself as a fiduciary who can help them and protect them.
The good news is that in a shifted market most lenders are much
more willing to discuss potential workouts. Lenders might forgive late
payments or roll them into the existing mortgage. They might even negotiate short sales. Lenders are facing a tsunami of foreclosures which
can be quite costly. In April of 2007, the Joint Economic Committee of
Congress asserted that the average foreclosure costs a lender approxi-
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mately $50,000. Multiply that times thousands of foreclosures and you
can begin to understand their lender’s incentive to negotiate. If the
homeowner can document hardship and is willing to cooperate, you
will have significant leverage to negotiate a short sale.
One last warning—be sure your seller is for real. Unfortunately, I’ve
seen a lot of agents spend significant time and effort trying to help someone
who simply doesn’t care enough to help themselves. The seller must be honest with you. If they have other assets they could sell to cover the difference
the short sale is usually no longer an option. Require a current credit report
from the seller that shows any other properties they own. Being thorough
on the front end will save everyone time throughout the process. By making
efficient use of your time you will be able to assist more clients.
Once you have a qualified, cooperative homeowner, working the
problems out is a straightforward process. Contact the lender. It can
sometimes be a struggle just to figure out who actually holds the note, so
be patient and persistent. Most of the time you’ll begin with the company who services the loan before you work your way to the actual lender.
They will require a letter of authorization for you to negotiate on the
seller’s behalf, so have one ready.

What to Include In the Letter of Authorization
1.

A short letter authorizing you to negotiate on the
homeowner’s behalf

2.

Loan reference number or owner’s account number

3.

The date
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4.

Property address

5.

Owner’s full name and signature

6.

Owner’s contact information

7.

Agent’s name and contact information

Check and double-check for accuracy. With the high volume
of short sales, lenders will prioritize applications that are neat
and complete.

Once you’ve found the actual lender and are authorized to have a conversation, you’ll begin negotiations with someone in their loss mitigation
department. If your sellers would prefer to rework the loan (forbearance or
refinancing) and keep the home, then you will begin that process with the
lender. You will need to know all of the documentation they require and
the qualifying parameters for their willingness to do this. If a rework of the
loan does not seem possible or your sellers do not even want to consider
this option, then a short sale is what you will need to seek.
While the lender will usually not consider approving a short sale
until there is a legitimate offer the loss mitigation officer will supply you
with a short sales packet and you’ll be able to get down to work. Remember the clock is ticking toward foreclosure. Opening the communication
lines can buy you and the homeowner a few months to sell the house
or negotiate a workout with the lender. The lenders packet will include
instructions and forms for you to document the homeowner’s hardship
and make your case for a workout.
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The Hardship Letter and Documentation
1.

Letter from owner—document the financial facts that led
to the short sale request.

2.

Proof of income and assets
• Bank statements
• Pay stubs
• Disclose and document all assets
– Investment accounts (401(k), IRA, etc.)
– Stocks
– Certificates of deposit
– Any interest in other real property or businesses

3.

Proof of hardship
• Bills
• Unemployment records
• Death certificates
• Divorce decrees

4.

Preliminary net sheet—Reflect the sales price you expect
to get and any other fees that will be due on sale,
including your commission.
• Include CMA with analysis of current actives, pendings,
and solds.

Lenders can have a heart. They will often be sympathetic with
homeowners who face true hardships that make them unable to
stay current on payments or sell the home for more than is owed.
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It’s a lengthy process so persistence and patience are critical to your
success. It may require many contacts, several callbacks, and even long
periods on hold. Remember that lenders are probably feeling overloaded
and you are probably one of many files. Keep your cool—patience isn’t
always easy in the face of bureaucracy. And always be accurate—verify
and double-check all your facts. Persistence, a cool head and credibility
are vital to short sales success.
By making a commitment to help individuals through short sales or
refer them to trusted agents who do, you will reap long-term goodwill.
You could save the bank thousands of dollars and rescue a homeowner
from financial catastrophe.

Workouts and Short Sales: A Quick Overview
1.

Seller typically must be 60 days behind on payments
to qualify.

2.

Be sure your seller is for real.
• Ask for a credit report.
• Search for any other properties titled in their name.

3.

Contact the lender and submit a letter of authorization.
• Who is servicing the loan? This is usually your first stop.
• Who holds the note? Ask for a representative from the
loss mitigation department authorized to negotiate
a workout.

4.

Document the hardship.
• Be accurate—confirm everything in the hardship letter
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and documentation. Reliability is golden.
• Provide full and accurate financial disclosure.
• Submit a preliminary net sheet with a comprehensive
market analysis.
5.

Negotiate a workout.
• Ask the lender for forbearance—to suspend, roll back,
forgive, or add to mortgage or reduce payments.
• Ask the lender to refinance the note with more
favorable terms.
• Ask for a short sale. If you receive an offer on the
home, check it for accuracy and submit it to the lender as
a short sale. This is most likely when the lender will share
the terms they’ll accept on the house.

6.

Don’t buck the system.
• Follow the lender’s workout systems.
• Be persistent, patient, and even-tempered.
• Be available and respond to any communications
promptly.

STAGE TWO: FORECLOSURE
Once a home goes to foreclosure, your opportunities now shift. Some
agents work with investors and home buyers who want to purchase
homes at auctions. Others may continue to work with the former seller
as the buyer (for whom financial assistance arrived too late to prevent
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foreclosure) to repurchase the home at auction or during the redemption
period. Understand that foreclosure auctions are fraught with risk. All
properties are sold “as is,” you must pay with cash or “good as cash” funds
and you may not have the opportunity to inspect them before purchase.
These foreclosed properties could have significant damage or even carry
secondary liens.
		 Seasoned investors with available cash are pros at working these
auctions, so they can become very competitive. Just because it’s an auction doesn’t mean every property
is a deal. If you’ve ever purchased
I came to the REO and short sale arena kick-

something at an auction then you

ing and screaming— now we have our own

understand how easy it is to get

REO department on our team and I’m actu-

caught up in the action and over-

ally singing.

pay. Study the pre-auction list, do as

Jackie Ellis, Boynton Beach, FL

much due diligence as possible, and
visit the properties to determine

the maximum price you or your buyer should be willing to pay. Then
don’t go over that limit.
		 In good times foreclosure properties can be synonymous with
substandard, abandoned properties. (But not always. Many years ago
a former neighbor’s home, which was in great shape, sold for tax liens
on the courthouse steps for $100,000 in cash. At the time it was easily worth three times that amount.) After a shift, the less-than-ideal-property dynamic changes radically. Because of the dramatically
increased volume, foreclosures can begin to reflect the market in general with good and even great value properties showing up in many
price ranges. When that happens more and more non-investors will
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start asking about foreclosures, which is shorthand for “good deals.”
Agents who specialize in these properties assemble their own
teams of foreclosure specialists. These teams include vendor partners
to help with tax, title, and mortgage issues, contractors to help
with repairs, and property man-

I have become the workout specialist for my

agers to handle the houses for the

sellers. I provide direction to the seller to

long term. With a support team in

work through the minefield of requests from

place, they promote “foreclosure

their lender.

best investment lists.” Much like

Betty Bezemer, Houston, TX

a “best buy” list we discussed in
Tactic #9: Creating Buyer Urgency, this is a way to tap into a buyers’
desire to get a great deal in a buyers’ market. Whether you’re actually helping buyers purchase homes at foreclosure or post-foreclosure
REOs, you’ll need to invest time and energy into understanding the
unique challenges these properties can present. Above all else, you
will need to be precise when determining the value of a property—
what it’s worth, what it will take to rehab it, and what it will sell for. It
is very similar to doing buy and sell investing8.
STAGE THREE: REO
REOs get their name from a line item in a lenders balance sheet (real
estate owned). Interestingly, it’s listed as a liability rather than an asset
and this makes perfect sense. Lenders are in the business of loaning (not
owning) so mortgages, not real property, are the assets they want to hold.
With a house unsold at auction now marring their balance sheet and cost8

You may want to get a copy of our book FLIP and become knowledgeable about all aspects of this process.
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ing them money to manage and maintain, lenders have sound financial
reasons to liquidate these liabilities and move on. If this happens often,
banks become the dominant listing force in a particular neighborhood or
even an entire city.
This presents you with two substantial opportunities—to serve as
an REO seller representative or become an REO buyer representative.
These roles are no different from real estate sales in general except the
seller is a financial institution. It is similar in scope to the procedures
for selling absentee-owner vacation properties or handling builder and
developer listings.
The Two Opportunities of REOs
1. REO Seller Representative—listing agents who
market their services to financial institutions needing
to sell REO properties.
2. REO Buyer Representative—buyer agents who market
their services to REO seller representatives and
handle the buyer leads from those properties.

First, you can work with a lender, serving as their REO seller representative, to list and sell their properties. This can be a volume-listing
enterprise (literally dozens if not hundreds of listings) and therefore it’s a
big financial opportunity for your business. Be sure you understand that
these sellers are looking for two key services from their listings agents—
ongoing property preservation and immediate property sales.
Making contacts, networking with lender executives, and being persistent are the keys to getting your foot in the REO door. Before you get
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the opportunity to list a lender’s properties, you’ll probably be asked to
first do a number of other jobs related to preserving the properties. Vacant
properties may attract squatters, vandals, and thieves. Common tasks in
working REOs include rekeying the house, overseeing an eviction or “cash
for keys,” inspecting the property for damage, changing over utilities, and
managing maintenance and repairs. Whatever your circumstances, be
responsive, thorough, and accurate. You are being tested. If you do well,
you’ve earned the right to ask for and receive their listing business.
Focus on your relationship with the asset manager, just as you would
any high-priority seller. Much of your time with them will be checking
off on assigned tasks and offering
broker price opinions (BPOs) on
the properties. Many agents have

I realized that it was my job to bring REO

told us that by executing property

business to my team. So I set out to find key

preservation-related tasks they got

contacts and lead generate to the banks. Now,

their foot in the door. Delivering

50 percent of our listings and over 70 percent

accurate and timely BPOs earned

of our sales come from these REO properties.
Carol Royse, Tempe, AZ

them the listings. In other words,
doing BPOs can get you REOs!

Almost everything else can be delegated to your administrative team or
your trusted service providers. Our interviews with top REO agents indicated that one full-time, talented assistant with the proper systems can
handle the work on about fifty properties.
The lenders’ asset managers often work with hundreds of properties at a time, so the better equipped an agent is to do volume business,
the less complicated the asset managers’ lives become. That can make
you very valuable to them—perhaps irreplaceable. For the asset manager,
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having just five listing agents for 500 properties is a much better proposition than trying to manage fifty agent relationships on those same properties. The fewer contacts they have to make the easier their job. They
love the concept of “single point of contact” and are looking for agents
with systems and stamina who can be that point person for them.
Those agents who have already proven themselves up to the task
(possibly because they got into the game before the shift) will likely already
be on a lender’s go-to list. You’ll have to earn the right to be on that go-to
list if you want to get a share of the business. But don’t let this discourage
you. During a shift the volume of REOs can soar, extending beyond the
capabilities of the agent specialists already in the game. The moment an
existing agent’s performance and work standards falter, the lender’s staff
will be looking for someone else. This natural selection process can create
opportunities for you and your business. Be ready to step in and deliver.
You will likely get one chance to show them how good you are.
The second opportunity REOs present for you is in servicing the
buyers these listings can generate—to serve as an REO buyer representative. Interestingly, most agents who focus on listing REOs tend to be
specialists. They rarely build teams to effectively service the buyer side
and instead tend to refer those leads out. In some cases, they are not
even doing much to respond—to capture and convert those leads. There
could be a lot of lost leads being generated around a successful REO listing business. If you can bring a high degree of service and follow-through
to the buyer side, you have the chance to win this business. Remember
REO agents earn their reputation by getting the properties sold. If you
help them do that, you then become a very valuable and respected part
of their business. Our research shows that some offices organize teams of
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designated REO buyer agents to service leads generated by REOs and provide leverage for the REO listing specialists. That is a win-win scenario.
THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
A market shift can be a moment of truth for your career. You will be
faced with the decision to go after homes in default, foreclosure, and
REOs—or not. All three areas can be as challenging as they are rewarding, and focusing on the market of the moment shouldn’t be a spur-ofthe-moment decision.
It has been said that “luck is when preparation meets opportunity.”
I agree with that sentiment. Fortune usually favors the prepared. This
becomes obvious when some agents decide to take on a specialized area
of real estate. For instance, I have seen residential agents become enamored by the potential commissions of huge commercial transactions.
Although they acknowledge it is
a complex transaction, all they’re
seeing is the big commission. Af-

Be willing to give your all when working the

ter weeks or months of work if it

short sale, foreclosure and REO market. The

falls through or they make a mis-

process is very time-consuming, but reward-

take and lose their place in the deal

ing in the end.

they are usually devastated. I have

Michelle Edwards, Raleigh, NC

a lot of empathy for them, but not
so much sympathy. They made the mistake of thinking they could play
in a game they hadn’t trained for. They essentially made light of the demands of the business. At the professional level, almost no one can “play
for pay” without putting in the time, study, and work it takes to master
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the game. Especially the complex business games that have guidelines,
rules, and very experienced players.
Short sales, foreclosures, and REOs are this kind of a game.
They are successfully played by experienced real estate professionals.
Lending institutions can tell if an agent understands renegotiating
a loan, negotiating a short sale, or taking an REO listing. And they
won’t give you much time if they don’t think you know what you’re
doing. Agents who naively believe these transactions are easily profitable and require a minimum of preparation find themselves waiting
on hold or embarrassed by their inability to answer questions they are
asked by their colleagues.
Just as we seek people who are “able, ready, and willing” to do business, so do short sale sellers and REO lenders. That trio of qualifying
words falls on any real estate agent who desires to participate in this “market of the moment.” Don’t just be ready because you see the opportunity
and don’t just be willing to take the risk because you think you have nothing to lose. Seek the business because you’ve studied it, learned it, and can
successfully do the work—seek the business because you’re able.
So, before you put too much time and effort toward pursuing these
opportunities, before you take time and effort away from lead generation and conversion of traditional real estate sales be sure you know what
you’re doing. Take the courses, read the books, and talk with those who
are experts in the business. Once you have the knowledge and know the
realities of the short sale, foreclosure, and REO business, opportunities
will abound. By being prepared luck will now be on your side. So, on your
mark . . . get able . . . get ready . . . get willing . . . go! Go get the “market
of the moment.”
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TACTIC #12
BULLETPROOF THE TRANSACTION –
ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
If I had eight hours to chop down a tree, I’d spend six sharpening my ax.
abraham lincoln
Shifts can be maddening. Just when everything seems to be going right,
something goes wrong. Typical transactions are now atypical. Anything
settled can quickly become unsettled. With more unusual than usual, the
expected and unexpected frequently turn up together. It just feels like
the only thing you can count on is not counting on anything. Nothing
works like it once did. Nothing goes like it used to go.
Real estate transactions aren’t particularly trouble free in any market, but when a shift happens few sales are easy and almost all closings a
challenge. It’s a strenuous and trying time that requires all the attention
and effort you can command. You truly work for every sale and its successful close. What makes this market especially tough is the apparent
willingness of buyers to walk away at any point in the sale.
When everyone believes the market is headed up, buyers are afraid of
missing out. When everyone believes the market is headed down, buyers are
afraid of sinking with the ship. Both markets are driven by the fear of making a mistake. But while one drives buyers to hold deals together at almost
any cost, the other drives buyers to allow deals to fall apart for almost any
reason. It can almost seem like buyers are actually seeking a way to undo the
deal. In a shift, this often makes closing any sale demanding and difficult.
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Reluctance and concern usually don’t go away just because a contract is signed. When the market shifts buyer concerns often linger to
some degree all the way to closing and possibly for months afterwards.
Buyers are simply more open to any opportunity to rethink, renegotiate, or even break their contract. As they listen to the media, fellow
coworkers, friends, and family, buyers are likely to question their own
judgment. Then they begin to look for any crack in the contract or
opening in the process to walk away. Many start to wonder if there
is a better buy elsewhere or if there is still a way to make their buy a
better deal. And to complicate things further, if there isn’t an obvious and natural route to unravel the sale, some might create an exit
strategy. In other words, no sale is safe until it’s sealed at closing with
everyone’s signatures.
BULLETPROOF THE TRANSACTION
I remember when I really learned my lesson about getting contracts to
close. It was my first year in the business. After selling six homes and
closing five of them my very first month, I then went five straight months
with no closings at all. I made sales during that period, in fact, at least
two a month, but none of them closed. The market had shifted down
and my selling skills hadn’t scaled up. I had assumed that all buyers and
sellers truly needed was an honest real estate agent with integrity who
was willing to provide them the absolute best services possible. And I
was absolutely right. I had just overlooked one important detail—they
also needed a “salesperson.” I had been a real estate agent, but I had also
needed to be a real estate salesperson.
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This was one of the biggest aha’s of my young career. I realized with total clarity that I not only had to master the transaction,
but also the sales skills that went with a successful transaction. I
understood one but not the other and found myself in a shift without the necessary skills to pull me through. So I backed up, thought
through the transaction, and decided how I’d handle each key
point where something might go

The number one challenge we all face is the

wrong. I got clear on what might

level of the sales skills of the co-op agent. Don’t

happen and how to handle it and

underestimate how much of their work you’ll

began to see ways to anticipate

have to do to make a sale happen.

problems and head them off in

Dianna Kokoszka, Austin, TX

advance. I wasn’t going to get
caught unprepared again and let my buyers and sellers down. In fact,
I was going to be over prepared and ready for anything. And things
changed. Those events that were previously unforeseen, I learned to
see coming and to handle them. Those people I assumed were getting the job done now had me checking on them. I learned that any
transaction that can come together can also come apart. I learned to
bulletproof the transaction.
I believe this is when I actually became a true professional real
estate salesperson. I was now using lead generation skills for my career
and selling skills for my customers’ well-being. As a result, not only did
my year change, but my career changed forever. In that seventh month
I started keeping deals together, finished with a flurry, and before my
twelfth month had hit all my first year financial goals. I rewarded myself
with some well-earned time off.
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HEADS UP
As determined as I was to succeed, that string of disappointments taught
me the serious financial and emotional costs that I – and my customers
– would pay when deals fell through. I also learned that no one else is
going to do your due diligence for you. It’s entirely up to you to oversee
your contracts from start to finish. You have to be good at both ends of
the sale—making it and closing it. The key is to remember this simple
truth: You do your deals heads down, but you save your deals heads up.
Heads up is about seeing what’s coming. It’s about being vigilant
and prepared to act. In my experience, there are four ways you can
Educate your clients. Tell your buyers or sell-

think about what might happen in

ers what to expect. It keeps the drama out of

any professional endeavor: nothing

the deal.

will go wrong, anything could go

Doris Carlin, Joplin, MO

wrong, something will go wrong, or
everything will go wrong. Interest-

ingly enough, it’s not about whether any of these approaches is right or
wrong; nor is it about predicting the future. It’s about being prepared to
deal with whatever the future might bring.
Many agents, like me in my first few months, who naively think
nothing will go wrong are very surprised, and often disappointed, when
something does. And, they usually aren’t ready to deal with it quickly.
So for them what goes wrong usually stops the sale from closing. Those
who understand that anything could go wrong or even that something
will go wrong are better prepared to handle unpleasant surprises. But,
because of this approach, they may not be ready to take care of them.
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Sometimes things work out okay and sometimes they don’t. Over time
they will learn from experience but along the way they will still have a fair
amount of sales that don’t close.
In my experience, it is best to prepare as if everything will go wrong. I
know that sounds pessimistic, but it really isn’t. It’s the one way to be sure
that you will be ready to deal with whatever happens. You’ll be positioned
to not only respond effectively to things when and if they go wrong, but
you will stand a great chance of preventing them from happening in the
first place. My coauthors Dave and Jay often comment that I am “the most
black-hatted optimist they know.” What they mean is that I believe anything is possible in any direction. I strive for the possible, I go after what
I want to have happen, but I prepare for the worst and am ready should
things go wrong. I don’t know that they will go wrong, but I’m prepared if
they do. It’s why I have insurance. It’s why I bulletproof transactions.
Problems may or may not come at any particular time, but over time they
will come. They just do. In a shift, they come more often than not. So, when
it comes to bulletproofing the transaction, take the everything-will-go-wrong
approach. And keep your head up. Remember, you can predict exactly what
can happen, but you can’t predict when it might happen. Assume everything
will go wrong and come up with ways to possibly prevent them from happening or effectively deal with them if they do. You won’t be surprised when the
problems show up and you won’t be surprised when they go away.
THE SIX ISSUES
Bulletproofing transactions begins with fully understanding where things
can go wrong. There are six major issues in getting from contract to close.
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These are the “moments of truth” that put transactions at the greatest risk. Knowing these is critical, but also knowing the certain ways in
which they can go wrong is equally critical. Above all others, you are the
person most responsible for getting a sale to a successful closing. Think
of yourself as not only the one who makes the sale, but also the one who
makes sure it closes. To do this you must be aware of, ready to handle, and
better yet prevent any and all mishaps that might arise.
THE SIX BULLETPROOFING THE TRANSACTION ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
ISSUES		

HOW THINGS GO WRONG

SOLUTIONS

1. INSPECTIONS AND REPAIRS
		
		
		
		

Unexpected findings
Report complexity
Costs and who pays
Timetable for repairs
Doubt about worthiness

Seller gets pre-inspection
Attend with buyer and/or seller
Pre-negotiated limits
Select and supervise vendors
Prepare and reassure buyer

2. APPRAISALS
		
		

Won’t support the price
Won’t support the loan
Doesn’t match the CMA

Provide appraiser with research
Find additional buyer funds
Appeal the appraisal

3. LOAN APPROVAL AND FUNDING
		
		
		
		
		

Application delays
Documentation problems
Buyer credit issues
Lender failure to approve
Lender failure to fund
Buyer credit changes

Select originator – get preapproval
Assist buyer with paperwork
Get credit counseling for buyer
Reapply with corrections
Parallel applications
Give pre-closing credit warning

4. OTHER CONTINGENCIES
		
		
		

Sale of the buyers’ house
Third-party approvals
Estate, relo, short-sale approvals
Clouded title

Take back-up offers
Know who and communicate
Know who, how, and timetable
Preliminary title search

5. CO-OP AGENT
		
		

Bad advice or communications
Inattention to details
Poor vendor selection

Clarify the messages and intentions
Own the process and communicate
Provide selection list and back-up

6. DEADLINES
		
		
		

Inspections and repairs
Closing date
Occupancy
Approvals/Documentation

Confirm appointments and progress
Build in buyer and seller flexibility
Pre-set dates, limits and penalties
Manage the closing checklist

Figure 61
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Getting sales to close in a shift is not always about the technical details, although being knowledgeable about them is important. It’s really
about what you do when issues arise. How soon you respond, how well
you handle things, how well you work with everyone involved, and ultimately both parties’ willingness to close, play the most significant roles
in the final outcome. So often a seller, in an upshift, or the buyer, in a
downshift, will use one of the technical issues – like the inspection, the
loan application or a third-party approval – as reasons to get out of the
sale. So underneath these six specific issues, the emotions and decisionmaking of all the parties are in play. Be aware of these undertones during
the closing process. Later we will talk about two strategies for handling
these hidden dynamics. For now, let’s be clear about the six basic issues.
Dealing with them effectively is a must, particularly in the turbulence of
a shifting market.
1. INSPECTIONS AND REPAIRS
Inspections and repair negotiations are a standard contingency in literally all real estate sales contracts. The buyer’s final acceptance of the contract is normally contingent on a satisfactory inspection and an agreed
upon handling of any repairs. Recommend as short a timetable as possible for a property inspection to be done and for the repairs, if any, to be
agreed upon and completed. Don’t let this drag out for time is always of
the essence and you want things to keep moving forward and everyone
preparing for closing.
It is always wise to put repair limits or allowances in a contract.
This will help keep any further repair negotiations within potentially
workable boundaries. And be sure to attend the inspection, preferably
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with your seller or buyer. This will put you in the best position, right up
front, to take the complexity and technical jargon out of the inspection
report and make sure all parties get to ask their questions and receive
straight answers from the inspector. For sellers, if they’d passed on doing any up-front repairs, attending the inspection could help them see
the wisdom of doing any necessary
repairs. For the buyers, attending
Keeping transactions together is about man-

the inspection will give them a first-

aging everyone’s expectations and being a

hand look at which repairs are really

person who does not throw gas on the fire.

necessary and quickly get an idea of

Martin Bouma, Ann Arbor, MI

the cost involved. Help the buyer
understand whether the items iden-

tified raise serious doubts about the structural integrity of the home. If
they do, you must then have a serious discussion about moving ahead
or not with the purchase. While your focus is always on saving a sale, it
is never at the expense of the right fiduciary service. Finally, make sure
the tone at the inspection is assumptive towards closing and supportive
regarding the purchase. Inspectors can either pave the way to closing or
throw up huge road blocks simply by the language they use. Anticipate
this and visit with the inspector in advance to make sure you’re both on
the same page.
Sellers should be prepared that any buyer will most likely ask for
some repairs to be done. Consider asking the seller to have their house
pre-inspected so they can be forewarned of any issues and head them
off before they can cause problems. Nevertheless having reduced their
price, possibly made some repairs in advance, and probably made other
concessions, sellers may not feel completely comfortable negotiating ad-
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ditional repairs. They must be mindful of the market situation they’re
in and carefully weigh the potential costs against the potential benefits.
It could well be worth the money to not lose a sale. On the other hand,
buyers should be careful not to ask for too much. Even though in a down
market they usually feel in control and in a mood to ask for whatever
they want; they need to be reminded that excessiveness could alienate
the seller. And that just might lose them this home, which is hopefully
the one they really want.
Always have pre-selected service providers available that can handle any required repairs in a timely, dependable, and cost-effective manner. This might be one contractor who can oversee all repairs or a list
of subcontractors who specialize. Some sellers or buyers may choose to
select their own professionals to do the work, but most will prefer your
reference advice. In fact, NAR’s annual survey of home buyer and sellers regularly shows that both buyers and sellers expect you to provide
them this information and guidance. Vendor selection is crucial for the
right ones can insure that things will go as smoothly as possible. When
mistakes are made or errors do occur, the best service providers get them
solved quickly and satisfactorily. Your assistance in selecting these parties to the transaction increases the chances that nothing will go wrong,
and if it does, it will be immediately taken care of. Unknown or untested
repair services can put any closing in peril.
2. APPRAISALS
In a rapidly shifting market, a house that appraises to the sale price today
could in fact have all the equity sucked out of it before the first payment
is made. So just as you advise sellers to price ahead of a shifted market to
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get the home sold, lenders are also trying to reasonably anticipate the
market to manage risk for their investors. This means appraisers are
usually under increased pressure from the lender to be sure that the
home is not overpriced. In a shift, fewer homes will appraise and those
that do will require more attention and research from the professionals
in the transaction.
The best way you can help the process is to offer to provide your
research to the appraiser and to let them know how you came to a professional conclusion about why the home was worth what your buyer offered. The appraisal process is, of course, intended to be very independent of you or the needs of your client. However, your detailed research
can help them justify an appraisal that meets the sale price, while one
done with less data would not. Even if you are representing the seller,
you may want to update your own CMA of the property and provide that
data to the appraiser. If there are special circumstances involved in the
sale – seller contributions to closing, seller seconds or the inclusion of
personal property – the appraiser may take this into account when determining market value of the property.
This is another area where mortgage company selection can make
a difference. Some lenders allow you to contact the appraiser directly,
while others don’t. Everything else being relatively equal, you would prefer to work with a lender who allows access to the appraiser. When you
know the lender and mortgage processor, it can make a big difference in
how your CMA data is used and how responsive they are to an appeal of
the actual appraisal.
To really protect the transaction, you may want to prepare a backup plan if the house doesn’t appraise for the sale price or loan amount.
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You can guide the buyer in finding funds to use for an additional down
payment that will get the Loan to Value (LTV) ratio to a place that is acceptable to the lender, given the reduced appraisal of market value. Or if
you represent the seller, you can have them ready to make a contribution
to closing costs or provide a seller second. In any case, it becomes very
important to track the loan application, appraisal and approval process
and to know what is happening every step of the way.
3. LOAN APPROVAL AND FUNDING
Encourage buyers to apply for a loan before they find a prospective home.
It’s simple logic—the moment they decide to buy is the moment they
should submit an application to a great loan officer and lender. It’s also
the safest strategy to ensure they’re preapproved and that you can make a
qualified offer on their behalf. Often buyers make the mistake of believing
they must have a specific home in mind first. That’s counterproductive,
counter-successful thinking. Moving through the loan application process
early is the most productive and most successful. Preapproved buyers that
are qualified for a certain loan amount subject only to finding a property
are the ones who can move most quickly. And knowing in advance how
much they can afford, these buyers don’t run the risk of finding the “perfect home” only to discover it lies beyond their financial reach. So make this
happen. Plus, any gift letters, contributions to closing costs, or co-signers
can already be in place. These elements are paramount in a shift. Remember, if you’re not out in front on this process, the buyer is already behind
before ever getting it started. And the transaction is already at risk.
More than with any other vendor in the transaction, selecting the
mortgage provider is critical. It begins with knowing who is good and
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has a proven record of performance; and better yet if that proven performance has been with you. Then you must assert yourself to be sure that
they are chosen. If you are working with the buyer, explain the benefits of
working with these known professionals. If they insist on using another
mortgage company, get their agreement to run a parallel application—it’s
a move that won’t cost them anything and could save them everything.
Most experienced loan officers, particularly those who have worked with
you, will be glad to do this for no up-front fee and will only charge if
they end up originating the loan. You don’t want to get to the closing and
discover that the lender your buyer selected has not approved the loan,
failed to fund the loan or gone out of business. In a few cases we’ve seen
with “discount lenders” there has even been a failure to fund after closing. Don’t let this happen to you. Work with your proven professional
partners and if they can’t be first in line to handle the business, make sure
they are ready to jump in at a moment’s notice.
Even if you represent the seller, you want to be assured that the buyer’s lender can and will perform. You may insist on a preapproval letter or
that they apply for their mortgage with a loan officer that meets with your
approval. In the end, you may even ask that they also run a parallel application with someone you know and trust. Remember, it is even more
catastrophic to the seller when a transaction falls out just before closing.
They have had the home off the market, they may have purchased another
home or even moved. Substantial, non-refundable earnest money deposits
can also reduce the likelihood of a buyer walking away from the purchase
contract. If you represent the seller and are providing a major concession
to they buyer you may want to treat it like an option they only receive if
they back it up with some additional (non-refundable) money.
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In the mortgage-funding process there is one final place the buyer
can inadvertently stumble—failing to keep their credit in good standing
through the closing. In the excitement of purchasing their new home
and with the additional things they know they will need to purchase (new
furniture, draperies, artwork, lawn care equipment, etc.) they may prematurely make financial moves that impact the final credit check by the
lender. They are usually shocked to find out that they no longer qualify
for the loan. As their agent, you need to warn them of this and remind
them what they shouldn’t do. You may even want to give them “The Seven Don’ts of Mortgage Funding.”
The Seven Don’ts of Mortgage Funding
1. Don’t change your employment status.
2. Don’t make any major purchases (cars, furniture,
home theater, vacations, etc.).
3. Don’t increase your credit card debt or miss any payments.
4. Don’t change bank accounts or make undisclosed
large deposits.
5. Don’t apply for a credit card, co-sign a loan or make
a credit inquiry.
6. Don’t spend money you have set aside for
closing—not any, not ever.
7. Don’t delay in providing all paperwork asked for by
the mortgage company.

Secure the loan — Close on your home!
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As you communicate with your buyer, be sure to check that
there is nothing happening personally or financially that might put
their closing at risk. It is too common for them, upon being approved
for a loan, to think that relatively smaller financial issues won’t matter. They need to be very wary of doing anything that would raise a
question with their lender.
While there are numerous ways a transaction can unravel during
loan approval and funding, every one of these issues can be anticipated or avoided by a proactive agent working with a motivated buyer and
seller. You can absolutely keep everyone and everything moving forward
toward a successful closing. Just maintain close communication with all
parties and, above all, keep your head up.
4. OTHER CONTINGENCIES
Arguably any agent’s two favorite words are “all cash.” Transactions with
no or few contingencies – all cash, as is, and not dependent on another
house to selling – tend to be our easiest and our most reliable. In reality,
these types of transactions are few and far between no matter the market
conditions. But, the goal is to have as few contingencies as possible with
short timetables for clearing them. This is why you recommend preapproved buyers and pre-inspected properties. In a buyers’ market, it is also
wise for the buyers to get their house sold, or at least under contract, before they make an offer to buy their next home. It puts them in a stronger
position to make an offer that is attractive to the sellers.
The seller assumes a lot of risk when they take their house off the
market by entering into a contract that is contingent upon the buyer selling their home, especially when homes are not selling quickly. If they
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do, you would likely recommend that the seller continue to market the
home and accept back-up offers. You might even insist that if a back-up
offer is received and the buyer is notified that there is a limited time for
this contingency to be removed. Doing this can bring greater urgency to
closing the transaction and protect the sellers’ interests.
Often there are other people who will need to approve the transaction. Be sure you know who they are, what they need to approve, and
when they need to approve it. If
family members are helping fund
the transaction through gifts or co-

You must look ahead at every transaction

signing, be sure to meet with them

and question all the steps in the transaction—

as quickly as possible, preferably

what can go wrong and react before it hap-

before the contract is signed. Any

pens! Bulletproof before the bullet hits you!

such subject-to approvals will need

Ron Young, Bluebell, PA

to be specified in the contract and
have short timelines. It is even better to make them “subject to disapproval.” What I mean is this: word the contract such that if approval is
not provided in writing by a specific deadline, approval is legally assumed
and the transaction can move forward.
In many areas, attorneys are directly involved in the closing process, usually one for the seller and one for the buyer. You will need to
work directly with them and be sure that they get whatever information
they need. Attorneys sometimes take a more active role in the transaction than expected, raising questions about specific language or details
which may seem incidental to the transaction. No matter. Just be proactive and get any and all questions answered in a timely fashion. Even in
those areas where attorneys are not regularly used, the buyer or seller
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may want the contract reviewed. You need to know about this and be
sure it doesn’t delay the closing process.
Finally, in a shifted market, there will be short sales or third party sales (relocation or estate) in which a lender, company, institution or
trustee will need to approve the sale. It will be important to know who
they are and how they can be contacted. Then, once again, you will need
to take the initiative to be sure they are provided what they need, when
they need it. You must facilitate their approval. In these cases, you will
need to let the buyer know that this is happening and the realistic timetable for getting the approvals. It is always wise to set up a “key contact
list” in the transaction file so that it will be easier for you to communicate
with them on a planned basis.
PARTIES TO THE SALE CHECKLIST
PARTIES TO THE TRANSACTION
Buyer(s)
Seller(s)
Co-op Agent(s)
Lender (Loan Officer, Mortgage Processor)

Closing/Escrow Company (Closing Officer, Assistant)
Attorney(s)
Third Parties (Loss Mitigation, Relocation, Estate, etc.)
Referral Sources (Agents, Past Clients, Relo, etc.)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Name
Home Address
Home Phone
Home Fax
Personal Email
Cell Phone

Business Address
Business Phone
Business Fax
Business Email
Executive/Administrative Assistant (Gatekeeper)
Preferred Methods and Times of Contact
Figure 62

The best time to get all the names and contact information is right
at the beginning. If you have an assistant (virtual or real, full-time or parttime) you can get the information to them to do the input, but it needs to
be done consistently and immediately. You will be making many calls and
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contacts from contract to closing – and some will be urgent – so keep these
names and this information with you all the time. Put a copy of your key
contacts list in the transaction file and carry another with you.
5. CO-OP AGENT
Sales is inherently competitive. Individuals who work without the safety
net of a salary have good reason to fight for each and every sale—their
livelihood depends on it. What makes real estate sales so remarkable
is how amazingly cooperative it can be. Yes, we’re competitors but we
see the value in working together. Our trade association, local boards,
and multiple listing services have evolved into a system of cooperative
competition—call it a “co-opetition.” In any case, it’s an interdependent industry with an amazing range of knowledge, skill, and diligence
on display among brokers and agents. And you never know which agent
you’ll get. One day you’ll work with a salesperson with thousands of
sales to their credit and at the next, you’ll introduce yourself to a new
agent fresh out of real estate school. So in every transaction it’s critical
that you carefully assess who you are “co-oping” with—their experience, their communication ability, their knowledge, and yes, even their
ethics. Identify their strengths and know where you might have to carry the load, and vice versa.
You are going to be working with them and through them until this
transaction gets closed. So, you might just as well get things straight up
front. Once you have a signed and accepted purchase contact, it’s time to
move from negotiating into cooperating. An initial meeting is essential to
lay down the plan, agree on the key deadlines and assign accountability
for each part of the process. Insist on it. This should feel very coopera-
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tive and synergistic. After all, you both have the same goals—a completed closing, earned commissions and satisfied clients. After your initial
meeting you will have a good sense of who you are working with and what
you will have to watch for.
If they have some misunderstanding or have given some misinformation to their clients, now or during the closing process, you
will need to kindly but strongly confront the issue and get the right
perspective in place. If they won’t budge, you may have to talk to
their broker or a top agent in their office with whom you have a good
working relationship. You can not
let misinformation or wrong adWith so many agents not sure what to do in

vice persist—it could blow up in

our current market, you will often need to

everybody’s face. And, you want

handle both sides of the transaction, just to

to take the initiative in selecting

get the deal closed.

all the vendors who will support

Michael Williamson, Scottsdale, AZ

the transaction: lenders, attorneys,
inspectors, closing companies and

more. Just offer to take care of it. If they want to use someone that
you don’t trust, express your concerns and seek vendors that meet
with both of your approval.
While you will need to be the one who is tracking the process,
checking on what is getting done and when, and insisting that the right
things happen, you are not trying to micromanage the other agent. They
have a job to do and you respect that. But you are going to own the outcome and be accountable to things getting done as they should. On the
one hand, you are going to be open, supportive and respectful. On the
other hand you are going to be assertive, insistent and determined. In the
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end, if they drop the ball or leave you doing most of the work, oh well,
it’s just part of the game. And in a shift, getting transactions closed is far
more important to you and your customers.
Here’s the truth: agents gain a reputation among other agents (and
among vendors for that matter). That reputation will either serve them
in times of need or fail them when they most need someone’s help. You
want to be the most trusted and respected agent in your area—the one
everyone looks forward to having as a co-op agent in their deal. So all
your extra work and diligence in bulletproofing and overseeing the transaction will come back to serve you in the long run. Again, it’s not about
one deal or one year. It’s about your career.
6. DEADLINES
Deadlines are called that for a reason—cross the line and the deal is dead.
Every real estate sales contract has specific language outlining the dates
and times that must be met. And there’s no tiptoeing around them. If
you miss a deadline, you can put the transaction at risk. You’ll adopt the
mental set of an air traffic controller. Even if you only represent one of
the parties in the deal, you will want to track all the moving parts—inspections, approvals, funding, closing, occupancy, and any other critical
dates for completion. You will be the one who reminds others what they
need to do and by when they need to do it even if they’ve already been
given a copy of the contract and notified of their responsibilities.
Time is not on your side. You will bring urgency and timeliness to
the process. This requires being very assertive (with consideration and respect, of course) and reminding others about the consequences of missed
deadlines. You have to be on top of the process and tough-minded about
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the schedule. The Contract to Close Checklist (see below) will be your
roadmap to staying on course and on time.
You may decide to add other items and deadlines to this check list.
There may be specific practices and procedures that are unique to your
real estate market. The important point here is to have a checklist you
can share, follow, and update. It allows you to set expectations with each
of the parties to the sale, anticipate issues, communicate in a timely manner, and be assured that everything is moving effectively toward a successful closing.
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Figure 63

Figure 63 is available as a free download at www.Millionairesystems.com/shift.
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#OMPLETED

TWO TIMELESS STRATEGIES
You can call it “buyers’ remorse” or “cold feet” or “second thoughts” or
“the jitters” or any of a number of interesting euphemisms, but the reason a transaction falls apart may not be due to any one specific issue.
The fact is that it all really boils down to fear. So while the six issues
we’ve just covered comprise the critical components in any transaction,
an issue may just provide a reluctant buyer an easy way to back out of
the deal. Emotions often drive home-buying decisions—be they going
in or getting out. In a shifted market the decision to buy is complicated
by external or subconscious factors, such as negative press, the foreclosure reports, and the less informed opinions of friends and family. We’ve
described all of this before. Your success is dependent on your ability to
keep everyone (buyers, sellers, appraisers, lenders, and all vendors) on
the straight and narrow path to closing.
Proactive is better than reactive. The advantage always goes to the
ones who keeps their head up and anticipate where everything might go
wrong. It’s not just a win for you; it is a win for all those involved, particularly sellers and buyers. Going back to ground zero and starting all over
again seldom serves the interests of anyone. Your job is to keep everyone’s eyes on the prize—a successful, completed and closed transaction.
There are two timeless strategies that the best professionals use to
stay on track and get to the finish line: 1) proactive prevention and 2) early response. The first keeps everyone focused on the positive, intentional, adaptable, certain achievement of the goal. The second focuses the
responsible players (usually the agents and the vendors) on awareness,
accountability, problem solving, and the customer-sensitive handling of
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whatever goes wrong. These are the best tools for fighting the frequently
cited law made famous in 1949 by Capt. Edward A. Murphy, an engineer
at Edwards Air Force Base: “If anything can go wrong, it will.” So, take
Murphy out of the game and then keep everyone’s head in it.

Bulletproofing Strategies
1.

PROACTIVE PREVENTION with buyers, sellers, vendors
and co-ops.
A. Outcome Framing What do we want to achieve?
B. Setting Expectations What do we realistically need
to consider?
C. Preparing Alternatives What will we do if . . . ?
D. Reassurance We’re on-track, ahead of the game
and doing fine.

2.

EARLY RESPONSE to problems and issues.
A. Constant Communication What’s happening?
How are you doing?
B. Inspecting Expectations Has it been done?
What will you do now?
C. Problem Solving What do we need to do now?
How can this get done?
D. Contract to Close Tracking What is our progress?
What’s next?
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1) PROACTIVE PREVENTION
In a shifted market, you will have to deal with buyer remorse, seller reluctance, loan processing delays (even last minute failures to fund), tight appraisals, tough inspections, and anxiety all around. You must be the calmest person and the calming influence in the transaction. In his famous
poem “If,” Rudyard Kipling encourages us to “keep your head while all
about you are losing theirs.” It’s timeless advice and perfectly applicable
to the role you will play in a troubled transaction. Thorough preparation
positions you to solve problems quickly, act with calm and confidence,
and keep others from “losing it.”
In nearly every situation, it is effective to remind people about the
intended results of their decisions and actions. This is called “outcome
framing” and every great salesperson uses this effective technique. It’s a
very powerful mental skill. “Begin with the end in mind” and then constantly keep people in touch with that picture; the anticipation of actually
being in that picture—glad they did what they set out to do and enjoying
the benefits of it. In times of fear, doubt or emotional reaction, that picture of the desired outcome can bring them back to sanity and reason.
Proactive Prevention
1. Outcome Framing What do we want to achieve?
2. Setting Expectations What do we realistically
need to consider?
3. Preparing Alternatives What will we do if . . . ?
4. Reassurance We’re on-track, ahead of the game
and doing fine.
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Once the buyer makes a decision to buy a particular home and the
offer has been accepted, you as their agent must help them deal with
“buyer’s remorse.” It is an age-old malady experienced by almost everyone who makes a big purchase or financial decision. They begin to second-guess themselves, to imagine the worst possible outcomes and to
pay attention to less than knowledgeable advice from friends, relatives,
and colleagues. As their trusted agent, you must warn them about this
and give them practical ways to handle it. Set up early warning feedback
and quick-response action plans to handle the unforeseen and unexpected—which for you are actually foreseen and expected. Your buyers avoid
being blindsided because you are attentive and responsive.
Keeping things as calm as possible means setting the right expectations from start to finish, with anyone and everyone in the transaction. First
with buyers, you must remind them that there are only a few great deals in
this market. And, they have purchased one of those. Beyond that, you want
to help them realize and not forget that this home they have decided to buy
fits their criteria—it meets their needs and many of their wants. It is not a
home they would want to lose nor would they want to go through another
long search to find one that is comparable. In fact you make it clear to them
there may not be another one that is such a good fit.
While sellers may be less likely to want to pull back from a completed sales contract, they may still be emotionally reactive. Particularly if they
are asked to make any additional contributions such as doing repairs, providing a repair allowance, offering additional seller concessions or changing the closing schedule to benefit the buyers. So, you must prepare them
for these possibilities ahead of time. Let them know that these changes are
normal and that they may be required to get the home sold.
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No obstacle is too big if we have thought our way over, around or under
it. It is important that we consider all our alternatives and options if something doesn’t work out. And, it is best to do this well in advance. Sometimes
we do this on our own, so as not to overly concern the customer, but often
we will need to engage them in this creative process. Be ready to take care of
repairs, find additional funds, provide creative financing, allow for an altered
timetable or file additional paperwork. For each key issue or event in the
transaction, we need to be ready to move past the obstacle.
Sincere reassurance – delivered confidently and proactively – builds
trust and peace of mind for the clients. For some reason this is often a step
some agents leave out. And that’s a mistake. Just because things are going
well and you feel great, don’t assume your buyers and sellers understand
that and feel great too. They need to be told. In the absence of reassurance
they may start to worry and doubt. Keeping their emotions and personal
sense of well-being in a good place is, in the end, your responsibility. It’s as
simple as letting them know that “this is normal” or “this happens more
often than you’d think.” It’s as direct as saying “thanks for letting me know
what’s on your mind and I want you to know I am aware of it” or “I’m on
top of it.” You are just letting them know that they and their transaction
matter to you, that you’re paying attention to all the details and that they
can ask about whatever they want whenever they want.
Even if you need to communicate some problems or prepare some
back-up alternatives, they need to feel your strength and know that you
are moving things along toward the outcome they want. It’s difficult to
fake this, so the key to being reassuring is to know, in your own mind,
that you are in control. When people know they can trust you – that you
do what you say you’ll do and that you care about them – they not only
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enjoy the peace of mind, but they become your enthusiastic advocates or
those Seth Godin describes as “sneezers” in his paradigm of viral-marketing. In a shifted market this word-of-mouth dissemination of your
name and reputation is pure gold.
2) EARLY RESPONSE
There are very few things that left on their own get better. In fact, there’s
a scientific law for this truth. It’s called entropy, which informally says
“anything left alone tends to fall apart.” Scientists who defined this phenomenon surely studied real estate transactions. In a shifted market entropy is spelled with a capital “E”—natural forces work against getting
to closing in a way that just isn’t true in a sellers’ market. So there will
absolutely be times that all your proactive prevention was for naught.
You anticipated the issue and did everything in your power to keep the
transaction on track, but a touch issue still comes up and puts the transaction in jeopardy. The appropriate course of action is then to respond
immediately. Early response is you keep things together even when they
are trying their best to fall apart.
Early Response
1. Constant Communication What’s happening?
How are you doing?
2. Inspecting Expectations Has it been done?
What will you do now?
3. Problem Solving What do we need to do now?
How can this get done?
4. Contract to Close Tracking What is our progress?
What’s next?
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I once heard an agent say that her motto was “constant communication creates customer confidence.” That’s a great way to think and
act. It is important all the way through the selling and buying process,
but nowhere is it more so than during the time period from contract to
closing. It’s a mistake to assume that the buyer or seller knows that you
are working to get everything done. Communication should happen on a
consistent, predetermined basis even if there are no problems to discuss
or decisions to be made. “No news is good news” is never an option for a
sales professional. There is always more information to glean, a relationship to be deepened and, possibly, leads to be had. The truth is that both
sellers and buyers actually believe that “no news is probably bad news.”
Even if they just believe that no news is simply no news, they are going to
feel they are being treated like a nobody. Or even worse, that you aren’t
really doing anything about their deal—you’re just busy working with
other people.
Constant, consistent communication is the way you prevent any
of these negative thoughts and their troubling outcomes. This doesn’t
mean hours and hours of communication, just consistent, predictable
communication. It’s not about spending a lot of time, it’s about being
timely. If you call them on a regular, predictable basis they will know you
are serving them. And, it will allow you to be aware of how they are doing, how they are feeling and what they might be worried about. If there
is an issue, being aware of it sooner is better than hearing about it later
when it is too late to do anything.
When it comes to the work of the vendors to the transaction, accountability is the key. You must inspect what you expect. They must
know you are paying attention to what they are doing. And, that you care
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about it being done on time and right the first time. It’s amazing how
much faster and better work gets done when someone knows they are
being watched. This is called the Hawthorne Effect and was discovered
in the 1920’s while studying factory worker performance. No matter
what the environment, the work being done always improved when the
You must out-skill the competition in a shift.

workers were being watched. For the

Your success will depend upon it. It’s amazing

vendors to the transaction, you are

what happens to your career when you truly

the one watching. Try to visit with

learn selling skills.

your vendors each week to catch up

Tony DiCello, Austin, TX

on what they are seeing and what
they are doing about it. This will

provide you with an early warning system when things start to get behind
or slide off track. And the benefits run both ways, you can provide extra
assistance and accountability on the transactions involving your customers and they can give you insight and forewarning on new issues they are
seeing in transactions with their other customers.
Problem solving is both a skill and a process. You can be a creative person in finding alternative ways to get things done and you can be a catalyst
for the creativity of others. When it comes to working through a difficult
issue in the transaction, you will likely need to do both. Over time, you will
take the wisdom of experience and find new ways to solve old problems—
creative financing, win-win negotiations, zoning approvals or low-cost repair
techniques. And, you can become adept at seeking the expertise and creativity of others. You may even even engage your clients in the process, particularly if they are required to approve of the final solution. People almost
always support those plans and ideas they had a hand in creating.
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Finally, if you are going to do complex and exacting professional
work, you’ll need a checklist. Airline pilots may have flown hundreds of
flights and thousands of miles, but before every takeoff they run their
checklist. They may even be able to do it from memory with their eyes
closed, but they read the checklist, review each item, make sure it’s done
and mark it off. You’ll do the same thing. It prevents unforeseen accidents and it allows for the early detection of problems. The Contract to
Close Checklist (Figure 63 on page 260) is a good model to use. It is based
on our research with the real estate industry’s top agents, administrative
assistants, and transaction coordinators. Make it yours, add whatever
key items fit your local market, and then use it to fly your transactions to
safe landings at the closing table.
PLAYING DEFENSE
Forewarned is forearmed. The ultimate control issue hasn’t changed—you
must get the transaction to and through closing. You’ll do it as a fiduciary
service to their clients and, frankly, you’ll do it to get paid. A downshifted
market just complicates the challenge and cranks up the pressure. Typically, fall-throughs or DNC’s (Did Not Close) can increase from under
5 percent in a sellers’ market to well over 25 percent in a shifted market.
So anticipate problems and proactively takes the steps that will prevent
anything from sabotaging the deal.
If “finding the motivated,” “getting to the table,” and “creating urgency” represent playing offense in the game of real estate sales, then
“bulletproofing the transaction” is about playing defense. You take
charge, occasionally you will even need to be a bit pushy in protecting
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your clients’ welfare and your transaction. If you play it right, there won’t
be that many surprises. You’ll catch things early, even before the problems occur and certainly before they put the closing at risk. The procedures you put in place will serve you in every market; they are always the
right things to do. But, in a downshifted market they make an ever bigger
difference—the difference of whether or not you get paid for your work.
In the long term, your professional fail-safe systems establish you as the
reliable, trustworthy, competent professional that gets things done, done
right, and on time. That kind of reputation means money in your pocket,
a career worth having, and a business that is not only growing but absolutely worth owning.
The real estate sales business game really has a beginning and an
end. Both are critical to our success. At the beginning we must lead generate for sellers and buyers, convert these leads to appointments and
then bring about a “meeting of the minds,” an accepted purchase offer
contract. In the end, we must get that contract and all the involved parties to a satisfactory closing. The first part is the hard, focused work of
making connections and achieving agreements. It’s heads down. The
second part is the wide-eyed, vigilant guardianship of the transaction
until it makes it to closing. It’s heads up. So, forever remember this
truth about our profession: We do our deals heads down but we save
our deals heads up.
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THE GIFT OF SHIFT
God grant me the serenity to accept the people I cannot change, the
courage to change the one I can, and the wisdom to know it’s me.
unknown
Successful people shift. Always. Continuously. Relentlessly. Whether it is in response to the market or their own goals, high achievers are
always changing. Altering and adjusting. This is what their life looks like.
Successful people know that they must constantly change and adapt if they
are to stay successful. They know life is too big to think small and too short
to move slowly. They know there are ups and downs. They know that old
endings can give way to new and better beginnings. And they know that to
triumph in any situation they must always do one thing—shift.
Sometimes shifts just happen and sometimes you make them happen. They happen when you least expect them and they happen when
you most want them. Sometimes it doesn’t feel right and sometimes it
does. Whether you suddenly find you must shift or you suddenly find
that you want to shift—the issues are the same. Whether you’re in a buyers’ market or a sellers’ market—the issues are the same. And it doesn’t
matter if you’re trying to keep from going backward or wanting to push
forward—the issues are the same. In fact, if you should find that you
need to shift and don’t, you’ll be one shift shy of what you really need.
Hard times aren’t easy. Hence the name. But you know what? Easy
times aren’t easy either. Life is a continuous challenge. People say hard
times aren’t easy and easy times aren’t hard, but I’m not so sure that’s
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true or that it serves you well to look at it that way. I believe it’s fairer
to say that no matter your circumstances, things can be easy or hard—
depending on you. You’ll decide. You can either make easy times harder than they need to be or you can make hard times as easy as they can
be. You don’t get to decide what the market will do, but you definitely
get to decide what you will do. My preacher Doug tells a funny story
that sheds some light on an agent’s relationship to the market. The
captain of a ship notices a light in the distance. The captain radios out
and says, “We’re headed straight for you, change course!” The reply
comes back, “This is the harbor master—the lighthouse isn’t moving.” Sometimes changing course isn’t an option, sometimes you shift
because you have to.
Now, no one is promising that you’ll make the same money no matter the market. A lot of factors go into determining that. The bottom
line is that you should make the best of any situation. Unfortunately, not
everyone sees it this way. Some people truly do see tough times as times
filled with too many problems to handle and wish for a problem-free
market. That problem-free market does not exist.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale once told the story of a young man who
came to him and said he wished he didn’t have any problems. He said
that life was just too tough and he really just wanted all his problems to
go away. Dr. Peale replied, “I know of a place where no one has any problems whatsoever. Would you like to know where it is?” The young man
excitedly said, “Yes.” Dr. Peale then said, “It’s Woodlawn Cemetery. You
still want to go?”
The living always have problems to solve and challenges to overcome. That’s life. The real difference between people is in how they deal
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with them. If you want to have fewer problems I suggest you learn to
become comfortable with being uncomfortable. Learn to shift.
You’ll be clearer if you always think of any shift as a shift of choice.
You’re not always getting to pick the circumstances, but you’re always
choosing to shift no matter what the circumstances. So if the market
shifts, you’re shifting. And if the market isn’t shifting, you’re shifting. In
other words, to be your best you can’t be shiftless. You’re not going to
rest on your past nor assume that your future is set. To reach your full potential you are going to become like a priceless diamond and always apply
the necessary pressure to harden and shine. And no matter the market,
you choose to enjoy the ride.
BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR
That comment really hit me one day while I was having lunch with my
wife Mary. I shared with her that I had been wishing that I could just
shut my eyes and when I opened them the shift we were currently in
would have passed. I told her that as I thought about this I suddenly
realized that wasn’t what I really wanted. It dawned on me that if I fastforwarded my life a few years this shift might be over, but so would a lot
of other things. I would have missed so much.
Even in tough times there is much to savor. Our dog, Max was getting up in age and we were having a wonderful time with him. The shift
would be over, but he might be gone. Our son John was sixteen and we
loved having him with us. The shift would be over, but he’d be in college
never to live at our home again. My mom was doing great, but she wasn’t
young anymore. The shift would be over, but she might not be doing as
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well. I then realized one thing. Take nothing for granted. Assume nothing. Appreciate every moment for what it is. Take the good with the bad
and the bad with the good. I had been thinking that the timing of things
always had to be perfect and then I understood with total clarity that any
time you have is already perfect.
No, I would never wish any of this away—not for any relief from or
avoidance of some difficult times. If I want all the good days, the precious
times and the meaningful moments, then I’ll just have to take the challenges that life brings along with them. I know I can’t have one without
the other. Nor can you. If you want to be your best and experience greatness in your life, you’ll be experiencing both sides of it—almost always
at the same time. Besides, as the old English proverb says, “a smooth sea
never made a skillful mariner.” The good and the bad, the hard and the
easy all work together to shape the person you become. Don’t wish your
life away. Embrace every moment.
THE FARMER’S LUCK
Think of a shift as an opportunity. Dave Jenks often credits Price Pritchett, one of his favorite business authors, as saying “change always comes
bearing gifts.” I believe this is true. Change can surprise us with the benefits it can bring.
Jay Papasan brought this truth home to Dave and me by sharing
this story. His children love to have him read a picture book called Zen
Shorts about a giant panda bear that befriends three siblings, Addy, Michael, and Karl. In the book, Stillwater the bear tells Michael the story of
“The Farmer’s Luck,” an ancient Taoist tale.
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Many years ago there lived a farmer who toiled daily in his fields.
One day, without warning, his prize horse—the one he relied on
to work the land—ran away. When the news reached his neighbors, they arrived at his door to offer consolation.
“What bad luck,” they said with concern.
“Maybe,” answered the farmer.
The following morning, the farmer awoke to find his
prize horse had returned, and with it, two wild horses.
Upon hearing the news, the neighbors exclaimed “What
good luck!”
“Maybe,” replied the farmer.
The very next day, while trying to tame one of the wild
horses, the farmer’s son was thrown and badly injured his leg.
Again, the neighbors arrived quickly to offer their condolences. “Such bad luck,” they said.
“Maybe,” answered the farmer.
A day later, officials from the military arrived looking
for young men to fight in battle. Recognizing that the farmer’s son
was badly injured, they did not ask him to enlist.
“Such good luck!” shouted the neighbors.
“Maybe,” answered the farmer....
After hearing the story, young Michael says, “I get it. Maybe
good luck and bad luck are all mixed up. You never know what will
happen next.”
This is true for all of us. The good and the bad happen at the same
time. In fact, it can sometimes be difficult to tell one from the other. Or,
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as Abe Lincoln said, “Nothing is either good or bad but thinking makes
it so.” There can be a “gift of the shift” and perhaps even more than one.
Whether we see times as full of difficulty or full of opportunity, they will
most likely turn out exactly as we see them. In the end, we determine the
times by our choices. Our choice will be to either try to avoid them and
wish they weren’t true or to embrace the opportunities they offer.
TACKLING TOUGH TIMES
By choosing to embrace opportunity you’re choosing to shift. And
whether a market shift forces you to choose or you simply choose to
shift your business to another level, there are twelve issues you must
tackle. Although we’ve been looking at them through the eyes of a market shift, they aren’t just about that. These are, in fact, the twelve fundamentals for shifting your business, anytime and anywhere. This just
may be one of your biggest aha’s you get from a shift. These twelve
tactics are not just timely, they are timeless.
There are times in life when the market shifts and you have to shift
to react. There are other times when you’ll simply need to make a shift.
These twelve tactics are appropriate for when you’ve been shifted and
for when you choose to make a shift. When you’ve been disrupted by
the market or when you want to disrupt the competition. Master these
twelve tactics and you gain utmost control over your business. Fail to
master them and, at some point, a shift will put you at the whims of the
market and your competition.
So, whether you are dealing with a market shift or you’ve decided to
give your business a lift, there are twelve things you need to do.
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First, get real about your situation and get right about what you’re
doing. Bring a greater sense of clarity, priority, and focus to your work.
Look at your role and do what you do best and get paid the most for.
Most likely, that will be lead generation and conversion.
Second, re-margin your business and get serious about expense
management and profitability. Stop spending money on your business
and start investing money in it. Lead with revenue, not expenses. Be a
“budget bully” and make your money smart.
Third, learn to do more with less. Maximize your productivity.
Focus on the six core competencies of a real estate sales business and
hold everyone around you to high standards. Follow a clear process for
hiring and firing, continually top-grade your people, and annually upgrade your systems.
Fourth, focus your lead generation on finding motivated clients.
Time-block to ensure this gets done everyday. Master the tasks, skills, and
scripts of your lead generation methods. Make your message match your
market and always make direct and indirect offers for immediate response.
Fifth, memorize and internalize the conversion process and the
scripts of lead capture, connect, and close. Make sure everyone around
you does the same. Never assume you have a lead until you have an appointment.
Sixth, catch people in your Web and focus your Internet strategy
on capturing contact information. Everything else it does can be important, but secondary. Offer “thin bait” to attract hits and “fat bait” to give
them a reason to register. Rapid response is your standard.
Seventh, master seller pricing so your listings are always “in the
market.” Show sellers the financial risks of being “overpriced,” missing
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the “window of opportunity” and “chasing the market.” Build price reductions into your agreement up front.
Eighth, master staging strategies so your sellers always stand out
from the competition. Show them how proper clean-up, repairs, and cosmetic improvements will decrease the time on the market, increase the
number of offers, and gain a higher sales price.
Ninth, help buyers overcome reluctance and acquire genuine urgency. Become their “local economist of choice,” help them tap into
their “why” and show them the hazards of trying to “time the market.”
Narrow the field and provide “best buy” lists so they see the opportunities that exist in their market.
Tenth, build a creative finance team around you and put creative
financing to use whenever you can. Use seller creativity (concessions,
contributions, buydowns, and owner financing), buyer down payment
creativity (family, specialized agencies, government grants, and retirement fund loans) and lender creativity (FHA, special federally funded
and guaranteed loans, municipal and state programs and special application procedures).
Eleventh, participate in the “market of the moment” to give your
business bandwidth. Know the ins and outs of short sales, foreclosures
and REOs. Also become a specialist in capturing and converting the leads
from yours and other’s REO listings.
Twelfth, bulletproof your transactions. Take nothing for granted.
Set seller and buyer expectations up front, involve yourself in the selection and supervision of all vendors, be personally involved in inspections,
repairs and any final negotiations, and employ a step-by-step process to
address buyer or seller “remorse.”
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Tackling these areas is a never-ending process. It’s the real estate
business. Downward shifts are more difficult on the front-end. Upward
shifts become more difficult on the back end. On the front-end of a buyers’ market you have fewer available sales and fewer available commissions
per agent. And listings won’t sell, which translates to seller dissatisfaction.
It is negatively emotional on the down slope. Sellers are frustrated and
confused, while buyers are fearful and reluctant. On the other hand, a sustained sellers’ market finishes with high competition. Competitors start
discounting their value and then start discounting their price. Maintaining
an adequate seller listing inventory becomes a real concern.
Economic shifts come in two shapes. These twelve topics and their
tactics are timeless and apply to both. Success in a buyers’ market just requires you to be doing the things you should have been doing all along.
ACT YOUR WAGE
To successfully implement these twelve tactics you must act your wage.
This means you must think and act the wage you want before you earn
it. Average is as average does. Good is as good does. And great is as great
does. What you do is who you become. A lot of people struggle with this
concept. They truly don’t understand that if they want to earn a certain
amount of money, then they must live the calendar of a person who earns
that—or they won’t earn it. It’s really that simple.
I believe thoughts come before actions and actions come before
results. This means unless you’re counting on a lot of luck, you must
think and act in such a way as to realize your goals. So, which comes first,
thoughts or actions? Thoughts. You think before you act. Then which
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comes next, actions or results? Actions. You do something then you get a
result. So, in other words, its thoughts plus actions then results. In that
order. Why? Because life is an inside first, outside second experience.
How you think determines what you do and what you do determines the
results you get.
I was visiting with a real estate agent, and as I truly got a sense of
what he was capable of I made this comment, “I think you’re a $50 million dollar a year producer masquerading as a $10 million dollar a year
producer.” He was shocked and asked what I meant and I said, “All I
mean is that you appear to have amazing potential, but you’re thinking
and acting like a $1 million dollar producer.” I told him he was underperforming because he was underacting. I said, “If you want to grow to the
next level you better start acting your wage.” And the same applies to
you. You must think like and take the actions of the production you want
or you won’t ever get it. So, if you want to shift your business to the next
level you better start acting your wage.
Getting what we want in life requires hard work and there are no
guarantees. Someone once told me “you must put in the time before
you’ll see a dime” and I agree. You must put a plan in place that focuses
on the actions necessary to get the results you want. And just so we’re
clear, if it took you longer to say it than it did to think it up—it’s not a
plan. Thinking and deciding is the hard work of planning; talking about
it is the easy part.
Take a look at the twelve issues and based upon your business goals
and current situation prioritize them by asking this question: If I could do
just one of them which would make the biggest difference in my business? Write
down the answer. That is your first priority. Then ask this question: If I
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could do only one more what would it be? Write down that answer. And keep
doing this until you’ve written down all twelve issues in a priority list.
You now have your marching orders. You know what to do and what to
do first. Now, go back to each item and ask three questions: Do I know
how to do this? Do I need anything to do this? Do I need any help doing it? The
answers will give you a list of what you need to know, what you need to
have, and who’s support you‘ll need to do each priority. Now, start with
your first priority and begin accomplishing your goals.
THE SPEED OF NEED
If you want to be effective (and efficient) keep things simple. Don’t try
to accomplish everything at once just do the few things that matter most
and see what happens. I think we’ve put the twelve issues in the proper
order in which they occur in everyone’s business, but I don’t think they’re
necessarily in the priority order for anyone in particular. Your business is
your business and your priorities are yours and yours alone. You know
your goals and you know where you currently stand. You also know what
is holding you back. Some people will ask me what I think, but I always
answer with “what do you think?” Invariably, they know the answer. Everyone, deep down, knows their answers if they’ll stop long enough to
ask the question and then think about it. I believe you have to slow down
just for a second before you speed up. The slowing down is for asking the
question and then being still long enough to hear the answer. After that,
it’s time to take action at the speed of your need.
Some people say they feel the need for speed, and I know what they
mean. I certainly feel that. However, I think it’s more instructive to ac-
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knowledge that everyone moves at the speed of their need—that we
all get our actual speed from our big whys. If you’re in touch with
what you really want and have turned that into a need, then I believe
that need now sets the pace you’ll move to go get it. Velocity creates
momentum. And haste driven by big motives and a prioritized plan is
never a waste. So when you see an individual moving positively in the
direction of their dreams you’re seeing someone who is in touch with
their biggest whys.
When you’re clear about what you desire then you’ll be clear about
the speed you’ll need to move to get it. If you’ll then take your priorities
to your calendar and time block for them based upon this way of thinking you will get the most out of yourself and your career. And your life.
You’ll be moving at the speed of need. Any other way will leave you wanting or waiting.
WE FAIL OUR WAY TO SUCCESS
The real estate business has always been cyclical. If you are going to be
successful over the long haul you will prepare for those cycles and find
opportunities in them. Your determination, your preparation, and your
implementation will put you on the right path to your goals. You will
consistently be in step with the consumer and ahead of your competition. Others may see things as good times and bad times. You will always
see them as opportunity time.
One of the greatest myths is that you succeed your way to success.
This isn’t true. In fact, just the opposite is true. You fail your way to success. Everyone fails. The ones who succeed are the ones who keep going.
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The ones who fail are the ones who don’t. When you succeed, you do
an end zone dance and celebrate. When you lose you seek to find out
“what happened,” learn from your mistake, and push forward. Failing at
something isn’t failing. It’s learning what didn’t work and growing from
the experience. Zig Ziglar was right when he said, “A big shot is a little
shot that just kept shooting.” Everyone falls down, but not everyone gets
up. The trick in life is to get up. The world won’t judge you by your failures, but by how many times you get back up. No matter the market and
no matter your results, always get up and continue on with your journey.
That is what we were all meant to do. That is what you must do.
Tough times are essential for top people to get ahead. Even the best
need an assist by the market to gain a step on the competition. While it
knocks you down it’s knocking others out. So, a shift is an opportunity to
get ahead or be left behind—the only question is which one will it be for
you? Time tends to reward effort and resilience.
Life is still about the basics and mastering them. Two plus two still
equals four. I learned this, my son learned this, and you learned this. The
basics are timeless in both how they work and how important they are.
They’re building blocks. When you learn them everything shows up and
looks like an opportunity. When you don’t learn them everything shows
up and looks like a problem. Think of these twelve issues as simply another way of looking at the basics because they are the basics. Don’t ever
get away from doing them. Then a down market won’t get you totally
down and an up market can lift you to new heights.
Success never comes to the chosen few, but the few who choose.
These can be the worst of times; these can be the best of times. You get
to choose.
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APPENDIX
Figures 64 and 65 illustrate the Law of Equilibrium at work after a shift.
In the fall of 2005, both the average annual sales and the number of available sides per person began a pronounced slide while the agent population was only beginning to change direction. It is these two trends that
eventually push some out of the business, renewing opportunity for
those who remain.
NAR MEMBERS VS. ANNUAL SALES
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NAR MEMBERS VS. AVAILABLE SALES PER PERSON
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currency exchange rates, 11
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default, 227–233
direct close, 100–102
direct employees, 39–40
direct offer, 60–61
direct-response marketing, 60
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closing in, 242
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fears in, 241
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Edison, Thomas A., 157
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in down market, 241
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financial recovery, step to, 35
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foreclosures
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James, William, 83
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money in, 54–55
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success of, 57, 84
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time blocking and, 73–81
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cost of foreclosure for, 228–229
in creative financing, 214–219
limits on seller closing cost
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MacKay, Harvey, 23
Make Offers For Immediate Response
(MOFIR), 61
management by wandering around, 27
margin, protecting your, 34–35
marketing. see also lead(s)
capturing through, 93–94
direct-response, 60
marketing-based/prospecting		
enhanced, 67
methods of, 63–65
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